ABSTRACTS
(The titles of panels are listed in alphabetical order)
(An asterisk (*) next to a panel title indicates that the panel
has been specially organised for the conference)

Special joint SCS (formerly APA)/CA Panel
W(h)ither Philology
Convener: Cynthia Damon (U Penn) on behalf of SCS
"W(h)ither philology?" presents four papers that grapple with the contemporary meaning of and
outlook for philology, issues that have particular salience in the wake of the 2014 reinvention of the
American Philological Association as the Society for Classical Studies. Questions about the "project of
philology" are once again in the air, and not just among classicists. Scholars of other ancient literary
traditions claim philology as a superordinate disciplinary umbrella (see, e.g.,
http://www.forum-transregionale-studien.de/en/revisiting-the-canons-of-textualscholarship/profile/general-information.html). And practitioners of digital humanities proclaim new
opportunities, and new urgencies, for philological enterprise (see, e.g., http://sites.tufts.edu/perseus
updates/2013/04/04/the-open-philology-project-and-humboldt-chair-of-digital-humanities-atleipzig/). The papers in this session range from critiques of philology's traditional claims to expositions
of philological work at the digital frontier. They include theoretically sophisticated understandings of
what philology is and technologically sophisticated manifestations of what philology does.

Will Batstone (Ohio State), Why Philology deserves its underserved bad name
Over twenty-five years ago in 1988 a conference at Harvard, organized by Jan Ziolkowski and called
"On Philology," attempted to address the divide between theory and philology ("the deconstructive
aims of some theory and the reconstructive project of philology" as Ziolkowski put it). Many of the
issues addressed at that conference, and later published as On Philology (1990), are still with us. In
fact, if the recent renaming of the American Philological Association is any indicator, "philology"
remains a controversial label. I would like to begin with that conference as a basis for arriving at some
understanding of what the "project of philology" is (its gender bias, its terms of value, its oppositional
posture, its claims upon history, fact, and culture; its epistemological assumptions). My hope here is
to avoid a merely personal definition and view of philology. This will entail a comparison with the
competing claims of theory in an attempt to articulate where the divide between the "two castes"
lies. I will then argue that the two projects are co-implicated and their strengths interdependent. This
does not mean that philology can use theory to ask questions that keep the ancient texts relevant,
that theory is some addition to the strengths, skill, and proven value of philology (the Ziolkowski
position). Nor does it mean, or should it mean, that "Lady Theory," with her meretricious tendencies,
goes her merry way without recourse to the "hard facts" of philology but could make use of them and
is really useful when it does. I will argue that philology is equally meretricious and by not owning up
to that fact it deserves its undeserved bad name. In fact the objection to philology is in large part its
claim to sufficiency, fact, history and objectivity. It is here that theory is not an alternative, but offers
a critique of philology that has its own rigor. In fact, theory can be as manly as philology in its claim to
rigor, truth, and knowledge. And that's what irks philologists. But this is only half the story: theory
itself, especially as practiced by many in the Classics today, could do with a good dose of philology's
attention to detail: What really is the Lacanian real? Or Kristevan intertextuality? Or the status of
"intention" in the field of analysis? Or a Derridean deconstruction? In this regard, this paper could also
be titled: Why Theory deserves its undeserved bad name.
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Joy Connolly (NYU), Past forever now: Philology and the press of history
Conversations about the proper definition and role of philology in Classics over the past twenty years
tend to circle back to the question "What does a classicist need to know?" (See the minutes of the
1995 workshop on Classics graduate education at the University of Pennsylvania online at
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/~jfarrell/wirphil.html). A few years before that, at the 1988 conference on
philology at Harvard organized by Jan Ziolkowski, Jonathan Culler rejected the claim that philology's
knowledge is "basic or foundational, a kind of first knowledge that serves as the precondition of any
further literary criticism or historical and interpretive work." He sought to show that the activities of
reconstructing texts and reading them accurately rely on a scaffolding of propositions about a given
culture at a given time and about the relations between the meaning of a word and its culture. I share
Culler's (and in the same collection, Barbara Johnson's) capacious understanding of philology as a
practice of reading that at its best breaks through the crusts of preconceived meanings and even
further, through preconceived notions of how literature means.
For me the question of where philology is going—what it can or should be—is essentially a question
about thought and temporality. That is, it challenges us to think about how to sustain historical
consciousness in a time of incessant change, heightened awareness of contingency, and the
annihilation of time and space by digital technology. I see the close reading and interpretation of texts
in dialectical terms, where critical readers activate the past and thus unsettle our sense of the past's
and the present's inevitability. In this paper I will work with Walter Benjamin's and Hannah Arendt's
reflections on the relations of past, present, and future to make an argument—and just as important,
start a conversation—about the potential for a collective sense of purposiveness that drives different
styles of work with classical texts.

Patrick Finglass (Nottingham/All Souls), OCTs online: The digital future of classical editions
A few weeks ahead of the Classics launch of Oxford Scholarly Editions Online, this paper investigates
what digital editions and commentaries can offer classicists, and how digital platforms might affect
the future production of works of scholarship.

James Brusuelas (Oxford), Philology Beyond the Codex: Proteus
Although philology and the 'book' have been an inseparable pair for centuries, whether a papyrus
bookroll or a bound codex, there is now much ado about digital editions. But what exactly constitutes
a digital edition? More importantly, what is a digital critical edition? What is its form and functionality?
Looking forward to the needs of Classics and classicists not just five years from now but twenty years
from now, what becomes of philology and the practice of textual criticism without the codex?
The Proteus project aims to address such line of questioning. Launching in Spring 2015, it is a digital
ecosystem for both creating next-generation critical editions and generating the textual criticism that
underwrites them. It is a virtual space for true collective critical editing, a process whereby multiple
scholars and students can produce digital editions, suggest conjectures, and submit critical notes, all
of which are then accessible for future research. Focusing on papyrus fragments and commentaries in
its first iteration, citable, scholarly use is of the utmost importance. But Proteus is not just simply
implementing the necessary critical and testimonial apparatus, the attributes that make a Greek or
Latin edition critical, but embracing the machine for what it is: not a book. A new text editor, data
visualization, search, and version control are being employed to re-think how a user interfaces a text
that can constantly change and its required metadata. Our vision is to not render digitally a carbon
copy of a printed page. Moving beyond the codex mindset, Proteus aims to make digital philology
accessible, fluid, engaging, and didactic.
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Roundtable:
Schools, Education and Sustainable Development
Convenor: Genevieve Liveley (Chair, CUCD Education Committee)
Convened by the CUCD Education Committee, and responding to one of the key themes for the 2015
CA conference, this roundtable discussion panel will explore the current and future grassroots
sustainability of Classics as a subject taught in schools, communities, and universities. Key questions
for provocation, consideration and debate will include: How sustainable are university outreach
initiatives? If universities are prepared to teach Latin and Greek for free (and to accept students onto
degree programmes with no prior qualifications in the subject), what are the risks to schools and to
the future of the subject? How have recent government reforms to qualifications and curriculum
policy innovations impacted upon Classics? What are the wider ramifications of moves to make
Classics qualifications more ‘rigorous’? If universities continue to train far greater numbers of Classics
and Ancient History PhDs than there are academic posts, how might they better support their
doctorates to make a success of a school based career? Four short presentations (of up to 15 minutes
each, followed by 10 minutes of related preliminary discussion) addressing these key issues will be
followed by an open plenary discussion (20 minutes) of wider issues of sustainability as they impact
upon our discipline and broad subject community.
Four short presentations (of up to 15 minutes each, followed by 10 minutes of related preliminary
discussion) addressing these key issues will be followed by an open plenary discussion (20 minutes) of
wider issues of sustainability as they impact upon our discipline and broad subject community.

Cressida Ryan (Schools Liaison and Access Officer, Oxford), Collaborative Classics
Using some case studies of partnerships between universities, schools, groups of schools and other
institutions, this presentation explores the benefits and pitfalls of a collaborative approach to Classics
teaching. Universities are, with their OFFA agreements, legally bound to engage in outreach work,
beyond any sense of the good of the subject, or corporate social responsibility. At what point do they
hinder or help a subject in schools? State-independent partnerships, academy chains, teaching schools
(and consortia) free schools and sponsored academies are all engaging with Classics, but how much
do the pupils benefit? What would count as benefit? How can we ensure pupils continue to benefit
individually, as well as the subject collectively?

Alex Orgee (OCR Exam Board), GCSE and A Level reform
This presentation offers a detailed update on the latest development and modifications to Classics
qualifications in the light of the recent government reforms to GCSE and A Level curricula. What is
already being done by Exam Boards to support and promote the teaching of Classics in Schools
(including Latin and Greek, Ancient History, and Classical Civilization)? What else could be done? How
will the latest reforms impact upon these subjects as they are taught in universities? How can the
wider Classics community ensure we work together to support the ongoing future sustainability of our
subject?

Arlene Holmes-Henderson (Classics in Communities Postdoctoral Researcher, Oxford), Classics in
the classroom: a return to favourable conditions in UK policy and practice?
This presentation will explore the curriculum policy innovations in Scotland and England which have
led to a (partial) reintroduction of Classics to the mainstream school curriculum. It will analyse the
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impact of these reforms and suggest ways in which schools, universities, community groups and
charities can work together to sustain and improve Classics education, now and in the future.
Tom Murgatroyd (Head of Classics, Monmouth School), PhDs in Schools
Universities are currently training far greater numbers of Classics and Ancient History PhDs than there
are – or are ever likely to be – academic posts. What does it mean for an ‘academic’ to move
successfully into a career based in a school rather than a university? What are the benefits and pitfalls?
Should we be aiming to integrate more teacher training into doctoral studies?

Genevieve Liveley (Chair, CUCD Education Committee), Schools, Education and Sustainability
A plenary discussion

Panels:
*Ancient rhetoric in contemporary political discourse
Panel convener: Andreas Serafim (Cyprus/OU Cyprus/UCL)
Chair: Roger Brock (Leeds)
Since antiquity the art of rhetorical persuasion has been employed in many different aspects of civic
life, especially public speaking. Rhetoric is central to political processes and outcomes: it gives the
speakers the power to influence their audience to achieve their political aims. Although what we know
today as the art of public speaking has undergone continuous change since the days of Pericles,
Demosthenes, Cicero, and Quintilian, nevertheless, it has been suggested that Greco-Roman rhetoric
has influenced how contemporary politics is articulated. This panel seeks to examine whether
elements of ancient rhetoric can be detected in modern political speeches.
Four scholars from diverse research spectrums – specialists in ancient rhetoric/oratory and others
working on contemporary political speech making and communication – examine the application of
ancient rhetorical stratagems, figures, tropes, and forms of arguments in contemporary political
discourse.

Richard Toye (Exeter), Churchill and the Classics
Winston Churchill, who was once disconcerted to learn that some of his own ideas had been
anticipated by Aristotle, had a troubled relationship with the Classics. At Harrow he struggled with
Latin and Greek, and My Early Life (1930) contains an amusing account of some of the absurdities of
the public school educational process. It would be wrong to exaggerate his ignorance, however. During
his autodidact phase as a young man in India he familiarised himself with Plato and other Classical
authors, as well as with Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, a work that heavily influenced Churchill’s own prose
style. It is probably true, though, that he retained a sense of inferiority in respect of the superior
Classical learning of many of his politician and civil servant contemporaries. Yet, in some ways,
Churchill’s deficiencies may actually have played to his advantage. He reached political maturity during
the age of mass enfranchisement, when Classical learning was to some extent becoming an object of
anti-elitist suspicion, and his limitations in this sphere (to which he publicly drew attention) surely did
no harm to his populist credentials. In terms of assessing the extent to which his rhetorical style was
affected by his Classical learning, it can be difficult to distinguish between direct influences (the works
he had read himself) and indirect ones (the imitation of contemporary orators, such as his own father,
who were themselves trained in the Classics). It is perhaps most helpful, therefore, to consider the
Classics not as a source of mechanical influence on Churchill, but rather as a key part of late-Victorian
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culture that he could draw upon as a resource when it suited him. This paper explores these themes
in the context of wider political and cultural attitudes to the Classics over the course of Churchill’s
active career.

Charles Marsh (Kansas), Philosopher-Knaves: Pseudo-platonic rhetoric in modern American politics
and an Isocratean alternative
As seen in Gorgias and Phaedrus, Plato rejected the art of rhetoric unless it was in the service of
absolute truth. Rhetoric, he believed, should be the exclusive province of philosophers who had
discovered divine truths that predated creation: The ultimate practitioners of Platonic rhetoric were
Philosopher-Kings, civic rulers who acquired and merited power because they had, through dialectic,
discovered unchanging truths residing in God’s mind. Dissent, thus, was irrelevant – or, worse,
dangerous. At best, dissent was doxa/opinion with the temerity to challenge episteme/true
knowledge.
Modern American politics abounds with examples of would-be Philosopher-Kings. Because, however,
these aspirants seemingly have failed to engage in the rigorous quest for truth described by Plato
throughout his dialogues, a better term for this group might be Philosopher-Knaves. Presidential
candidate Alan Keyes, for example, recently declared abortion and gay marriage to be “against the
transcendent will of God.” Ergo, dissenters “cannot have the right to do what is fundamentally wrong.”
Significantly, Philosopher-Knaves are not simply citizens; they are citizens seeking executive or
legislative power.
Such pseudo-platonic rhetoric certainly is not unique to American politics. Because of that nation’s
press freedoms and media infrastructures, however, such assertions are highly visible. Additionally,
while such rhetoric is inherent in a theocracy, it can be corrosive in a democracy.
Just as he did millennia ago, Isocrates offers a pragmatic contrast to Plato. His rejection of Platonic
certainty; his solicitation of dissent; and his championing of the values of justice and moderation can
provide a proven alternative to Platonic rhetoric and its modern dilutions. In short, the very different
lenses of Platonic and Isocratean rhetoric allow us first to analyze this phenomenon and then to
propose an alternative that, millennia ago, was effective.

Christian Kock (Copenhagen), Hitler’s Evil Oratory – Illuminated by Rhetoricians of Late Antiquity
It has always been recognized that rhetoric can be used for ill as well as for good. Hitler is often cited
as an example of the former. Yet there are few analyses of what exactly he did in his oratory that
enabled his words to spellbind millions. This paper will suggest that Hermogenes’s theory of deinotēs
and, in some respects, Augustine’s analyses of Biblical rhetoric can help us better understand this,
primarily on the stylistic level. Hitler’s speech at the Berlin “Sportpalast” on January 30, 1940, will be
used as an illustration.
The theory of deinotēs according to Hermogenes says, essentially, that the kind of overwhelming
power that, e.g., Demosthenes possessed has to do with an ability to shift often abruptly, back and
forth between ‘types’ of style (ideai). Hermogenes’s ‘types’ differ from most ancient and modern
theories of style by including not just lexis, but also methodos and ennoia as criteria. On the other
hand, Hermogenes does not use the traditional notion of ‘levels’ of style. Among the types that Hitler
may be said to change back and forth between in the speech in question are modesty (epieikeia),
vehemence (sphodrotēs), asperity (trachytēs), and speed (gorgotēs).
Augustine’s analyses of Biblical rhetoric in De Doctrina Christiana may also, although it may seem
almost sacrilegious, illuminate effective features of Hitler’s style. Those analyses focus to a large
extent on quasi-musical, structural and quantitative features of, e.g., St. Paul’s style, paying great
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attention to sentence structure, sentence length, and the expectations and gratifications aroused by
these features.

Andreas Serafim (Cyprus/OU Cyprus/UCL), No Laughing Matter: Rhetorical Humour in Ancient and
Contemporary Public Speaking.
“Ridicule often decides matters of importance more effectually and in a better manner, than severity”
(Horace, The Satires 1.10.14-5). This paper aims to explore an important question that remains largely
unanswered: how do speakers employ humour as a rhetorical strategy to assist them in the attainment
of their argumentative objectives? I will suggest that the use of humour in Greco-Roman discourse
can help us better understand its use in contemporary discourse.
When used with maximum persuasive impact, humour is most appropriate as a means of attack
against an adversary, particularly when he or she invites ridicule, or against a “stupid, greedy, or fickle
witness, when people seem readily disposed to listen to him” (Cicero, On the Orator 2.229, 236; cf.
Plato, Republic 452d-e, Philebus 48a-50b; Aristotle, Rhetoric 1419b3-9, Poetics 1449a-b).
A context of adversarial rhetoric in the modern world that approximates to the ancient law-court is
the British House of Commons. The weekly clash between the UK Prime Minister and the Leader of
the Opposition with an audience that is rowdy, involved, and fickle, exactly as ancient audiences were
(cf. Demosthenes 5.15, 18.52, 18.262; Aristotle, Rhetoric 1400a9-11; Plato, Laws 659a, 700c-701a,
876b1-6, Apology of Socrates 17d1, 21a5, 27b1, 30c2-3; Lysias 12.73). Michael Foot’s speech on the
no confidence vote against the Government in 1979 and William Hague’s mockery of the awkward
moments Gordon Brown would face as Prime Minister in 2008 if Tony Blair were elected the
“President of Europe” provided memorable instances of political humour. The goal of both speeches
was to produce a state of amusement in the Members of the Parliament and to bring about a change
in political attitude or thinking and for attacking and ridiculing political rivals.
Ronald Reagan’s famous jokes about the Soviets indicate that another function of humour is to create
a sense of “in-group” consciousness, uniting him with the Americans in the audience against a third
party, the Soviet Union, which is mocked because of the (alleged) repression of human rights and
expression. This potential of humour to create a community is discussed in ancient sources (e.g.
Aristophanes, Wasps 566-7; Demosthenes 54.13, 20) as a means for the speaker artfully to construct
the audience’s frame of mind.

*Anna Perenna but not perennial Anna: Ambiguous representations of a fertility goddess
Panel convener: Gwynaeth McIntyre (UBC)
Chair: Gwynaeth McIntyre (UBC)
According to Ovid (Fast. 3.523-696), a festival was celebrated for Anna Perenna on the Ides of March.
After a brief description of the festival, Ovid devotes 146 lines to an account of the various possible
identities for Anna. The fluctuating and unstable identity of Anna in Fasti 3 stands in direct tension
with the eternal and continuous nature of fertility goddesses, who are responsible for ensuring the
enduring prosperity of the earth. The ambiguity in Anna’s attributed identities presents a valuable
case study for examining how the Romans used, adapted, and reformulated their myths depending
on genre, medium, and the political context of the narrative.
This panel explores the enduringly ambiguous and elusive figure of Anna Perenna in both literary and
archaeological sources. In the first paper, Sarah McCallum explores the impact of the alternative AnnaAeneas tradition on subsequent literary treatments of Dido’s lesser-known sister, particularly in Book
4 of Vergil’s Aeneid and Book 3 of Ovid’s Fasti. In the second paper, James McIntyre discusses the
manner in which Silius Italicus expoits Ovid’s version of the myth to suggest ambiguity, distrust and
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the selectivity of memory. In the final paper, Gwynaeth McIntyre examines the evidence from Anna’s
cult sites which connect her with nymphs and explores some of the common features of her cult and
that of other fertility goddesses such as Magna Mater. By incorporating a variety of approaches to
both literary and archaeological sources, this panel aims to promote an open, interdisciplinary
dialogue related to the study of myth, religion, and narrative. As individual discussions, the papers
offer unique perspectives on the ambiguous representations of Anna in a variety of sources. Taken
together, the papers demonstrate the ways in which mythological figures are depicted and adapted
within various facets of Roman culture.

Sarah McCallum (Harvard University), Non Dido, sed Anna: The Anna-Aeneas tradition in Vergil (A.4)
and Ovid (Fast. 3)
In the Aeneid, the passionate love affair between Dido and Aeneas is integral to the narrative
trajectory, aesthetic fabric, and emotional impact of the hero’s post-Iliadic wanderings. Though
Vergil’s audience can scarcely imagine the story without the relationship of Aeneas and Dido, an
alternative tradition exists in which their love was noticeably absent. According to Servius, Varro
recounts a different version of the tale in which Dido’s sister Anna plays the role of Aeneas’
impassioned and self-destructive lover (Varro ait non Didonem, sed Annam amore Aeneae impulsam
se supra rogum interemisse, Serv. ad A. 4.682; sane sciendum Varronem dicere, Aeneam ab Anna
amatum, Serv. ad A. 5.4). In this paper, I explore the impact of the alternative Anna-Aeneas tradition
on subsequent literary treatments of Dido’s lesser-known sister, focusing on the fourth book of
Vergil’s Aeneid and Book 3 of Ovid’s Fasti. I build upon the evidence presented by Casali, Barrett, and
others by delving further into the uestigia Varronis lurking within the Vergilian and Ovidian texts. The
argument proceeds in two main stages. First, I discuss Vergil’s allusive acknowledgment of the AnnaAeneas tradition throughout Aeneid 4, particularly in scenes that feature both Dido and her sister.
Allusions to the alternative tradition exist in productive tension with the primary storyline, recalling
Varro’s version even as Vergil creates his own tale of passion gone awry. Second, I show how Ovid
reacts to Vergil’s treatment of Anna in the programmatic introduction of his aetiology of Anna
Perenna. Through playful and agonistic allusions, Ovid declares that his treatment of the Varronian
Anna will differ from its Vergilian intertext.

James McIntyre (Cambridge University Press), Calendar Girl: Anna Perenna between the Fasti and
the Punica
At the central point in Silius Italicus’ Punica, just prior to the battle of Cannae, Juno employs Anna
Perenna – once the sister of Dido, now an Italian goddess - to bring encouragement to Hannibal in his
hostilities against Rome and to persuade him towards battle with his enemies at Cannae. Alongside
her message to Hannibal, Silius offers an aetiological narrative detailing Anna’s arrival in Italy and
encounter with Aeneas, the manner of her sublimation into the Italian landscape, and her
incorporation into the Roman pantheon. Although the placement of Cannae at the central point of
the epic has long been considered indicative of its importance to Silius’ conception of both the Second
Punic War and Rome’s trajectory towards empire, the importance of Anna’s narrative has been less
certain. The obvious intertext with the Aeneid gives emphasis to a reading that situates Cannae and
the Punica within an overall teleology that begins with Aeneas and the Trojans’ arrival in Italy and
culminates with imperium sine fine. Equally important to Silius’ depiction of Anna is his engagement
with the version of her encounter with Aeneas as told by Ovid in the Fasti. This paper argues that,
even as Anna suffers an identity crisis, wishing to fulfil her Carthaginian obligations while retaining the
goodwill of her Roman hosts, Silius adapts the Fasti in order to suggest uncertainty and ambiguity,
misinformation, faulty memory, misunderstanding and distrust. By examining the manner in which
Silius modifies and contradicts the narrative of the Fasti, this paper suggests that Anna’s ambiguous
narrative is contrasted with her perennial nature in order to expose an underlying propensity to civil
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discord that is in tension with the poem’s overt movement towards Roman victory and establishment
of empire.

Gwynaeth McIntyre (UBC), Just another fertility goddess: The worship of Anna Perenna
This paper examines the various identities of Anna Perenna presented in Ovid’s narrative in the Fasti
(3.523-696) through the archaeological evidence associated with her worship. It focuses on the two
sites related to her worship: her more permanent sacred grove site located at piazza Euclide and the
clearing at the first milestone on the Via Flaminia near the Tiber River which was used to celebrate her
festival on March 15th. The first part of this paper examines the identity of Anna as represented in the
material evidence from her sacred grove. Based on the inscriptions and other evidence found at this
location, I argue that this “Anna” follows Ovid’s, Vergil’s and Silius Italicus’ narratives of Anna as a
water nymph/fertility goddess. The second part of this paper focuses specifically on her festival and
the similarities between her worship and that of other fertility goddesses. At some point in the 2nd
century CE, Anna’s festival was moved from March 15th to June 18th and a festival of Magna Mater
took its place. The ease by which Anna’s festival is supplanted suggests that there was some link
between the fertility goddesses which may explain why it is difficult to identify artistic representations
of these goddesses. By using both the literary and archaeological evidence associated with the worship
of this goddess, this paper highlights the role of fertility goddesses within the religious landscape of
Rome and the important connections between literary representations of goddesses and the
archaeological remains associated with their worship.

Approaches to Teaching Classics in Universities
Sonya Nevin & Charlotte Behr (Roehampton), Classics on Campus: Using the University Campus as
a Learning Resource.
This paper presents practical ideas for teaching classical reception through the campus environments
in which students live and learn. It will discuss ‘The Roehampton Campus Project’, a second-year BA
module developed through an HEA Departmental Teaching Development Grant for the project ‘The
University Campus as Learning Resource.’ The module makes the campus itself the focus of learning,
with students using its buildings and art works, landscape features and religious sites, archival and
image collections to research the campus’ history, classical allusions and religious links. Students
taking the module are drawn from Classical Civilisation, History, and Ministerial Theology
programmes. This paper will focus on the experience of the Classical Civilisation students. They study
classical reception in the Georgian and Victorian eras, including neoclassical statuary, architecture and
interiors, a reinterred 3-4th century CE Roman body, and the lives of people who lived on campus,
including a leading classical collector and an early expert in Roman Palmyra. All participating students
conduct their own research projects drawing on the campus resources before involving the local
community and sharing what they have learned. Students choose the most appropriate form in which
to present their projects, such as online resources, community engagement projects with school
groups, church groups, or local artists, video installations or poster presentations. This approach to
teaching and learning helps students to develop vocational skills and to explore ways of applying their
knowledge of classical culture to the world around them. This paper will discuss the development and
implementation of the module and the resources that have been made available to support the
development of similar modules at further universities.
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Emily Lord-Kambitsch (UCL), Progressive Classics: The Voice of Classical Studies in a CrossDisciplinary Forum
This paper will focus jointly on reflection and experience: the reflection on recent work that has
informed my understanding of a relationship between interdisciplinarity and ‘sustainable classics,’ and
the experience I can share from a project I have coordinated that demonstrates the applicability of
this concept of ‘sustainable classics.’ I propose ultimately that classics is by nature multidisciplinary,
and that this quality is a strength that can allow classics to inform growing interdisciplinary research
projects in the humanities and social sciences, from a variety of perspectives.
As a postgraduate assistant for the Oxford Emotions Project, I first recognised the multidisciplinary
nature of classical studies, via the cross-disciplinary interaction used to analyse Greek socio-cultural
constructions of emotions [Chaniotis, ed. Unveiling Emotions I, 2012]. Research featuring classicists’
working in, or leading, interdisciplinary collaboration is on the rise. Fiona Macintosh and Lucy Jackson’s
direction of the new ‘Chorus in Action’ project in Oxford, Simon Goldhill’s co-direction of the
Cambridge Centre for Research in the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities, and Maria Wyke’s
development of the new Centre for Research into Dynamics of Civilisation at UCL are a few of
undoubtedly numerous examples.
In 2013 I organised an intra-collegiate workshop at UCL on ‘Empathy,’ as one of a series of
interdisciplinary workshops where postgraduates and experienced academics offered papers. In the
memory of regular workshop participants, I was the first classicist to take part. This ‘Empathy’ project
is now ongoing. I provide this experience to illustrate young classicists’ participation in this movement
toward further integration of classics into the humanities and social sciences as a progressive discipline
that can inform constructive, cross-disciplinary discussions on issues of broader relevance.

Leonardo Costantini (Leeds), The classicist as anthropologist of the past. The term magia as a case
study (the place of classics within the broader humanities)
Languages are far more than simple means of communication. They reflect the code of symbols and
values which constitute socio-cultural identity. Studying classical languages and literature can aptly be
compared to anthropological field research in a foreign community; similarly to the anthropologist,
classical scholars often approach different world-views, which can be fully appreciated with an emic
approach (which seeks to reconstruct the conceptualisations, beliefs and customs of the culture
analysed), to borrow an anthropological expression. This methodology allows us, in fact, not only to
observe the conceptual differences between ancient and contemporary Western thought, but also to
consider the diachronic continuity of some concepts of classical origins.
A prime example is the Latin term magia, a calque on Greek magei/a, a long-debated subject in both
anthropology and classics. This study examines the evolution of magia during the first two centuries
AD, focusing particularly on two sources: Pliny the Elder’s history of magic (NH 30.1-6) and the
definition of magia in Apuleius’ Apologia (25.9-26.6). Pliny’s account is a precious repertoire of
abridged information coming from many lost sources on magia, such as Varro’s Res Divinae and
Apion’s Aegyptiaca. Apuleius drew on Pliny’s ambivalent description of magia and distinguished, for
the first time, between a pious-religious and a vulgar-evil magic. This latter meaning was used
throughout Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, and is at the foundation of the modern meaning of
‘magic’.
This present analysis aims to illustrate how classics can benefit from acquiring the methodologies of
other humanities, such as anthropology. The emic approach opens, in fact, on to innovative exegetic
horizons, reaffirming – at the same time – the primary role of classics in the exploration of the Western
culture’s conceptual roots.
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R. J. G. Evans (Edinburgh), Rethinking Greek Rituals: Variation in the Practice, Experience and Place
of Greek Rituals within Classical Athens
Rituals within the ancient world are largely stuck within a modern, rigid narrative whereby their
practice is presented as a singular experience. Their inherent variability is regularly ignored. Such
attitudes have led to dictionary-style presentations, usually with one outcome and purpose offered as
a ritual's overriding function. My research attempts to rethink our approach towards Greek, and
ultimately all ancient, rituals by highlighting the inherent variety and changes that rituals (such as the
Athenian Amphidromia) underwent during their performance history.
My presentation will demonstrate the variation found within the performance, experience and place
of Greek rituals and how this variations points to the need for a rethink of how we discuss Greek, and
all, rituals. My theoretical approach uses a blend of anthropological theory (S. Fowles; C. Geertz) and
religious theory (C. Bell). The evidence bases ranges from material culture (e.g. terracotta braziers) to
art and ancient text. Through the examination of domestic and grand festivals within classical Athens,
it demonstrates that rituals were variable performances in their practice, experience and location.
The intended result of this research is to demonstrate how methodology and reception have affected
the way in which we construct the ancient past. Through the domination of functionalist and positivist
theories, such as those of Durkheim, ancient historians, archaeologists and classicists have created
singular behaviours, ignoring or dismissing contrary evidence as mistakes or misinformed accounts. It
is hoped that the research will force a rethink of how we reconstruct the past, further enabling us to
observe the ancient world as it was and not as we wish to construct it.

*Aspects of Procedure and Argumentation in the Athenian Courts
Panel convener: Ifigeneia Giannadaki (UCL)
Panel chair: P. J. Rhodes
The purpose of this panel is to shed new light on some key aspects of the Athenian legal system which
have been cursorily or inadequately treated by modern scholarship, or which need reappraisal. The
presentations have been chosen to represent aspects of procedure and argumentation in both private
and public cases and to highlight some controversial issues.
The first two papers deal with procedures used in private disputes concerning property: the dike
exoules (an action to have the defendant ejected from a property claimed by the prosecutor), and the
diamartyria (a formal statement used by a legitimate son to block a claim to an inheritance from a
rival claimant). The subject of the third paper is probouleusis (the right of the Boule to determine the
Ekklesia’s agenda), in the context of a graphe paranomon (prosecution for proposing an illegal decree)
in which the defendant has allegedly proposed a decree which has not been considered in advance by
the Boule. We look at the evidence afresh, not only to draw conclusions about the use of all these
procedures but also to evaluate their importance in the judicial system, and more widely in the
Athenian administration.
The fourth paper provides a new contribution to the scholarly debate on ‘relevance’ in Athenian
forensic oratory, arguing that supposedly irrelevant appeals to pathos (emotion) need to be
understood in the light of modern cognitive approaches to emotions.

C. Carey (UCL), Dike exoules and the economy of Athenian law
The Athenian legal system placed great emphasis, and made considerable demands on the individual
whether as plaintiff or as defendant. This included not just preparation and presentation of the case
but also execution of judgement in property matters. But the law also intervened to strengthen the
position of the successful litigant. The dike exoules was available to claimants to property, goods or
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money awarded to them by a court, or to the legitimate offspring of a dead man, where the attempt
to take possession of the property adjudicated or inherited was obstructed. If the action succeeded
the person barring was liable to pay an assessed sum to the claimant and an equal sum to the state.
The effect was to make the obstructing party a state debtor and so subject to temporary loss of citizen
rights. This procedure offers an effective means of law enforcement which also minimizes the direct
involvement of the organs and operatives of the polis. It falls into a range of ways in which Athenian
procedural law manipulates the boundaries between public and private to ensure an elegant
combination of efficiency and effectiveness.

B. Griffith-Williams (UCL), The estate of the X is not adjudicable: blocking an inheritance claim with
a diamartyria
In the Athenian legal system, as in modern jurisdictions, only the most intractable cases went to trial.
Litigants were encouraged to settle their disputes by negotiation or arbitration; or, in certain
circumstances, to terminate proceedings against them by a formal declaration (diamarturia) that
there was no case to answer. From 380 BC this procedure is attested only in inheritance disputes,
where a legitimate son could block a rival claim to his father’s estate with a declaration that the estate
was ‘not adjudicable’. The opposing claim was then withdrawn, and, if the claimant still wanted to
proceed, his only recourse was a prosecution for false testimony.
We know of no case where the diamarturia was successfully used to prevent a trial. Speeches from
prosecutions for false testimony in a diamarturia, which are our main source of information on the
procedure, inevitably describe it in negative terms. One speaker denounces it as ‘the most unjust of
procedures, to which the most contemptible litigants resort’ ([Dem.] 44.57). The speaker of Isaios 6
repeatedly complains that his opponent has used the diamarturia to gain an unfair advantage.
Another litigant claims that he could have used a diamarturia, but prefers to come to trial and make
the full facts of the case known to the court (Isa. 7.3).
On the basis of these probably unrepresentative cases, some modern scholars have concluded that a
procedure designed to block litigation was seen in the fourth century as undemocratic, or ‘out of tune
with the dialectical age of Sokrates’ (MacDowell 1986). Looking beyond the rhetoric of the speeches,
I consider the purpose of the diamarturia in terms of public as well as private interests, and try to
reconstruct a more typical case in which its use would have been uncontroversial.

I. Giannadaki (UCL), Meden Aprobouleuton? Dem.22 and the management of the Ekklesia business
The principle that the agenda for a meeting of the Ekklesia had to be prepared in advance by the Boule
was fundamental to the Athenian democratic administration (meden aprobouleuton, cf. Ath. Pol.45.4;
Dem.19.185): items for consideration by the Ekklesia were submitted in the form of a probouleuma
(de Laix 1973, Rhodes 1972). Anyone proposing a decree that was aprobouleuton could be prosecuted
for introducing an illegal decree. However, there are decrees in literary (Dem.22.5-7) and epigraphic
sources (cf. IG II² 105, 336, 344) which prima facie indicate an overt violation of meden aprobouleuton
law. Evidence suggests that some categories of business could directly access the Ekklesia as standing
items on the agenda (Ath. Pol.43.6; cf. Hansen 1991; Rhodes 1972). Moreover, Dem.22 along with
other cases indicates that certain items, mainly involving honorific decrees, could also access the
Ekklesia directly. Nonetheless, the circumstances in which such decrees passed in the Ekklesia have
not been studied by modern scholars and the legality of this procedure remains a grey area.
In this paper, I explore the context in which direct access to the Ekklesia might have been allowed,
focusing on Dem.22, the prosecution speech in a graphe paranomon where one of the prosecutor’s
allegations is that the decree proposed by Androtion was aprobouleuton. Building on MacDowell’s
(2009) brief remarks on the legal issue, I suggest that in certain cases the Ekklesia could decide on a
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matter without prior consultation with the Boule. More precisely, the defence offered by Androtion
indicates that standing agenda items covered by the nomoi governing the Ekklesia might regularly
have been aprobouleuton, but this created the potential for collision, since any proposal without a
probouleuma risked prosecution under the meden aprobouleuton law. Finally, I consider the
significance of non-probouleumatic decrees in initiating policy in Athens and the role of the Boule in
the political system generally.

D. Spatharas (Crete), Emotions and relevance in Athenian Courts
Modern courtroom practice is regulated by rules of relevance defining the nature of evidence that
litigants are allowed to produce in support of their cases. On the basis of some ancient pieces of
evidence regarding extra-legal argumentation (cf. Aristotle, Rh. 1354a), a number of modern students
of Athenian law employ the modern term ‘relevance’ to describe prohibitions against extra-legal
argumentation, exo tou pragmatos (cf. Rhodes 2004, Harris 1994). According to these scholars,
Athenian courts decided the cases on the basis of legal and factual issues. This view has vigorously
been disputed on the ground that agents of legal action in classical Athens had different expectations
about the nature of a trial (Lanni 2009). Hence, their strategies of argumentation are focused on what
a modern legal theorist labeled as the ‘wide angle’ of cases (Sheppele 1989). In this paper, I argue that
emotions not only played a pivotal role in the rhetorical strategies endorsed by ancient litigants, but
also that emotions can help us understand the extent to which relevancy confined the use of extralegal arguments. I also argue that rather than being irrational jolts, emotions are a cognitive
phenomenon that involves evaluations about moral, ideological or other normative issues. Thus the
ample use of emotions in the corpus of forensic speeches indicates that ‘relevance’ is a misleading
term. The forensic uses of emotions show that Athenians saw fit to argue for their cases on the basis
of normative considerations or current ideological concerns that transcended the limits of the factual
or legal issues.

*The Batrachomyomachia in its literary context
Panel convener: Paul Dean (Exeter)
Chair: Adrian Kelly (Oxford)
The parodic Batrachomyomachia is a densely intertextual poem, combining parody of both Homeric
epic and Aesopic fable. The proem, for example, says that it will narrate a boundless conflict (δῆριν
ἀπειρεσίην, 4), but then describes itself as a fable (ὡς λόγος ἐν θνητοῖσιν ἔην, 8). In the wake of West’s
Loeb edition, which has made the poem more accessible, scholarship has done much to improve our
understanding of the poem's engagement with Hellenistic epic parody (Sens) and Homeric scholarship
(Kelly). However, some key questions remain. Why write an epic parody using the story of a fable?
How does the poem deal with these potentially conflicting literary landscapes, shaping the heroic past
to fit a Hellenistic context? Is there an epimythium of this funny little poem?
This panel brings together researchers on the poem who will use a variety of methodologies to explore
how the Batrachomyomachia engages with different literary models. The first and last speakers focus
on the interrelationship between epic and fable: the former discusses the contrasting epic and fable
traditions of δίκη in the poem's representation of the gods; the latter innovatively connects the
contamination of the genres with Hellenistic education and argues that this is critiqued through the
combination of these genres. The second and third speakers both tackle overarching problems
surrounding the text: the second speaker for the first time examines the setting of the poem to explore
whether the unusual properties of this setting are a result of its problematic transmission or the
poem’s learned engagement with Homer; the third adds to our understanding of the poem's
metafictive strategies through its focus on two passages of constructive and destructive handiwork.
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Overall, the panel will shed new light on some of the central questions surrounding this poem's
parodies that belie its metapoetic reflexivity.

Paul Martin (Exeter), Divine retribution and the fable tradition in the Batrachomyomachia
Justice is one of the most common themes of Greek literature. Yet in the Batrachoymomachia, we find
only one word related to justice (ἔχει θεὸς ἔκδικον ὄμμα, 97), in a passage that has received little
critical attention from scholars of the poem. In one of the most anthropomorphizing passages of the
poem, Psicharpax claims that Physignathus will not escape unscathed, as god has an avenging eye. In
this section, I shall suggest that the phrase has important ramifications for the audience's expectations
for the remainder of the poem and is a significant step in the poem's generic self-positioning.
To do so, I shall first establish the different roles played by δίκη in fables and their poetic adaptions,
in particular those of Hesiod, Archilochus, and Callimachus. All of these authors utilize the fable form
both as a means of metapoetic self-reflection and to question the δίκη of gods and mankind, using
the perspective of the animals to create a lens through which to view normative conceptions of justice.
By contrast in epic, particularly the Odyssey which is a major model for much of the poem, δίκη fulfils
a more normative function, where the transgression of δίκη leads to punishment.
This generic contrast in the use of δίκη, I shall argue, is central to the Batrachomyomachia's
presentation of the gods, whose intervention is anticipated in Psicharpax’s dying speech. However,
not only do the gods fail to uphold δίκη by supporting the mice, they in fact only act to save the frogs.
By viewing the presentation of the gods in the poem through the expectations initially created about
their intervention and the generic tensions thus created, we gain a greater appreciation of how the
BM positions itself in relation to its literary models.

Matt Hosty (Oxford), Schrödinger's mouse: liminality and the λίμνη in the Batrachomyomachia
The action of the Batrachomyomachia takes place around a single body of water, a λίμνη. Psicharpax
the mouse prince drowns amid its incongruously epic waves, and later the armies of the Mice and
Frogs restage the Trojan War along its banks. Yet the BM’s λίμνη is a mysterious place with some
unusual properties – not least, it seems, the ability to bring dead heroes back to life. Is this an accident
of the poem’s notoriously tangled transmission, or a symptom of more complex engagement with its
Homeric models? This paper will examine some of the textual puzzles relating to resurrection in the
BM, and attempt to decide to what extent they may be (water) soluble.

Marcelina Gilka (Exeter), Handiwork and metafiction in the Batrachomyomachia
The chief technique of the parodic Batrachomyomachia is to combine elements of epic and fable,
resulting in comic effects. However, more recently attempts have been made at taking the epyllion
seriously and interpreting it as a sophisticated literary comment, not just a funny little hexameter
piece. Scholars even suggested that the text conveys a pacifist message.
My paper pursues this further, looking for a deeper meaning in the Batrachomyomachia. In particular,
I explore how the poem sees itself as both constructive and destructive. The frogs and mice are
presented in two different ways: on the one hand the inconspicuous creatures are elevated to the
status of heroes, but on the other hand they are seen as vermin. I argue that, through the metafictive
device of handiwork, the text also applies this dichotomy to itself.
The argument focuses on two passages; the arming scene of the mice (122-131) and Athena's speech
(178-196). On the basis of the making of mouse-armour, I treat the interplay between nature and
culture and argue that the Batr. takes the ethical mechanism of fable a step further, by offering an
intrinsic moral. I also explain how it positions itself within the literary tradition through the craft
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metaphor.
In contrast, Athena's opinion of the animals is very blunt. She is angered, because the mice have eaten
holes into her πέπλος. This woven garment, which relates to the metafictive weaving of Homeric
women, can be interpreted as a tool for textual self-reflexivity in the poem. Thus the two opposing
perspectives from which the Batr. portrays its protagonists, as both constructive and destructive, are
also true of the text which is in a conflict with itself, as both an amusing story and a serious piece of
literature.

Fran Middleton (Cambridge), Falling for Homer: the Batrachomyomachia and Hellenistic education
One of the key sources of humour in the Batrachomyomachia is the conflict established between the
genres of epic and fable, with the result that characters who appear to have fallen straight out of
Aesop speak and act as though they are embroiled in the next great Homeric saga. But more than a
simple literary conceit, the contamination of these genres and the humour such contamination
produces has significant implications for literary culture during the Hellenistic period and beyond,
specifically for literary education.
After Marrou (1948) and notably Morgan (1998), as well as Cribiore (2001), it has become possible to
appreciate that the primary core of Hellenistic paideia was precisely a combination of the Homeric
epics and the gnomai of fables. By mocking this combination, therefore – and inviting the reader to
do the same – I argue in this paper that the Batrachomyomachia invites a critique of the Hellenistic
system of education. Most notably, the poem critiques the idea that Homeric heroes might be seen
as straightforward models for emulation. This is presented through the characterisation of the mouse
Psicharpax, in the opening scene, as his continuing recourse to Homeric precedents can be understood
to trap him in an encounter which cannot leave him anything other than dead.
More than a driving force in the poem’s narrative, however, the Batrachomyomachia’s approach to
literary tradition develops the scholarly attitude of distance between present and literary past which
has long been appreciated in Hellenistic poetry. As I will explore, the Batrachomyomachia goes
beyond these attempts to edit, interpret and possess earlier works. Ultimately it reveals engagement
with a cultural project to stratify and position those works into a coherent scheme of appropriation:
not just the material but the actions of paideia.

*Bodily Fluids in the Ancient World
Panel convener: Victoria Leonard (Cardiff)
Chair: Rebecca Flemming (Cambridge)
This panel brings together a selection of papers on the representation and understanding of bodily
fluids in the ancient world. Laurence Totelin's contribution explores the association between breast
milk and tears, and how these fluids were employed in the construction of female identity. Caroline
Musgrove's paper examines the approach to semen and the idealisation of sexual continence in the
works of Oribasius, physician to the emperor Julian (AD 361-363). Victoria Leonard's presentation
investigates the politics of menstruation, specifically within the biography of Hypatia of Alexandria,
and how reference to menstruation contributed to the construction of the paradigm of the female:
pure and virtuous, but ultimately weak and doomed to die horribly. All three papers seek to examine
the reception of these difficult and proximate bodily fluids, and to uncover their practical function,
symbolic significance, or suppression in antiquity.
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Laurence Totelin (Cardiff), Crying over spilt milk: analogies between tears and milk in ancient
literature
There has been recently a ‘maternal turn’ in ancient scholarship, that is, a growing interest in
motherhood and what it entailed in the ancient world. This scholarship has so far paid relatively little
attention to the natural substance that is at the centre of motherhood: milk. This paper is part of a
project that explores the significance of milk in the ancient world. Breastfeeding was an emotive topic
in the classical world, and many a tear was shed over the process, as we know from ancient tragedies.
What is perhaps less known is that the ancients drew links between tears and milk, and between the
eyes and the breasts. This link has been explored in the context of the early Church, but it has
antecedents in earlier antiquity. Some philosophers, like Empedocles, argued that tears, like milk,
were derived from blood. Both bodily fluids were then produced through similar physiological
processes. The analogy between the two substances can also help explain several ancient therapies:
indeed breast-milk was often used for the treatments of the eyes; and conversely ‘tears’ of vegetable
sap were used in the treatment of breast ailments. This paper aims to explore some of these analogies,
both at the material and at the symbolic level, between milk and tears, the two bodily fluids that so
often appear in ancient descriptions of women and seem to define their female identity.

Caroline Musgrove (Cambridge), Controlling the Seed: Medical Narratives of Continence in the
Emperor Julian’s Reign
Sometime in the mid-350s, the Emperor Julian asked his physician Oribasius to compile a medical
encyclopaedia, containing all the best authorities on the art of medicine. Completed after Julian’s
accession in 361, this medical compendium in seventy books is often assumed to have contained
almost no original contribution from the compiler himself. In this paper, I will suggest quite the
opposite: that by exploring Oribasius’ excerpts on the seed and asceticism, we can observe that the
physician was actively drawing upon the idealisation of sexual continence (σωφροσύνη) in the cultural
milieu of the emperor Julian, in which Oribasius was an important figure. Indeed, Julian’s own
asceticism was often noted by authorities like Ammianus (25.4) and Libanius (Oration 18.128). This
paper, therefore, will outline Oribasius’ description of continence; the origins of the seed from blood
and vital pneuma (πνεῦμα), and the seed’s role in the excitement of desire (ἐπιθυμία). But Oribasius
also cautioned against excessive seminal emissions: too much sexual intercourse could weaken the
body, potentially even causing death (Medical Collections, books of uncertain order 9). To this end,
Oribasius outlined regimens of sexual continence for all ages, encouraging parents to incorporate
teaching on controlling sexual desire within the elite education of their young sons (uncertain 38). By
attempting to assimilate such medical justifications of continence within a broader system of paideia,
I will suggest that Oribasius was not only participating in the cultural context of Julian’s reign in which
both continence and education were high on the agenda; but Oribasius was also eager to assert the
authority of the medical art to explore and supplement such philosophical discourses. In short, it will
be suggested that the seed was a productive site of cultural meaning in the Medical Collections; whilst
Oribasius’ exploration of such meanings emphasise the significant overlaps between medical and
philosophical discourse in the fourth century AD.

Victoria Leonard (Cardiff), Patriarchal Narratives and the Tragic Female: Bleeding Women in the
Ancient World
This paper will begin by exploring menstruation in the ancient world. How were menstruating women
treated? Was menstrual blood considered to be impure? How were the practicalities of a monthly
cycle managed? A famous reference to menstruation is found within the biography of Hypatia of
Alexandria, the female philosopher and mathematician who lived in the early fifth century AD. In
response to an amorous student, Hypatia is supposed to have displayed her underwear stained with
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menstrual blood, remarking ‘This is what you are in love with, young man, and not a thing of beauty’.
Hypatia is depicted by ancient writers as idealised and flawless, the epitome of erudite femininity: she
is beautiful but modest, wise and respected, and of excellent character. She was contemporarily
admired for her moral strictness, and was known as an abstemious virgin. However the
romanticisation of Hypatia, shaped in no small way by the hindsight knowledge of her brutal murder,
is too absolute; the lines between fantasy and reality are blurred in the construction of a female
paradigm. Hypatia is a pure and virtuous female but she is ultimately weak, demonstrated by her selfdeprecating exhibition of menstrual blood in response to sexual attention, and is doomed to die
horribly. This tragic and erotic narrative has gripped ancient and modern minds alike, reflected in
Charles Kingsley’s novel Hypatia (1853) and the pre-Raphaelite production of highly sexualised images
of Hypatia like that of Charles William Mitchell (1885). Hypatia was an important figure in the ancient
world and has become a feminist role model of sorts, but modern critical thought has not
acknowledged, challenged or deconstructed the trend established by ancient writers which views
Hypatia through the distorting patriarchal lens where the female, when represented at all, is tragic
and ill-fated. This paper intends to contribute a more critical feminist reading to the representation of
Hypatia in the ancient textual sources and her subsequent reception in modern culture.

Christianizing Classical Tropes
Arkadiy Avdokhin (KCL), Prayers in ancient Greek novels and early Christian narratives – shared
patterns and/or competitive strategies?
In most Greek novels heroes and heroines are depicted as addressing prayers in a range of contexts.
Interestingly, the actual texts of prayers are often introduced into the narratives, at times forming
substantial passages (cf. the prayer to Aphrodite in Chariton’s Chaerea et Callirhoe 2.3.6 or the prayer
to Nile in Xenophon’s Ephesian Tale 4.2.6) while in other instances only short references to a fact of
prayer is there.
Early Christian narrative genres like (apocryphal) acts, martyrologies or biographies (βίοι) of saints
were notoriously influenced by the structural and stylistic patterns of the Greek novel. This paper
looks at how much the depiction of prayers in them (cf. e.g. the Acta Thomae 47.15; Martyrium
Polycarpi 14.3; Gregory of Nazianzus’ Vita Macrinae 24.1) can be usefully contextualized against the
background of similar episodes of praying in the ancient Greek novels. Beyond the obvious perspective
of literary tradition and borrowed patterns, it will discuss whether the early instances of prayerful
address to God and Christ in the Christian narratives can be seen as one of the many competitive
strategies challenging the “pagan” novel (as e.g. the narrative fragment of the Recognitions by
(pseudo)-Clement (2-4 cc. AD), as M. Edwards has shown, were conceived as a challenge to the genre
as a whole).
By combining the perspectives on the early Christian narrative texts as both appropriating patterns of
the ancient novel and challenging them competitively in the way they construct textual
representations of prayers, this paper will try to highlight complex relationship which is there between
the nascent Christian discourse on prayer and its “pagan” tradition in the ancient novel.

James Corke-Webster (Durham), The Classical Christ: Jesus, Empire and the Abgar Correspondence
in Eusebius of Caesarea’s Ecclesiastical History
Modern readers often have much invested in the historical accuracy of Eusebius of Caesarea, the selfproclaimed first church historian, and our 4th century gatekeeper to the first three hundred years of
Christianity’s growth under Rome. Throughout the 19th and 20th centuries, scholars wrestled over
Eusebius’ relationship with the emperor Constantine and with the ensuing questions over his
reliability. Recently though, new understandings of Eusebius’ circumstances, and an increasing
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appreciation for his skills as editor and writer, have dramatically altered our approach. Eusebius, I
argue, wrote not simply to record Christian history of the preceding three centuries but to mould a
picture of the church’s past palatable to his 4th century audience’s elite Graeco-Roman aesthetic. This
text was designed to provide authority models appropriate to the changing world of the early 4th
century. It rebranded Christianity for the Graeco-Roman elite.
This paper will take as a case study Eusebius’ careful presentation of Christianity’s prime authority
figure, Jesus himself. Jesus actually receives relatively little attention in the Ecclesiastical History. But
Eusebius does include the so-called Abgar correspondence, a supposed epistolary correspondence
between Jesus and Abgar, toparch of Edessa. Attention to this correspondence, and comparison with
its independent transmission in the Teaching of Addai, reveals how Eusebius carefully moulds Jesus
into a figure of use to him in the 4th century. The uneducated proto-martyr of earlier Christian writings
is gone, replaced by a sophisticated letter-writer and even, I suggest, an agent of Romanisation. This
unusual anecdote contains in embryonic form many of the themes that determine the shape and
content of the Ecclesiastical History as a whole, and which continue to shape modern Christianity’s
sense of its own origins.

Courtney Friesen (Oxford), From Metatragedy to Christology: Changing Euripidean Masks in PseudoGregory’s Christus patiens
The reception of classical tragedy in the Christian world was inchoate, arguably, from its earliest
literary expressions in the Gospels which were inevitably influenced by the dramatic genre. Already
in the second century BCE, Ezekiel had composed the biblical exodus as a tragedy, and subsequently
for Christians the passion would be a natural candidate for the genre. It is not until the eleventh or
twelfth century, however, with the Euripidean cento, the Christus patiens, that this is attempted most
explicitly. In modern criticism, the incompatibility between Christianity and tragedy is a widely
accepted axiom, given classic expression in George Steiner’s The Death of Tragedy. Pseudo-Gregory’s
experiment with these religious and generic boundaries provides an important yet often-overlooked
test case for this theory. This study examines this by interrogating one dramatic technique prominent
in Euripides’ Bacchae and taken over in a striking manner in the Christus patiens, namely, theatrical
disguise as a metatragic device. In the Bacchae, frequent self-referential gestures to costuming form
a central feature in the play’s action: Dionysus takes on human form and later Pentheus dresses as a
woman to view the maenads. Euripides exploits these dramatic moves to explore the limits of religion
and theatre as modes of revelation and truth: the disguise of Dionysus reveals that the god’s selfdisclosure coincides with his hiddenness, and Pentheus’ costume blurs the distinction between
spectator and spectacle. In the Christus patiens, Euripidean language is transformed such that
Dionysus’ theatrical costume depicts Christ’s incarnation, and the suffering of the disguised Pentheus
occasions reflections on divine justice in the deaths of Judas and Jesus. The Christus patiens,
therefore, is clear evidence that Euripides continued to be read and studied actively in Byzantium. Its
adaptation of stage effects for theological representation foregrounds the limitations of Christian
appropriations of the classical past.

Classical Art and its Reception
Helen Slaney (Oxford), Living the dream: Georgian domestic space as performance reception
Designer Thomas Hope wrote in his 1809 handbook Costume of the Ancients that it was intended ‘not
to advance erudition, but to promote taste’. This prevalent attitude towards classical antiquity
affected not only how the ancient world was utilised in the service of fashion during the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, but also at a fundamental sensory and interactive level
how it was perceived. The mass reproduction of ancient material culture, from columns to signet rings,
had created domestic environments where lived experience was shaped by the contours of objects
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derived from Greek, Roman, Egyptian and/or “Etruscan” sources. It tapped into a growing market
motivated by the desire to replay through role-play the fantasy of classical revival. Examining this
phenomenon in terms of performance allows us to apply elements of performance theory pertaining
to the role of objects in the embodied imagination (e.g. Carlson 2001; States 1985) as a move towards
addressing the recent “material turn” in classical reception studies.
At the same time, reproduced antiquities were converted in scale and function to fulfil contemporary
needs. This paper concentrates on three examples of the adaptive impulse in what might be called the
decorative arts, although all of them also require activation through haptic involvement: the Piranesi
fireplace, the jasperware teapot, and the Thomas Hope bodice. These thoroughly contemporary
objects acquired classicizing features which prompted the user to engage with an imagined (idealised,
sanitised and colonised) Hellenic heterotopia. Despite Hope’s claim that fashion had nothing to do
with knowledge, the deliberate grounding of these designs in antiquarian investigation endowed them
with implicit authenticity, encouraging consumers to conceive of the classical world as a dormant
Arcadia reactivated by their personal participation.

Emma Stafford (Leeds), Herakles the New Zealand Pioneer: an ancient Greek hero reflects on
colonialism
Marian Maguire’s series of lithographs and etchings The Labours of Herakles superimposes an image
of Herakles inspired by Attic black-figure vase-painting onto nineteenth-century
New Zealand landscapes, wittily casting the hero as a European Pioneer. This paper will examine a
selection of the prints, looking at their general and specific references to the ancient material and how
these are combined with other sources to create a new (anti-?)hero. It will focus particularly on
Maguire’s use of Herakles, the archetypal ancient colonist, to comment on on-going debates about
New Zealand’s colonial past.
The prints are currently on tour, forming the basis of innovative exhibitions at a variety of European
museums, each one juxtaposing the modern images to works in their own permanent collections. The
tour began at Leeds City Museum in January 2015, and the second exhibition will be opening at the
Cambridge Museum of Classical Archaeology on 17th April.

Classics and Engagement
Crystal Addey (St Andrews) & Emma Searle (Oxford), School/FE/HE collaboration, teacher training
and student engagement, resource creation and sustainability in education
This paper will explore and analyse the impact of the East End Classics Centre and Capital Classics
Project, established to extend the teaching and learning of Classics and related subjects in state
schools, with a particular focus on extending teaching in Classics to secondary schools and sixth form
colleges in socio-economically challenging areas of East and North London. The Capital Classics Project
is based on extensive collaboration between schools and sixth form colleges (especially BSix Sixth
Form College and Nower Hill High School), universities (Wadham College, University of Oxford; UCL;
Birkbeck and University of Liverpool) and charities (Iris Project and Classics for All). The project has
brought together students, teachers, university Classicists and volunteers in order to extend and
encourage the teaching and learning of Classical Civilisation, Latin and Greek in a wider and broader
range of state schools. Focusing on a central case study – the collaboration between Capital Classics,
the East End Classics Centre and Wadham College – this paper will explore the impact, challenges and
positive outcomes of the Wadham Teachers’ Conference 2014 (a teacher training event) and Wadham
Classics Summer School 2014 (a student event). The paper will examine the central issues of the
sustainability of Classics within twenty-first century education in the UK, exploring the availability and
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creation of appropriate and useful teaching and learning resources, the shape and scope of the school
curriculum and the accessibility and viability of extending Classics sustainably.

Mai Musié and Arlene Holmes-Henderson (Oxford), The impact of the Classics in Communities
project – school/FE/HE collaboration, teacher training, resource creation and (interim) results
This paper will analyse the impact of the Classics in Communities project which, since November 2013,
has sought to support the introduction of Latin and Greek teaching in primary schools across the UK.
A collaboration between universities (Kings College London, Oxford, Cambridge, Birmingham and
Glasgow), the Iris Project and Classics for All, the project has brought together school teachers (from
primary, secondary and FE sectors), language education advisors, education students and university
Classicists to raise the profile of Latin and Greek as viable language options for learners in the 21 st
century. Now into its second year, the impact and legacy of the five national training workshops will
be shared through the presentation of case studies charting the subsequent introduction, by
workshop participants, of Latin and Greek in their schools. Various associated impacts will be
considered: on the shape and scope of the school curriculum, on the availability of appropriate
teaching resources, on the professional competence of teachers, and on the cognitive development
and global awareness of learners.

Jennifer Hilder & Sarah Graham (Glasgow), Small Change(s): The Impact of Twitter
Small Change Big Games is a Hunterian Associates project run by Jennifer Hilder and Sarah Graham,
inspired by the commemorative 50p produced by the Royal Mint for the Glasgow 2014
Commonwealth Games. The project drew comparisons between ancient Roman coins from The
Hunterian’s collection minted for games and festivals and the Glasgow 50p. Small Change Big Games
generated interest in The Hunterian’s Roman coin collection, allowing the public to engage with coins
not normally on display.
The project mainly consisted of an online exhibition, featuring photographs of coins, information and
short videos (the latter receiving over 150 views in six weeks). We also ran a series of events during
the Commonwealth Games. To promote the project we set up a Twitter account (@smallchange2014),
which gained over 200 followers and attracted attention from the Royal Mint and local media as well
as coin enthusiasts and classicists. As a result of this we wrote two blog posts for the Royal Mint, and
interviewed the Director of the Royal Mint Museum. We were also featured in the local newspaper,
Glasgow Now, and were asked to appear on the BBC radio station Commonwealth Voices.
Despite the overall success of the project, there are still areas which we feel could have been
improved. Although there was a large amount of online interest, we found it difficult to attract
attention for some of the events we held, and numbers were not always as high as we had hoped.
Since concluding the major part of the project we have thought further about how particular
audiences could be better targeted in the future. In this paper we will consider the pros and cons of
social media for public engagement, particularly for a short-term project, and which ‘public’ is likely
to be encountered there

Professor Ray Laurence (Kent) Museum Closure, Animated Films and a Poet Laureate – A Journey
through Impact
In December 2009, the Canterbury Roman Museum was pencilled in for closure. This paper seeks to
present what happened next through to 2015 and critically evaluate an academic response to a public
crisis. The results were not planned and in some ways were unexpected, indicating a public appetite
for research led knowledge that we had not anticipated. The most satisfactory outcome was the
refurbishment of the museum to create a fresh new space for learning, supported by University
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research, 3D laser scanning and printing, a range of lectures by staff and postgraduates and student
internships. On the way, staff at Kent engaged with the cultural sector of East Kent and collaborated
with Cognitive (a Folkestone based micro-business) to create 2 animated films:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQMgLxVxsrw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=juWYhMoDTN0
These created a very different relationship with the public with more than 850,000 viewings on
YouTube (20/06/14), but we won’t be making more films in this form. There are is a follow up
animation focussed on a museum object released summer 2014 that is shorter and in a very different
format that may or may not be more satisfactory. Impact incentivized these activities, but they may
have happened anyway – would we have stood by and watched silently the closure of a Roman
museum? This causes reflection on why Classics as a discipline may not have seen working with others
outside Higher Education as a priority and, for some, the only reason to do so is the ‘impact agenda’ regarded as a nuisance and negatively. What the impact agenda gains for us, as academics, is
institutional support for public engagement (including funding) that previously did not exist. I will also
argue that if a response is needed from Classics as a discipline, it is needed in the local museum sector
– where fiscal constraints can lead to closures and a denial of access to local knowledge about the
classical past

Classics and Popular Culture
Wojciech Bejda (Słupsk), The Roman salute on the images of vintage pop-culture: the case-study of
postcards.
In my paper I intend to discuss the significance and the meaning of the so-called Roman salute on
vintage postcards and, to a lesser extent, on other items related to shows presented on them. At the
beginning of the 20th century the postcards were the most important products of pop-culture,
reflecting the current cultural, aesthetic and historical motifs, which were preferred by societies of
that period. I will briefly discuss the problems related to the usage of postcards as a source for
researching the popular reception of the Roman past. The postcards present the Roman salute
displayed during various spectacles. The gesture is generally used by people acting as Roman soldiers
in the Passion Plays as a mockery or as a true acknowledgment of Jesus’ kingship or his divinity. The
Roman salute was also used by circus athletes. However, the most significant usage is discernible in
historical spectacles. The British pageant was being a kind of kaleidoscopic presentation of the most
important local and historical events as well as its people, starting often with the Roman period and
including scenes with the Roman salute. The discussed gesture was clearly not so popular in, not less
popular, historical presentations at the continent. Apparently, even German and Italian reenactors did
not wish to display the Roman salute. Consequently, there are several questions to answer. Why was
the Roman salute in historical spectacles more popular in Great Britain than in Germany or Italy? Did
it have closer associations with the rising of the fascist movement? What was its meaning and its role?
Who were the people involved in preparing and staging these historical shows? And finally, how can
presented visual material help to challenge or confirm ideas expressed by Martin M. Winkler in his
book The Roman Salute (2009)? My presentation will be illustrated with a unique collection of vintage
postcards, photos, pageant programmes and related items.

Miryana Dimitrova, The funny side of Julius: comic cinematic representations of Caesar – a bridge
or a rift between reception and tradition?
The reception of Julius Caesar’s famous and versatile persona inevitably entails cultural appropriation
which constantly reimagines his identity. An important aspect of this process of appropriation, the
comic depictions of the Roman general employ the deeply embedded cultural significance and
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specificity of humour; as a result they enrich but also subvert his monumental image sustained by the
classical tradition. My presentation will address the issues posed by the ‘recovering reception’
rationale by suggesting that humour can be seen as an interface in the dialectical relationship between
contemporary reception of Julius Caesar and the classical tradition.
Film is the medium which makes full use of Caesar’s comic potential; therefore, I will examine three
cinematic examples: Caesar and Cleopatra (1945, directed by Gabriel Pascal, screenplay by Bernard
Shaw), Carry on Cleo (1964, directed by Gerald Thomas) and Asterix and Obelix: Mission Cleopatra
(2002, directed by Alain Chabat). The following aspects of humorous Caesar will be subject of
investigation: Caesar’s characteristic sense of self-awareness of his own historical importance, parody
and cross-references to the tradition of his representation in drama and film, topical allusions, as well
as physicality and slapstick.
The affair with Cleopatra casts an all-too-human shadow on the gravity of Caesar’s traditional image
of statesman, military genius and writer. Moreover, it is this period of Caesar’s life that is most
commonly given a comic rendition in film. I will explore the conjecture that potentially subversive
aspects of Caesar’s image are more susceptible to comic reception and thus deviate from the line of
interpretations in accordance with the classical tradition. Therefore, the paper will also reflect on the
tension between reception and tradition in relation to the popular appeal of Caesar.

Hara Thliveri (Greek Ministry of Education), Ancient art claims its future. The pop antiquity of Jannis
Psychopedis
How, if at all, does ancient art influence post-modern art? Are these two diametrically opposed
concepts? Do the symbols of Classical antiquity have any resonance nowadays, in contrast to earlier
periods, when ancient art inspired art movements from the Renaissance onwards?
I will approach these questions through the work of Jannis Psychopedis, one of the most distinguished
Greek artists, who celebrates his seventieth birthday in 2015. His artistic production began in the later
1960s, following the trend of Critical Realism which appeared simultaneously in Greece and in Europe.
Psychopedis, partly because of his studies and long residence in Greece and Germany, expresses the
European identity at the end of the 20th century; hence his activity makes him of particular
significance.
In Psychopedis’ work, antiquity becomes a symbol of the mediating image, a type of photographic
souvenir for mass circulation which embodies the characteristics of a pop culture. His photographic
reproductions of classical statues lead to their perception as attractive tourist postcards in the
entrance of a museum, distancing them from the originals inside it.
The memory of antiquity in Psychopedis, although preoccupied by the alienation of mass consumption
and the commercialization of values, also expresses the challenge of the artist to get closer to
meaningful cultural forms in search of a vivid discourse of the past with the present. In his large
collages aiming at awakening the personal and collective consciousness, his pop images of Greek
originals represent the internal harmony and ethos needed for measuring all things in life; they are
used as active paradigms to demonstrate the incompatibility of received classical values with the
disposable values of a mass media era. Meant as religious figures of a remote polytheistic society, they
express a universality which does not respond to any trivial interpretation because it is a common
reference-point for mankind.
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*Contemporary Women's Writing and the Classics
Panel convenor: Genevieve Liveley (Bristol)
Amy Richlin famously suggested three ways for feminists to deal with the male authored texts that
comprise the greater part of the classical tradition: “throw them out, take them apart, find female
based ones instead”. This panel of four papers sets out to map and interrogate some of the ways in
which contemporary women’s writing in English appears to be responding to these suggestions in a
series of ongoing feminist (re)negotiations with the classics. The first three papers focus upon specific
case studies (the revisioning of the Orpheus and Eurydice myth in a selection of contemporary poetry;
the re-mapping of the classical tradition and of Virgil’s Aeneid in science-fiction writer Ursula le Guin’s
novel Lavinia; and the transformation of motifs and metaphors in Ovid’s politically charged
Metamorphoses in Alice Oswald’s Dart), while the fourth looks beyond the terrain of such ostensibly
overt responses to classical influence in contemporary feminist writing in search of more subtly
nuanced interactions and exchanges with classical models. Underlying their shared focus upon
contemporary English literature and “women’s writing” is a profound common concern with the
mapping of gender identities and third wave/postfeminist politics.

Genevieve Liveley (Bristol), Virgile, Non: To hell with Classics
From Monique Wittig’s queer second wave journey Across the Acheron (or Virgile, Non), in which she
explicitly both follows and turns away from the classics, to Bracha Ettinger’s exquisitely messy and
fragmented third wave revisioning of the Orpheus and Eurydice myth, in which she too evokes the
classical tradition only to rip it up and erase it within visions of distinctly modern hells (the Shoa and
WW2), feminist engagements with the classics have for the past quarter of a century been
characterized by a contradictory and self-conscious movement reverberating between reception and
rejection. The paradoxical dynamics and problematic politics of this movement are particularly well
illustrated in the great many retellings and resistant readings of the Orpheus and Eurydice myth
encountered in contemporary poetry written by women. Piecing together fragments from Margaret
Atwood, Adrienne Rich, Elaine Feinstein, Muriel Rukeyser, and Carol Ann Duffy, this paper sets out to
explore the ways in which these feminist responses glance back – sometimes carelessly, sometimes
purposely – to the first women to respond to and to resist Orpheus: to Eurydice, to her vengeful sister
nymphs, and to the bacchants who tear Orpheus to pieces in their violent act of sparagmos. It will
argue that reception and ‘feminist’ reception in particular feature among the central concerns not
only of the modern afterlife of the Orpheus myth but of its ancient retellings. Virgil and Ovid, no less
than Atwood and Duffy, will be shown to offer provocative revisions which dis(re)member the
traditionally received myth of “Big O” through the eyes of women. What then – if anything – might we
identify as distinctively ‘feminist’ about these second and third wave, these ancient and modern,
receptions?

Helena Hoyle (Bristol), Lavinian Shores: the Significance of the Map in Ursula K. Le Guin’s Lavinia
Ursula K. Le Guin’s novel Lavinia is a significant feminist text that plays with the readerly relationship
between Virgil’s unfinished character Lavinia, and Virgil’s canonical Aeneid. Before the reader enters
into the body of Le Guin’s text, she is paratextually confronted with a map of Latium, and the
surrounding landscape of Lavinia’s geography. This cartographical representation of an ancient,
literary landscape has two distinct effects on the reader. First, the map in the frontispiece of the text
locates Lavinia as part of the fantasy genre, suggesting it is vital therefore to examine closely Le Guin’s
effect of repositioning the world of canonical author Virgil, within the non-canonical world of the
fantasy genre. The second effect is the idea of ‘accessibility’. The reader is invited, by cartography,
into the landscape of Virgil’s Aeneid, without the prerequisite of an expert and scholarly knowledge
of Virgil’s work. In this paper, these two effects will be closely scrutinised in order to further examine
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the mapping – both literal and metaphorical – of a modern feminist reader’s response to Virgil’s
Aeneid in Le Guin’s Lavinia. Informing this analysis will be Alice Jardine’s influential study of
postfeminism and modernity, Gynesis, in which she uses the figure of a woman (‘Track’) with a tattoo
of a desert map on her back as her own road-map for re-interrogating feminist reading strategies.
Building on this model, I will argue that Lavinia’s map can be read as an ideal metaphor for the feminist
reader’s response to the Virgilian world as encountered in Lavinia.

Fiona Cox (Exeter), Alice Oswald’s Ovidian Landscape
Alice Oswald’s relationship with the classical world is most powerfully exemplified in her response to
the Iliad entitled Memorial (2011). She uses the word ‘excavation’ to depict Memorial, a term which
is suggestive of bringing to light those elements of Homer’s poem that are all too easily overlooked
and that move the Iliad away from a glorification of war to a lament over the brutality and waste of
war. But this is not Oswald’s first reworking of classical material in her poetry. This paper will examine
the Ovidian influences in Dart (2001), an evocation of the Devon landscape bordering the river Dart.
Through glancing references and allusions Oswald reveals this English landscape as a place where the
storied past continues to live, where the animism within rivers, sources, trees and hills allows a vivid
interpretation of Ovidian myth. But this landscape is also shadowed by threats from the modern world
in the form of pollution and exploitation. In this paper I shall analyse the ways in which Oswald’s
reworking owes a great deal to the agenda of third-wave feminism, especially in its focus upon social
and political responsibility. The presence of Ovid in Oswald’s Devon demands that we evaluate the
cost and causes of toxic metamorphoses (which can be surprisingly beautiful), even as it testifies to
the endurance of Ovidian myths which course from the Metamorphoses into the current of a twentyfirst century English river.
Vanda Zajko (Bristol), Women’s Writing in the 21st Century: New Provocations
Women, like men, are multiply positioned and identify in complex, sometimes contradictory ways. If
we accept the truth of this decidedly post-modern statement, we might query the very project of
identifying a gender-specific trajectory of the reception of classical myth and literature in the twentyfirst century. After all, we know that Ovid is a ‘feminine’ writer and Homer too, at least as far as the
Odyssey is concerned, and, if we leave aside Sappho for the moment, we have enough to do evaluating
recent re-workings, translations and re-imaginings of these two authors’ canonical works to keep us
feeling contemporary and cutting-edge for some time to come. We could perhaps begin a different
project, one which can be justified by comparison with the ways in which (male) literary influence
within other well-defined fields (such as Modernism) is not restricted only to works which selfproclaim as part of a tradition by means of their title or the names of their characters: we could start
to consider the ways in which the metaphors and figurations of antiquity (following Judith Butler) are
infusing the fiction written by women at a time when the interactions between gender, sexuality and
the past have been somewhat eclipsed by the urgency of the need to address the politically-charged
issues surrounding race and cultural identity. Are classical models, albeit in less obvious and explicit
forms, continuing to inform and permeate the novels that take as their starting point the complexity
of identities which involve transgressing these very contemporary boundaries, or is the classical in the
modern world irredeemably bound up with the discourse of sexuality and gender and with a selfreflexivity which privileges the limits and possibilities of a certain kind of imaginative historical
reconstruction?
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Economy and Society
Reception
Sam Fernes (Manchester), Old age and the family life of Roman slaves
Ageing in the Roman world took place in a familial context. A number of texts (from genres as diverse
as poetry, philosophy, documentary, etc.) make it abundantly clear that a successful (or even
tolerable) old age was predicated on support from younger members of the family. The family life of
slaves, on the other hand, was (almost) a legal impossibility. That said, it is clear that familial bonds
amongst slaves were recognised by slaves and their owners. On the rare occasions in which
scholarship has considered the care of elderly slaves, it has been under the assumption that any care
would (or would not) have been given by the owner. With family care being so important among the
free, is there any scope to consider the role of slaves in caring for their own family members?
To answer that question, we need to consider the instrumental benefits of the slave family to its
members. Such benefits are not dwelt upon in the texts produced by slave owners (whose interest is
focussed exclusively on what their slaves do for them, not for each other), but some clues are
available. A slightly different perspective is offered by the servile epigraphy from the city of Rome,
with one key difference being the explicit recognition of a wider range of familial roles, including
grandparents. By looking at the slave family as it emerges in texts produced both by slaves and by
slave owners, we can attempt to answer our central question: Would slaves have acted as caregivers
to their ageing relatives?

Eris Williams Reed (Durham), Risk and seafaring: an ecological approach to religious life in Caesarea
Maritima
A variety of ancient sources, ranging from maritime loan agreements (Demosthenes Orations 35.10)
to epic poetry (Odyssey 5.291-443), are testament to the dangerous nature of the sea and the risks
that seafaring entailed in antiquity. Unlike sporadic disasters, such as earthquakes or volcanic
eruptions, seafaring formed a fundamental part of daily life in coastal communities and its risks were
a pervasive concern. Therefore, unsurprisingly, the ancient material also reveals that the mitigation of
maritime risk constituted a significant element of religious life in these communities. These attempts
to moderate risk could manifest in a multitude of ways, spanning from individual prayers by sailors
(Jonah 1:5) through to pan-Mediterranean festivals like the Navigium Isidis (Apuleius Metamorphoses
11.8-17). Caesarea Maritima provides a stimulating case-study of this phenomenon. Not only did the
city attempt to assuage the risks of seafaring through its local gods, sacred spaces and cultic activities
but the diverse religious composition of the city also offers the opportunity to examine how
environmental anxieties had the potential to transcend cultural and religious boundaries. Using
Caesarea Maritima as a case-study, this paper will demonstrate how aspects of religious life in the
ancient world were stimulated by the relationship that worshippers had with their local environment.
In doing so, this paper will emphasise the significance of this relationship for understanding and
interpreting the complexity of patterns of worship in the ancient world.

Isabel Köster (Lawrence), A Roman Local Foods Movement?
The Roman banquet has long been recognized as an event where no expense was spared. Hosts
imported exotic foods from distant places (e.g., African figs and Indian mushrooms at Petronius
Satyricon 35 and 38 respectively) and the widespread taste for delicacies led to increasingly
destructive farming techniques (e.g., Horace Odes 2.15.2–4). In this paper I problematise the notion
that rare delicacies were considered the height of Roman dining luxury by tracing an alternative
approach to feasting that emerges during the early empire. I focus in particular on Book 13 of Martial’s
epigrams (the Xenia) and still life paintings from Pompeii and Herculaneum. In the first part of the
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paper I show that many of the Xenia assert the superiority of local over imported foods (e.g., poem 16
on radishes, 42–43 on pomegranates, or the prominence given to Italian wines in 106–125). In the
second part of the paper I turn to still life paintings, which frequently depict simple fruits and
vegetables in elaborate vessels or other sumptuous settings. Both Martial’s poems and the paintings,
I argue, consciously and consistently elevate simple local foods to the status of luxury goods. They
become the prized features of the dinner table and easily surpass expensive and environmentally
destructive exotic foodstuffs. We therefore see in early imperial Rome the outlines of a local foods
movement, which—as is the case with analogous modern movements—is implicated in a wider
debate about what sort of cuisine is authentically Roman. Showcasing the products of the Italian
natural environment as luxury goods thereby becomes a matter of patriotism and reclaiming an
authentic Roman lifestyle as an alternative to a mainstream culture that values the exotic.

*Editing Latin Fragments
Panel convener: Gesine Manuwald (UCL)
In the past few years interest in works of ancient authors whose output has been preserved in
fragmentary form has increased, as shown by recent publications and conferences. However, people
reading these fragments often take standard reference editions as the basis for their interpretations
and conclusions, without sufficiently reflecting on the fact that editions of fragments (to a far greater
extent than editions of complete texts) have been shaped by the intervention of the editors.
This panel brings together scholars who are or have been editing prose and poetry texts from the
Roman Republican period for different types of publications. They will provide insights into the
problems confronting editors and how each of them addressed those with a view to the format in
which the results would eventually be published. While there are, of course, more users than editors
of editions of fragments, it will be helpful for everyone to be aware of the methodological problems
surrounding the creation of such editions since this will contribute to making people more discernible
users. Moreover, the issues to be confronted (such as the amount of textual and interpretative
intervention) affect the fundamentals of classical scholarship. It is hoped that the four case studies to
be presented will generate a broader discussion on editorial principles and the function of editions of
fragments, which goes beyond to what is relevant to Roman Republican literature.

Tim Cornell (Manchester), Editing the Roman historians for FRHist
The task of editing the fragments of the Roman historians (which is now complete: the results are
published in The Fragments of the Roman Historians [abbr. FRHist], ed. T J Cornell et al., 3 vols, Oxford
2013) was a comparatively straightforward one, at least in the sense that it had been done before
many times; we actually found that we were heirs to a long tradition going back to the Renaissance,
and that we had an excellent model of how to set out an edition of historical fragments in Jacoby’s
Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker. Nevertheless we found ourselves faced with a number of
difficult and intractable problems (above and beyond the simple matter of co-ordinating the separate
efforts of ten strong-willed and independent-minded scholars—who said anything about herding
cats?). Among the formal problems we encountered, and in the end failed to resolve satisfactorily,
were questions of definition: who counts as a Roman historian? Who should be included, and who
excluded? How are ‘fragments’ to be defined? We decided, following Jacoby, to include testimonia as
well as fragments (surprisingly the first time this has been done systematically for the Roman
historians). But what is the difference between a fragment and a testimonium? Then there is the
problem of what to include in the commentary. The main purpose of the edition is to contribute to
the understanding of the history of Roman historiography. How exactly does a historiographical
commentary differ from a historical commentary? The paper will discuss these questions with
reference to specific examples drawn from FRHist.
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Catherine Steel (Glasgow), Editing the Roman Republican Orators for FRRO
Cicero is the only orator of the Roman Republic whose speeches survive: the activity of the hundreds
of other men who spoke in public during this period survives only in material preserved in other
writers. In addition to general issues around the editing of fragments, editing fragmentary oratory
poses a specific set of questions because of the way in which oratory was initially preserved. Some
speakers disseminated versions of what they had said; and when these texts survived, they could be
quoted by later writers, above all by Quintilian, Gellius and the grammatical writers of the imperial
and late antique periods. But many orators did not record their speeches in this way, and even those
who did were selective in their creation of a written profile. Speech which was not preserved as an
oratorical text could nonetheless be recorded, and these testimonia to oratory play a vital part in
creating a full picture of the role and nature of public speech in the Roman Republic. This paper
describes the activity and interim results of the European Research Council-funded project ‘The
Fragments of the Republican Roman Orators’ (2012–2017), with particular focus on its approach to
the problems and challenges of editing this body of material.

Costas Panayotakis (Glasgow), Editing the fragments of Laberius for CUP’s “orange series”
This paper will be a reflective exercise on the ways in which I conducted my research on the fragments
of the mimographer Decimus Laberius for publication as a large-scale volume in CUP’s “orange series”
(published in February 2010).
The fragments of this playwright survive in the secondary tradition and had never been commented
on in English. The most recent edition of the corpus (in Italian) dated to 1967. When I became
interested in editing the corpus in the late 1990s, my experience in textual criticism and the study of
literary fragments was next to nothing, and the distinction between editing and commenting on fully
transmitted texts and on fragments was not as clear in my mind as it ought to have been.
Thinking back, I see that at the beginning of my research I made at least four fundamental
methodological errors: I relied excessively on the existing critical editions of the authors transmitting
the fragments, and I focussed on (pointless) readings in incunabula and early printed editions. I
discovered late in the day the importance of looking at manuscripts, and I did not fully realize both
the significance of knowing Plautine scansion in all its complexities and the importance of presenting
a fragment, an apparatus criticus and a commentary in a clear and accessible fashion. At another level
I was initially stubbornly unwilling to confess that I did not know answers to the vexing problems of
the text, and was adamant in reconstructing context and story line.
As a result, I have now revised the way in which I study the fragments of the literary Atellane comedy.
Given the recent publication of important works on fragmentary authors, my reflective thoughts on
editing fragments of playwrights are meant to contribute to the general discussion on methods for
editing fragments.

Sander Goldberg (UCLA), Editing Ennius for the Loeb series
A consensus is emerging among editors of fragmentary texts to present fragments within the contexts
that preserve them, to acknowledge the difficulty of distinguishing ‘fragments’ from ‘testimonia,’ to
be wary of reconstructed texts, and to make clear the extent of editorial interventions. An
accompanying translation is also increasingly common as an explanatory tool as well as a convenience.
The result is a succession of ever-richer and more accurate editions, but the rise in standards comes
at a price: these new scholarly landmarks can be intimidating in their complexity, requiring a patience
and expertise for unlocking their riches that may discourage consultation by all but the most dedicated
professionals.
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Editing a fragmentary author for the Loeb Classical Library is particularly challenging, since the
demands of the new editorial standard must be satisfied within the parameters of a series that limits
use of a critical apparatus, discourages linear annotation, and expects – or at least has users who
expect – accurate yet readable translations. A Loeb editor must minimize the technical while
performing a task fraught with technicalities and restrict the explication of material that in the normal
course of things requires much explaining. Yet a Loeb edition is also a golden opportunity to make
accessible works that, however important they once were, may all too often be passed over as too
difficult of access. By focusing on a single reference to Ennius by Persius (6.9–11) that is simultaneously
a fragment of one thing and testimony for another, this paper will explore various problematic aspects
of editing Ennius within the Loeb context, in particular the explication of testimonia, the translation
of uncertain Latin, and the responsibility to be an honest broker when holding deeply contested
material up for judgment.

*Epic and novel in imperial Greek culture
Panel convener: Tim Whitmarsh (Cambridge)
The traditional view of imperial Greek culture sees it as dominated by prose, and particularly by
rhetoric and the novel: the ‘Second Sophistic’ model has held sway since the late nineteenth century.
One consequence of this is that vast reams of epic poetry from that era (69 books of hexameter verse
survive by Nonnus alone) have been left on the margins, to be handled by specialists in the poetic
tradition rather than by cultural historians. (Quintus of Smyrna is a partial exception.) This panel aims
to change that, by putting hexameter verse centre-stage, and in particular by emphasising the
contraflowing relationships with that most canonical of ‘Second Sophistic’ genres, the novel. It has
long been accepted that some late epic poetry (principally Nonnus and Musaeus) is influenced by the
novel, and indeed a recent book by Hélène Frangoulis (Du roman à l'épopée: influence du roman grec
sur les Dionysiaques de Nonnos de Panopolis (Besançon, 2014)) has meticulously set out one particular
model for novelistic reception. Yet ‘influence’ is only part of the story. If we take seriously the idea
that novelists and epic poets participated in a common intellectual culture, then we would expect to
see a much more complex, multidirectional pattern of intertextual dialogue, and indeed at a more
general level a sharing of motifs and themes. The contributors to this panel – participants in an AHRCfunded project on imperial epic and cultural history – have been tasked with exploring these
connections not so much from a generic/formalist perspective (although that will be part of the
picture) as in terms of cultural history. What does extending into epic poetry add to our understanding
of imperial Greek conceptions of power, identity, gender, sexuality, the human-animal divide, space,
class…?

Laura Miguélez Cavero (Cambridge/Oxford), Nonnus, the novel and Greek literary identity
Despite the long-standing and insidious notion that Imperial epic existed in a different intellectual and
cultural environmental space to other contemporary forms, authors such as Nonnus of Panopolis have
much to offer to those aiming to write a cultural history of the Empire. A comparative reading of
Achilles Tatius’ Leucippe and Clitophon and Nonnus’ Dionysiaca reveals that Nonnus selects and alters
the novelistic conventions and ideologies deployed (and twisted) by Achilles Tatius, just as he draws
on mythical narratives to present the Dionysiaca as the ultimate instance of classical paideia. The
novel as a (problematic) genre is deployed as a canonical Greek intertext to be paraded in front of
fellow pepaideumenoi: Nonnus does not restrict himself to adapting and subverting elements from
the main plot (boy and girl meet, fall in love and suffer different difficulties before being reunited for
good), but also parades his creative knowledge of secondary roles and liminal anecdotes, thus
advertising his deep immersion in and understanding of novelistic convention. To add to this, the
confrontation of Achilles Tatius’ pre-Christian with Nonnus’ Christian approach to novelistic topics
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illustrates how the Christian elite tried to transform the pre-Christian paideia in a double movement,
proclaiming it as part of their identity and at the same time responding to it polemically.

Tim Whitmarsh (Cambridge), Unspoken consent: the ethics of seduction in Musaeus and Achilles
Tatius
It has often been noted that Musaeus’ Hero and Leander makes heavy use of the Greek romances,
particularly Chariton and Achilles Tatius; in fact, even the title (τὰ καθ’ Ἡρώ καὶ Λέανδρον) seems to
identify the poem according to novelistic conventions. This intergeneric intertextuality offers more
than literary colouring. The romance was by this stage the primary vehicle for the ideology of
exclusive, marital heterosexuality: the novelistic echoes mark Musaeus’ affiliation to that ideological
paradigm, while also pointing up his differentiation from the novels’ narrative model of the ‘happy
ending’ (Hero and Leander ends in the violent mutual death that haunts, but is never realised in, the
romances). This paper explores in detail one aspect of Musaeus’ rereading of the novel, namely his
interest in the ethics of Leander’s seduction of Hero, which (I argue) borrows from and develops
parallel scenes in book 1 of Achilles Tatius. In both instances, the male protagonist assumes that the
heroine, despite rebuffing his advances, is in fact secretly signalling her assent. “No,” that is to say,
means “yes”. When the scenes are unpacked in parallel, we begin to see signs of a wider cultural
anxiety: ‘romance culture’ may promote normative ‘sexual symmetry’, but it also raises troubling
questions about the ethics of consent, seduction as coercion, implicit gender asymmetries. There is
also a metaliterary dimension to this, since interpreting female intentions becomes a form of ‘reading’
akin to the teasing out of literary truths: this also constructs the male as a reader and the female as a
passive text. Ultimately, however, Achilles and Musaeus play the trope differently: in Achilles we never
know what Leucippe really thinks, whereas Musaeus provides a rich – but disturbing – psychological
explanation for Hero’s equivocation. Musaeus thus seems to mute the violent notes implicit in
Achilles’ original.

Pavlos Avlamis (Cambridge/Oxford), The fall of Troy and the paradoxical cityscape in Quintus of
Smyrna Posthomerica 13
Quintus’ description of the destruction of Troy in book 13 of his Posthomerica parades a disrupted and
marvellous urban landscape. An elaborate fusion of battle and festivity unfolds as the Achaeans begin
their attack while the Trojans are drunk from their celebrations. Blood mixes with wine and the
inebriated Trojans fight back the invading Achaean soldiers with the paraphernalia of dinner and
symposium. Such an emphasis on incongruous contrasts as well as the ekphrastic elaboration of
destruction has been attributed to the influence of rhetorical education. Moving beyond the
acknowledgment of this influence of rhetorical technique on epic, I argue that both paradox and
ekphrasis perform cultural work in Quintus that can be understood better when we deprioritise genre
and focus instead on the shared uses of the paradoxical cityscape by a variety of Imperial authors. We
can find fruitful comparanda in the novel and other prose: the paradoxographical ekphrasis of
Alexandria in Achilles Tatius with its desire for presence, the Rhodian Oration (Or. 25) spuriously
ascribed to Aelius Aristides with its focus on the fragmentation of the earthquake-hit city, and the
opening of Heliodorus’ Aethiopica. Webb 2007 has shown that ekphrastic cityscapes in rhetorical
practice were evoked in the reader’s imagination by sparse descriptions of basic urban structures
(walls, temples, etc) that allow room for the reader’s own urban experience to supply the rest. This
mixture creates literary cityscapes that are both authorial and readerly, past and present, familiar and
strange. Accordingly, Quintus’ Trojan cityscape depicts the foundational moment of the fall of Troy for
Roman Greek audiences as both relatable and other. At the same time, the thematic fusion of
symposium and battle reinforces the contrast between life and death, present and past, as well as
between epic war and the readerly space of the symposium.
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Emily Kneebone (Cambridge), Human and non-human animals in the Onos and the Oppians
Animals behaving like humans; humans behaving like animals: both are depicted and discussed nearobsessively in imperial Greek literature, pointing to a deep-seated cultural fascination with questions
of animal rationality and the boundaries between the human and non-human animal. The ancient
novels, I suggest, share with two imperial Greek didactic epics an insistent curiosity and anxiety about
the peculiar or defining characteristics of human and non-human animals, and an imaginative interest
in exploring the permutations of these relationships. This paper sets the pseudo-Lucianic Onos (and,
by extension, Apuleius’ Metamorphoses) in dialogue with the arrestingly anthropomorphic portrayal
of the animal kingdom in the didactic epics of Oppian and pseudo-Oppian (second and early third
centuries CE), poems that treat of marine and terrestrial animals respectively. All three, it will be
argued, are texts that interrogate contemporary notions about nature, culture, sexuality, power and
identity through the lens of the non-human animal. My paper takes as its focus those moments in
each text at which the boundary between humans and animals threatens to dissolve: in which
(attempted or imagined) animal speech is juxtaposed with human bestiality, in which human
rationality and restraint is undermined or endangered and in which the purported distinctions
between man and beast are policed and held up to scrutiny. What, these texts ask, are we to make of
the charged distinction between human and non-human animals when we are confronted with men
metamorphosing or behaving like beasts, and imagine animals speaking, praying or balking at human
immorality?

Epistolary self-fashioning
Elizabeth Keitel (U. Mass), Cicero as overliver in Att. IX-X
During his exile in 58, Cicero depicts himself in his letters as half-dead and longing to be quit of life
(Doblhofer 1987) naturally enough since the Romans equated exile with, at the very least, a civil death.
But he also does so during the tense spring of 49, as he agonizes with Atticus over what to do when
civil war has broken out between Caesar and Pompey and when there have been no pitched battles,
no exiles. In both situations Cicero presents himself as an overliver. The overliver, a familiar figure
from epic and tragedy feels unending shame, blames himself for not acting at crucial moments and
views suicide as no way out (Wilson 2004).
The overliver’s predicament is not the result of a gradual, natural decline, but of a single, sharply
defined event (Wilson 20004: 3); in 58, it was Cicero’s departure into exile; in 49, his failure to leave
Italy with Pompey. Cicero portrays himself as in another exile-like limbo once Caesar has taken control
of Italy because he has lost the very things he lost during his exile – his dignitas, auctoritas and a
meaningful role in political life.
Cicero presents himself as an overliver in 46-45 to exiled Pompeians whom he is trying get back to
Rome while defending himself against those who blame him for living on after Pharsalus. In all three
periods, Cicero is not yet the hero of 44 for whom death may not be premature (Phil. 2.118). Instead
he quotes Odysseus’ exhortation to bear up, since he has borne worse, only to contrast his past exile
with worse to come (Att. IX.15.3). Cicero portrays his life as “mere repetition of the same pattern,
over and over again”, a key component of tragic overliving (Wilson 2004: 9).

Adrian Gramps (TCD), ‘Cur nostros celamus amores?’: Pliny and Catullus on metapoetics and
biographical reading.
In Ep. 7.4, Pliny recounts his experience of discovering an erotic epigram authored by Cicero, and pens
some verses of his own to express his delight in learning that even the famous orator wrote love
poetry. In my paper, I compare this letter with Catullus c. 16 to offer a new perspective on that muchdiscussed poem and the issues it has raised in modern scholarship. Both pieces concern the reflection
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that the writing of love poetry has on its (male) writer. The comparison illuminates a characteristic
aspect of contemporary and near-contemporary receptions of Roman love poetry. I suggest that in
figuring love poetry as confessional, revealing something about its author which is potentially
compromising in the view of one’s male peers, Pliny and Catullus apply to the social world of writers
and readers a topos derived from love poetry itself, by which the poet-lover represents himself as
being ‘caught in love’ by his friends.
This leads to general reflections on the relationship between metapoetics and biographical reading in
our understanding of love poetry and its reception. The orthodox interpretation of Catullus c. 16
declares it a metapoetic comment on the nature of the poetic persona and its impenetrability to
biographical reading. In Pliny’s reception of Cicero (and Catullus himself), however, metapoetics is
read as face-work, social calculation regarding one’s self-presentation. This reading is made possible,
I argue, by Pliny’s ‘mapping’ of embodied social space onto the representation of space in the
interactions between the personae of love poetry and their interlocutors. Such a reading challenges
the dogmatic separation of art and life enforced by the concept of persona, while illustrating the
creative aspects of biographical reading, typically dismissed as naïve. A case is hereby made for taking
biographical reading more seriously as an aspect of ancient (and other) receptions.

*The Experience of Ancient Polytheism
Panel convener: Heather Hunter-Crawley (Bristol)
In recent years, the emergence of New Materialism has enabled increasingly sophisticated
methodologies of sensory perception to be applied in historical contexts, offering advances in our
understanding of medieval, Byzantine, and late-antique art and religion (revealing the sensory,
embodied nature of early Christian belief and practice, e.g. Hunter-Crawley 2012). The cognitive turn
has concurrently focused the study of ancient religion on the individual religious actor, inviting
questions about the experience of religious ritual, particularly in mystery cults (Bowden 2010). This
panel examines the extent to which sensory, cognitive, and New Materialist models of experience are
helpful in making sense of ancient polytheisms, both Roman and Greek. It asks whether the question
of religious experience is Christianising, and if it is therefore an appropriate framework for
understanding pre-Christian religions; or, whether experience is an inevitable and essential feature of
all religious practice, neglected to the detriment of our understanding of ancient religion more
broadly.
Papers on this panel will consider the relevance of an experiential framework for understanding
religious practices that include: the mystery cult of Mithras; classical Attic funerary cult; the deposit
of votive figurines; and Roman domestic cult. These practices are predominantly illustrated by
material evidence, which furthermore invites discussion about the role that material evidence can
play in our understanding of ancient religion.

Hugh Bowden (KCL), The Mysteries of Mithras: Meaning and Experience
The first speaker will open the panel with the question of materiality and experience in: ‘The Mysteries
of Mithras: Meaning and Experience’. The Roman cult of Mithras notoriously has no texts securely
associated with it (leaving aside the so-called ‘Mithras Liturgy’ PGM 4.475-834), though it does have a
rich iconographic repertoire (focused on, but not restricted to, the so-called tauroctony). It is not clear
whether this iconography reveals a consistent understanding of the mysteries of Mithras, and the cult
activities associated with Mithraic ‘caves’. We cannot assume that all Mithraic sites shared the same
features, or that the iconographic material had a common meaning. One way to move forward is to
consider the cult from the perspective of individual participants, with less concern for what the
mysteries meant, and more for what it might have been like to experience them. This paper focuses
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on one specific site, London’s Walbrook Mithraeum, and seeks to show what we can learn about the
sensory and intellectual experience of participating in cult at that site.

Alexia Petsalis-Diomidis (KCL/Oxford), Materiality, the senses and religion: the experience of death
in Classical Greece
In ‘Materiality, the senses and religion: the experience of death in Classical Greece’, the second
speaker will explore the culturally specific experience embedded in social and religious rituals
surrounding death in Classical Athens. Her paper focuses on material and sensory experiences, in
particular tactile and olfactory engagement with the dead body and funerary offerings from prothesis
to burial. Unpublished nineteenth-century excavation notes and drawings relating to extant funerary
offerings will be used for detailed reconstruction of the specific arrangement of the body and painted
vases in a number of tombs; while methodologically the paper will draw on recent scholarship on the
agency and integrity of material objects and the complex interplay between haptic and cognitive
experience. Using this evidence and methodology the purpose of the paper is to tease out physical
and sensory experiences surrounding funerary practice and interpret their range of meanings in the
heightened personal and religious context of death in Classical Athens.

Emma-Jayne Graham (OU), Holding the Baby: Embodied Experience and the Ambiguities of Roman
Votive Objects
In ‘Holding the Baby: Embodied Experience and the Ambiguities of Roman Votive Objects’, the third
speaker will explore the insights that a sensory, experiential approach can make to our understanding
of votive practices. Recent studies of the sensory worlds of antiquity have stressed the importance of
materiality as a stimulus for multisensory experience. This paper will advance the nuances of this
approach by considering the votive models of newborn infants dedicated at sanctuaries in central Italy
as objects through which ancient people could both think and feel. By exploring the significance of
encounters with objects which might prompt conflicting sensory memories, it will ask what the
implications were when the senses did not agree with one another. To what extent might sensory
dissonance contribute towards the attribution of multiple meanings to ritual objects, and what were
the consequences for the experiences in which these sensorially ambiguous objects were implicated?

Heather Hunter-Crawley (Bristol), Sense and Sympatheia: Viewing Domestic Images of the Divine
In the final paper, ‘Sense and Sympatheia: Viewing Domestic Images of the Divine', the fourth speaker
will re-orient our focus in Roman polytheism from the political to the personal and experiential,
through an exploration of the viewing practices of images of gods in the Pompeian household. She will
theorise how the god was understood to be present in the image, by utilising the Stoic notion of
sympatheia, the cosmic ‘inter-connection’ of all material things. She will present the Roman household
as suffused with divine presence, through architectural decor and artefacts that depicted divinities,
suggesting that their overall function was amuletic. She will argue that Roman polytheism was a means
of policing thresholds, through rituals performed at the level of individual embodiment and sensory
experience. This perspective challenges the traditional opposition of Christian belief and polytheistic
practice in our understanding of ancient religions.

*Forms of Ideology in Tacitus
Panel convener: Ellen O’Gorman (Bristol)
In recent work, historians of Greco-Roman antiquity have called for historical texts to be reclaimed
from literary critics. Their contention is that literary critics have failed to account for historiography’s
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claims to truth, and have taken refuge in modes of analysis which sunder historiography from the
responsibility to represent the past. Such accusations are grounded in simplistic notions of
representation; in response, scholars of historiography point to fundamental questions of what – and
how – the past means to human agents. Particularly, they point to ideology, the framework within
which the world, and possibilities of action, are made meaningful. Ideology constitutes reality as
representation; it structures and motivates events; as a sophisticated cultural product, it requires
analysis through sophisticated linguistic and literary terms.
Tacitus stands as one of the most insightful ancient theoreticians of ideology. In his histories, the
ideologies of senate, empire and principate are dramatized and laid bare, through representations of
individuals whose investments in forms of power shape their political interactions. The modes of
representing individuals and events are significant for understanding how Tacitus explores the
dimensions of ideology: Devillers draws our attention to Nero as a remembered figure for the
historical agents of AD 69; Sailor demonstrates how intertextuality provides a vehicle for representing
barbarians within a broader historical vision of empire; for Autin, rumour stands for the ideological,
traversing the historical and the fictional not only in content but also in form and function; Haynes
goes further in identifying the central role of desire in ideology, and explores how the historian and
his readers and characters are implicated in fantasies of the principate; Cogitore’s turn to the level of
syntactical interjection explores the historian’s investment in microcosm. Each paper draws attention
to perspectives on the history of the principate which can only be afforded by literary analysis.
(English translations of the French contributions will be available.)

Olivier Devillers (Bourdeax), Échos à Néron dans les Histoires (in French)
Dans les Histoires, les mentions d’empereurs julio-claudiens sont relativement fréquentes. Qu’elles
figurent dans la narration ou dans des propos (ou pensées) prêté(e)s à tel ou tel personnage, elles
éclairent ce que représentait encore, à l’époque décrite par Tacite dans les Histoires, le passé julioclaudien. L’étude de ce passé dans le passé (plupast) doit être abordée selon plusieurs angles
complémentaires.
On en prendra comme exemple Néron. L’utilisation de ce personnage, perçu négativement par
l’historien, illustre la personnalité, voire les intentions, de ceux qui le mentionnent. Le Néron des
Histoires est ainsi investi d’une valeur subsidiaire; son portrait n’est pas (comme il le sera dans les
Annales) un but en soi, mais est subordonné à la peinture d’autres personnages. On ne limitera pas
toutefois ses évocations à cette seule fonction: à travers Néron, c’est aussi à certaine forme d’exercice
du pouvoir, de conception du Principat, qu’il est fait référence. Disposant, en raison de la noncentralité du personnage, de plus de liberté dans le choix de ce qu’il dit ou non de lui, l’historien peut
intégrer les allusions qu’il y fait à une réflexion sur le régime. La comparaison avec le rôle dévolu aux
mention d’Auguste dans les Annales pourrait dans cette perspective se révéler intéressante.
En somme, une contribution telle que nous l’envisageons serait construite en trois temps : a) dans une
perspective descriptive, présentation du corpus des mentions de Néron dans les Histoires ; b) dans
une perspective littéraire, analyse de la fonction de ces mentions en vue de caractériser d’autres
personnages ; c) dans une perspective idéologique, mise en avant de la manière dont l’image qu’on
se faisait en 69-70 p.C. du Julio-Claudien Néron s’intègre à la réflexion qu’au début de l’époque
antonine, Tacite menait sur le Principat.

Dylan Sailor (Berkeley), Arminius and Flavus across the Weser
At Annals 2.9-10 Tacitus reports a colloquy, across the river Weser, of the Cheruscan chieftain
Arminius and his brother, nicknamed Flavus, an auxiliary under Germanicus. Details of language and
scenario allow us to read this scene against prominent confrontations in accounts of early Roman
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history, particularly combats such as the contests of Manlius Torquatus and Valerius Corvus against
Gallic champions and the defence of the Pons Sublicius by Horatius Cocles. These stories, represented
mainly in Livy, pursue themes that include the difference between Roman and foreign ways and
values, the demarcation of Roman from foreign space, and Roman political freedom from foreign or
monarchical domination. Typically these stories draw clear contrasts of Roman from other kinds of
conduct, character, and sociopolitical order, and the narratives conclude in a way that confirms those
contrasts. In Tacitus’ scene, however, confusion reigns, with Arminius and Flavus each displaying
features of both Roman and alien cultural affinity, and the encounter achieves no resolution. As always
in instances of intertextual engagement, multiple interpretive directions suggest themselves, but one
that is particularly attractive because it fits consistent Tacitean preoccupations is to view the
invocation of these earlier stories as opening up a large historical perspective on the scene. From that
perspective, a small, homogenous, and distinct Republican Rome confronting its alien opponents is
made a backdrop against which stands out Tacitus’ era, when Rome’s empire is far-flung, when lines
of cultural demarcation are blurred, and when libertas is degraded among Romans while it persists
outside Roman zones of control. This is a productive passage to examine in the context of this
proposed panel, as this historical dimension is unavailable to interpretive approaches that minimize
features of Tacitus’ work that are not communications of discrete facts or explicit authorial
statements.

Louis Autin (Grenoble), La rumeur comme objet littéraire chez Tacite (in French)
De nombreux travaux sur les rumores, omniprésents dans les Histoires et les Annales, consacrent une
partie de leur réflexion à adopter à leur égard une approche historique: Tacite a-t-il inventé ou
seulement transcrit (de ses sources ou de sa mémoire) les bruits publics qui parcourent ses écrits? Le
manichéisme de cette démarche nous semble devoir être abandonné: la rumeur, chez Tacite, n’est
pas un phénomène uniquement historique ou uniquement fictionnel; envisager son inscription dans
l’histoire qu’il rédige, c’est-à-dire dans une œuvre à la fois littéraire et dotée d’une cohérence interne,
doit nous convaincre de ne pas abandonner face à elle l’analyse rhétorique et l’analyse diégétique.
Rhétorique d’abord: tous les procédés d’hyperbolisation et de dramatisation ne sont pas des effets de
réel (ils ne dénotent pas nécessairement une quelconque tendance des strates populaires à jeter à
terre toute forme de mesure) mais permettent de faire ressortir les grands traits (selon Tacite) de tel
ou tel événement. Diégétique ensuite, en ce que les rumeurs, souvent placées dans des lieux de
transition du récit historique, occupent également une fonction didactique et structurent la narration
tacitéenne, tout comme le chœur, dans la tragédie grecque, peut souligner les principales articulations
de l’action dramatique. D’une manière plus générale, la rumeur tacitéenne semble moins strictement
référentielle (ce à quoi une approche historique risquerait de la réduire) que connotative (renvoyant
à un état d’esprit plutôt qu’à des faits précis) et symbolique, lorsqu’elle fait signe vers sa propre
instabilité. Voilà pourquoi on ne saurait l’étudier seulement dans son origine externe au texte; il faut
au contraire souligner l’importance du cadre de l’historiographie tacitéenne, et la façon dont celui-ci
transcrit un univers socio-politique: n’est-ce pas là la définition d’une approche sociocritique ?

Holly Haynes (New Jersey), Fantasy as History in Annals Book 4
In this paper I shall read Book 4 of the Annals as Tacitus’ investigation of the inextricability of truth
from fantasy and desire. My argument centers on two striking claims that Tacitus makes: one, about
his own intention in history writing (to dispel falsehoods such as the ones surrounding the
circumstances of Drusus’ death, 4.11.3); the other about the individual’s responsibility for the
princeps’ favor or dislike toward him (toward which the behavior of Marcus Lepidus compels him,
4.20.2-3). The persuasiveness of these statements rests upon the stability of their ethical reference
point, which in the first case Tacitus offers us in the form of previous credible authors’ accounts of
Drusus’ death and his own sound reasoning. In the second he gives us Lepidus himself as the
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exemplum of one who behaves laudably and still carries weight with the princeps. However the book’s
stylistic and narrative ambiguities betray the hope that Tacitus’ truth claim conveys, while the figure
of Sejanus ironically confirms, as a kind of “bad twin” to Lepidus, the faith that Tacitus asserts in
individual responsibility. Thus in an echo of Agricola’s assertion that there can be good men under
bad emperors, Book 4 flashes on Tacitus’ own fantasy of the possibility of truth and moral behavior,
desiring which his narrative unspools as an endless enigma that never does find these “obscure objects
of desire.” Importantly this book is structured around the desire of Sejanus and Sejanus as a figure of
desire, thereby embodying desire itself as an historical agent. My analysis will therefore explore the
structure and content of Book 4’s narrative as Tacitus’ investigation of the deepening fantasy of the
principate, the reader’s fantasy of interpretation, and his own fantasy of finding himself through
historiography.

*Greek Epinician Poetry
Panel convener: Margarita Alexandrou (UCL)
Chair: Chris Carey (UCL)
The objective of our proposed panel is to study the reception of epinician poetry, perhaps the most
complex, influential and well-preserved (at least in its mature Pindaric version) Greek lyric poetic
corpus, and to contribute further to recent relevant scholarly discussions (see Agócs, Carey and
Rawles, 2012, Receiving the Komos). We aim to present a diverse series of papers that will capture
four different moments of reception. They will see epinician poetry (mainly Pindar and Bacchylides)
as the receiving-end, as the object of literary reception as well as of scholarly study in antiquity. We
hope to showcase how perspectives of reception continue to provide fresh and insightful readings on
this much studied poetic corpus that can deepen our understanding of epinician as a genre, intertext
and object of both literary criticism and scholarly paratexts.
The first paper will explore the case of the early reception of Archilochean iambos in Pindar and offer
an understanding of how Pindar uses it to negotiate the generic boundaries of his own epinician. The
second paper will look at the poetic reception of the Pindaric epinician (focusing on style, narrative
technique, and poetic voice) in one of the most obscure Hellenistic poems, Lycophron’s Alexandra.
Our third paper will discuss the editorial choices in the Alexandrian ordering of the Pindaric epinicians
(together with Sapphic comparanda), as well as their implications about the perception of the poems
themselves. The last paper will combine a number of reception strands (literary, epigraphic, scholarly)
in order to trace the vagaries of transmission of Bacchylidean poetry in antiquity.
In exploring the potentials of Reception in the study of the epinician genre (generic perceptions, poetic
and scholarly reception, transmission), the papers will disentangle complex case studies and
ultimately stress different methodological angles in working with the Ancient Reception of Greek
texts.

Margarita Alexandrou (UCL), Archilochus in Pindar
Pindar often explores the boundaries of the epinician by straying into other genres, but his most
sustained and complex relationship is with ‘blame’ poetry, iambos: although he emphatically opposes
to its main archaic exponent Archilochus in Pythian 2, Pindar is more in touch with iambos than his
statement in the ode would incline us to suppose. This paper aims to contribute further to this
scholarly discussion by drawing attention to the way Pindar plays in the same ode with two (often)
intertwined elements that are found in Archilochus: the use of fable, and the fictionalization of the
poet and enemy.
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Archilochus uses fable in the way that lyric poets use myth to make general statements about human
life and create a moral position for themselves. The most prominent example in the Archilochean
corpus is the narration of the fable of ‘The Fox and the Eagle’ in Archilochus’ famous attack against
Lycambes (frr.172-81W), where the poet identifies with the fox in order to stress his position as a
victim. Another example is his narrative of ‘The Fox and the Monkey’ fable in a more obscure fragment
about pretensions (frr.185-87W).
Pindar in Pythian 2 seems to be engaging in a dialogue with Archilochus partly rewriting these fables:
Pindar often identifies with the eagle in his odes; here he presents the fox as the dishonest creature
(unlike Archilochus) that stands for purveyors of slander (P.2.77); in contrast he identifies himself with
the wolf (P.2.84); in the same context he refers to the ape as a symbol of pretensions (P.2.72). The
picture is complicated by the Fourth Isthmian, where he speaks approvingly of the fox’s trickery
(I.4.45-48).
Taking Pythian 2 as a starting point, this paper aims to elaborate on the opportunistic way Pindar
rewrites Archilochean fable(s) there and elsewhere. The discussion will show how he receives and
combines iambic (and other folk) elements in his epinician melange, and negotiates the boundaries
between iambos and epinician.

Thomas R.P. Coward (KCL), Vivat obscuritas! Lycophron, Pindar’s difficult heir
Eustathius (Prooem. ad Pind. §11 Drachmann) noted that Lycophron emulated the style and syntax of
Pindar. He then states that he would compare the two further in his now lost commentary. This paper
examines the stylistic reception of Pindar in Lycophron’s Alexandra and compares the narrative
techniques and poetic voices of Pindar and Lycophron. For example when Cassandra foretells her own
fate (1090-1188), she changes from a catalogue poet-narrator to a lyric one who makes allusive
references.
I examine four passages. The poetic voice is a central feature of lyric poetry that controls the
mythological narrative and conveys quasi-spontaneity. In the prologue (8-15), the poet in the guise of
the guard uses poetological metaphors based on athletics and paths to indicate the retelling of
Cassandra’s prophecies, and describes Cassandra’s prophecies in the closing prayer (1461-66) using
poetic and cultic terms. I compare and contrast Pindar’s (Nem. 10.60-90) and the Cypria’s account of
the encounter between the Dioscouri and the Apheritidae and the apotheosis of the Dioscouri, with
Lycophron’s version (494-585). Pindar’s version is favourable to the Dioscouri, whereas Lycophron is
favourable to the Apheritidae. As the Alexandra closes Cassandra inquires how Europe and Asia came
into conflict (1283-90), one reason was that the Argonauts carried off Medea and the Golden Fleece
from Colchis (1309-21). Lycophron summarises and conflates versions of the Argonautica, yet makes
lexical nods to Pindar and innovates his own vocabulary from it.
The Alexandra is a mono-dramatic, messenger speech on an epic scale, which draws upon the Cypria,
Aeschylus’ Agamemnon, Euripides’ Troādes, Herodotus, Timaeus, ktisis and catalogue poems, and
apocalyptic prophecy. The Pindaric manner of poetry was not extensively used in Hellenistic poetry.
This paper however shows that the lavish scope and verbal style of Cassandra draws upon lyric poetry
and that Lycophron adapted and adopted Pindar’s manner and style.

Enrico Emanuele Prodi (Oxford), Text as paratext: Pindar, Sappho, and Hellenistic editors
“The epinician that begins ‘Best is water’ – says the Life of Pindar known as Vaticana or Thomana –
has been placed first by Aristophanes, who ordered Pindar’s works, because it contains the praise of
the games and the story of Pelops, who was the first to compete in Elis.” The position of Olympian 1
is visibly marked as significant by lying outside the normal ordering of poems within the Epinicians,
according to which it should have been preceded by odes for victories with the chariot. The same
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applies to Sappho 1, which defies the alphabetical order that governed the other poems in book 1
(and perhaps beyond).
Their editors’ reasons for choosing these two poems as a preface for the respective books invite
exploration. So does the very act of extrapolating one poem to introduce the collection to which it
belongs. This act is an editorial statement (however implicit) both on the book and on the opening
poem. Readings of the book will be variously influenced by the suggestions that resonate from the
opening poem; the latter finds itself charged with implications broader and more complex than it
would have otherwise.
That a poet can invest a poem with a clear paratextual function is far from unusual (see for instance
Catullus 1 or Horace, Odes 1.1), but here we see an editor doing the same ex post, paratextualising a
text that had no such implications in its original state. Taking Sappho 1 and Pindar’s Olympian 1 as
case studies, this paper proposes to scrutinise how an editor can use one piece of an author’s own
poetry – alongside other, more obviously paratextual elements – to orient the reception of that poetry
(Sappho) or part of it (Pindar’s Epinicians).

Theodora Hadjimichael (LMU Munich), Bacchylides as Source and Intertext: Ode 5 in Contexts
Among the list of lyric poets, Bacchylides has a peculiar place. The transmission, and preservation of
his poetry do not seem to follow the pattern of the rest of the lyric poets; he seems to disappear after
the Persian wars and his poetry apparently leaves no traces whatsoever until the creation of his edition
in the Alexandrian library. The fact that he drops off the map makes his survival one of the great
mysteries. If however one looks more closely to the evidence for the reception of Bacchylides in both
literary and epigraphic sources, the answer may be that he never actually disappeared.
This paper will attempt to revise scholarly views on the transmission of Bacchylides’ poetry. It will
focus on the reception of Bacchylides’ poetry mainly by the Hellenistic scholars as well as in Hellenistic
sources. Evidence shows that certain passages from his epinician odes were famous enough to be
alluded to several times and in more than one source. Ode 5 in particular is an important inter-text in
the speeches of the Poet and of Kinesias in Aristophanes’ Birds (905-959, 1373-1409). The specific
victory ode includes one of the most vivid athletic descriptions (B.5.37-55) that is invoked in tragic
passages (S.El.709-719, 734-742), but more importantly it is the source on which the Hellenistic
epigram for Attalos from Pergamon (Ebert 59) relies. This paper will attempt to show that this
evidence can help us draw conclusions not only on the reasons behind the choice of this specific
passage, but also on Bacchylides’ reception in antiquity. It will also bring together different lines of
transmission and reception by taking into account the specifics that are invoked, as well as the
differing contexts of survival and allusion.

Greek Oratory
Kathryn Simonsen (Memorial), Identification and Rhetoric and the Rhetoric of Identification
Hundreds of individuals are named in the forensic speeches of the Attic orators. Traditional naming
practices meant that many men shared names or parts of names with others. A speaker needed to
identify people quickly and clearly. This could be done in a number of ways: by patronymic, by
demotic, or by some other feature such as profession. While some types of identification are the
natural result of an individual’s role in the events described, many forms of identification are not
neutral. Identification is an opportunity for an orator to create a bias in his audience, to cause his
listeners to think about a person in a specific way. The five orators, Demosthenes, Aeschines,
Dinarchus, Lycurgus and Hypereides, demonstrate a variety of naming practices. This paper will
present briefly (in tabular form) the types of identification that appear in the speeches. It will then
consider identification as an aspect of an orator’s personal style (Hypereides, for example, appears to
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avoid the use of patronymics) as well as a source of insight into how Athenians thought about public
identity, what aspects of a man’s identity were used to describe and identify him (for example,
religious positions or genos affiliations are very rarely mentioned), and how an orator could
manipulate identity.

Christine Plastow (UCL), Motivation in Athenian Homicide Accusations
Modern homicide courts often examine the potential motivations of the alleged killer; occurrences of
this in Athenian courts were more rare and dependent on the specific circumstances. Interestingly,
however, the motivation of the prosecutors in homicide cases frequently comes under intense
scrutiny. One may expect that homicide suits would likely be brought with the sole aim of avenging
the death of kin, but it seems that homicide accusations and charges could be employed, in much the
same way as other types of charges, for political gain over one’s enemies. The evidence suggests that
despite the Athenian rhetoric of antiquity and solemnity surrounding homicide procedures, they could
be exploited just as readily as any other procedure; and that certain aspects of homicide procedure,
such as the ban from certain places prescribed by law, made it a more powerful tool to use against
one’s social and political enemies. This paper will briefly examine some of the potentially unscrupulous
charges of homicide made in classical Athens, from the points of view of those against whom they
were made: the choregos in Antiphon 6, who was allegedly almost blocked from carrying out another
prosecution by an accusation of homicide; the speakers in Lysias 10 and Demosthenes 22, each of
whom was accused of patricide by their enemies; and Demosthenes himself, who was repeatedly
implicated in the death of a political enemy by Aeschines and Medias. The context of each accusation
leads to a variety of effects on the accused parties and repercussions for the ongoing enmities. The
paper will also examine the ways in which such accusations could be rhetorically manipulated to
reflect poorly on those who made them, making them a dangerous political tool.

Tzu-i Liao (UCL), Seeing is believing: exploitation of the Athenian preference of seeing in Greek
symbouleutic oratory
The privilege of information gathered through seeing (opsis) over hearing (akoe) is observed
commonly in Greek historiography (Thomas 1989; Marincola 1997). Orators of 4th century Athens
also invite the jurors to draw conclusions about the characters of their opponents according to their
appearance, assuming a ‘physiognomic consciousness’ among the audience (Evans 1969), which also
signifies the power of eye witness in comparison to spoken words. Hesk (1999) argues that this is an
essential ‘anti-rhetorical’ strategy in 4th century oratory in the unmasking of the opponent’s deceptive
tactics: the speaker presents what he claims to be a self-manifest physical reality as opposing to the
opponent’s fabricated spoken argument. Such preference of opsis in the symbouleutic context has
not received due attention— for unlike in a law court, the setting and topics of the Athenian assembly
do not encourage the use of witness or physical props and opsis does not seem much relevant.
This paper discusses how in the symbouleutic context Demosthenes demonstrates an awareness of
the privilege of opsis over akoe and incorporates it into his rhetorical strategy. In framing his
observations of the situation or descriptions of the past as part of perceptual experiences, the speaker
invites his audience to ‘see’ the problem. In the dramatisation of speech acts the speaker also exploits
the potential of the (re)enactments of his own and the others' speaking. The paper also discusses how
the introduction of the forensic and historiographical strategy benefits Demosthenes’ arguments. As
Demosthenes presents his words like a piece of evidence in a law court/ in authoritative writing, he
invites the audience to play the role of wise jurors/ readers and understand his arguments as 'selfmanifest physical reality.' The paper concludes by a case study to show the significance of such
introduction and transformation of the forensic and historiographical strategy in symbouleutic
oratory.
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Sarah Bremner (Birmingham), It’s all about the North. Demosthenes’ Anti-Macedonian rhetoric as
a response to Athenian ecological crisis
It is typical to imagine Demosthenes’ policy against Macedonia firmly in terms of the political crisis
caused by an increased Macedonian influence in Greece, but this often forgets the physical and
ecological realities that fuel the urgency and panic in Demosthenes’ speeches. This paper shall
examine the realities of the consequential ecological and economical threat to Athens that
Macedonian expansion posed, and Demosthenes’ deliberative speeches as a response to this crisis.
It is a truism that the Athens of the 4th Century, despite its intellectual boom, is far different to the
Athens of the 5th Century. What is often not considered when reading Demosthenes, however, is that
behind the grand rhetorical stand of the ‘defender of Greece’ against the ‘tyrant’, is a response to the
very real threat Macedonian expansion had to the natural resources that supported Athens.
Macedonian expansion threatens Athens, both in resources and ideologically. The former is almost
too obvious, and often passed over by Classicists who examine the rhetoric and forget the practical
realities that underpin speeches such as the Olynthicas. Would Demosthenes’ call for aid to Olynthus
have been so urgent had Philip not taken Amphipolis? How far did they compromise their ideals of
Greek freedom and liberty when it came to their own interests in the North? The irony here being
that Demosthenes presents the North as a backwater, when in fact the speeches are motivated by the
loss of Athenian interests in the North, particularly Amphipolis.
The Athenian response to this ecological crisis is interesting when viewed through Demosthenes’
rhetoric of liberty against tyranny, especially when the realities of catastrophe directly challenge their
projected ideals of autochthony and a self-sustaining Attica. The definition of Athens itself is at threat,
and in Demosthenes we see the response to risk and catastrophe.

Hellenistic Literature
Fernando Rodrigues Junior (USP), Pseudo-Theocritus' Idyll VIII and the bucolic tradition
This paper intends to discuss the poetic contest between Daphnis and Menalcas in Pseudo-Theocritus'
Idyll VIII as an essential part of bucolic poetry. In spite of modern discussion on the authenticity of this
poem, it is possible to note that the author shares a lot of characteristics presented in Theocritus'
hexametric poetry such as metre, dialect, characters, themes, and so on. It means that idyll VIII follows
a recent bucolic tradition since it decodes and reproduces a group of topoi and recurrent elements.
This paper aims to explore the relationship between the poetic dispute and the conception of bucolic
poetry implicitly described in idyll VIII and its connection to epic and elegiac tradition.

F. B. Chesterton (Durham), Generic self-reflection in the mask-epigrams of Asclepiades and
Callimachus
This paper examines the activity of generic self-reflection in three epigrams on the dedication of
masks: Callimachus (26 G-P=AP.6310, 27 G-P=AP.6.311) and Asclepiades (27 G-P=AP.6.308). It argues
that these epigrams serve as a reflexive analysis of Epigram as a genre in the Hellenistic period by
emphasising the divergence from the features of the genre in its inscribed form.
In the transition from stone to papyrus-roll, Epigram abandons the material context of the monument,
and, in the process, the reader loses the contextualising frame provided by the physical situation of
an inscription. In particular, the absence of the dedicatory object results in an ambiguity as to the
‘speaker of the epigram. This paper demonstrates that the ambiguity of voice in book-epigram is
encapsulated, symbolically, in the mask as an object. The mask presents the appearance of life, but
lacks a voice, and therefore the mask that speaks highlights the inherent fictionality of the speaking
object. The written form of the epigram allows the mask to function apart from the actor, an
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incongruity which emphasises the obfuscation of voice and identity which characterises bookepigram.
Furthermore, this paper demonstrates that the dedicatory circumstances of each mask are reflective
of the decontextualizing mode of book-epigram. By contrasting the dedications undertaken in the
epigrams with actual mask dedications, it will become apparent that the epigrammatists parody such
cases, redeploying the triumph of dramatic success evoked by such a dedication in decidedly less
august surroundings.
In these mask-epigrams, Callimachus and Asclepiades reflect upon the form of their genre, and the
result of its shift from inscription to book-roll. This paper argues that, in the image of the mask
removed from the stage, bereft of an actor and re-contextualised, Hellenistic Epigram is
metaphorically encapsulated.

Erika Taretto (Durham), The Hellenistic discourse on Archilochos: between Aristotle and materiality.
This paper looks at the Hellenistic reception of an ancient poet, as expressed through biography,
literary criticism, and materiality. By looking from an original perspective at the Parian Archilocheion,
I argue that the local shrine had an impact on the Panhellenic discourse on Archilochos’ poetry. More
specifically, I submit that the Parians undertook a culturally refined operation in order to engage with
Aristotle’s reception of Archilochos.
In the third century BC an inscription celebrating Archilochos’ life and work was put up by a certain
Mnesiepes in the Archilocheion. The Parian site of memory (in Pierre Nora’s sense of lieu) soon
became famous across the Mediterranean world. Yet both the poet and his poetry had been harshly
criticized in the earlier tradition. In particular, Aristotle (Rhet. 1398b10-19) still identified a paradox
between the Parian honours for Archilochos and the poet’s blasphemy.
Mnesiepes and the Parians responded to Aristotle’s criticism. In particular, Mnesiepes narrated the
biographical episode of Archilochos’ exchange with the Muses in Aristotelic terms (e.g. σκώπτειν,
παιδιά, γελωτός); in doing so, he shaped the reception of Archilochos’ work and provided a definition
of an acceptable form of iambos. In addition to this, the Marmor Parium, placed on Paros at about the
same time of Mnesiepes’ inscription, constructed a specific literary background against which
Archilochos could be read and re-interpreted.
The Aristotelic notion that genre is determined by the ethos of the author is behind Mnesiepes’
inscription. Philodemus’ On Poems, however, contested this idea, and significantly cited Archilochos
as an example. I compare Philodemus’ Archilochos to Mnesiepes’ Archilochos, and finally argue that
Philodemus took part to the same Hellenistic discourse on the ancient poet outlined above. In
conclusion, both literary sources and monuments participated to the same discourse, which shaped
the ancient reception of Archilochos’ oeuvre through his biography.

Marijn Visscher (Durham University), Euphorion of Chalcis and Greek polis culture
In the Hellenistic period, cities and dynasties rivalled for the status as heirs of Greek culture. By the
end of the third century, the Ptolemaic model of cultural appropriation of Greece had proven itself
highly successful. In this paper, I consider Seleukid responses to the Ptolemaic narrative of Greek
heritage. I will look at one specific author at the court of Antiochus the Great, Euphorion of Chalcis,
and the ways in which he used foundation myths in his poetry to appropriate ‘Old Greece’. I will do so
to shed further light on the processes that drove the Hellenistic world to assert its Greek cultural
identity in new and increasingly forceful ways.
My argument in this paper is two-fold. First, I argue that Euphorion of Chalcis, commonly regarded as
one of the main literary heirs of Callimachus, was a focal point for Seleukid literature in this period
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(Magnelli, 2002; Primo, 2009). In particular, I identify Euphorion as one of the poets who brought
‘Alexandrian poetry’ to the Seleukid Empire.
In the second part of the paper, I focus on his use of foundation myths. In the Hellenistic period, such
myths served an important function by providing a way for poleis to place themselves within the wider
Pan-Hellenic world, both geographically and historically (Erskine, 2003; Calame, 1990, 280-283).
Ptolemaic poets like Callimachus and Apollonius responded to and shaped this aspect of Hellenistic
polis culture. In this way, I argue, Alexandrian literature became a vantage point from where to
channel the polis culture of ‘old Greece’. I will focus on how Euphorion tapped into this narrative by
incorporating foundation myths into his poetry, in a way that underscores the ‘Alexandrian qualities’
of his work. More generally, this shows how Euphorion appropriated a strand of Greek culture that
manifested in polis ideology throughout the Hellenistic world.

Historiography and Historical Traditions
Alan Sheppard (Stanford), Classical Historiographers’ Use of Inscribed Epigram
This paper investigates the attitudes of Classical Greek historiographers towards inscribed documents
and material culture, examining how historians incorporated one particular category of evidence,
inscribed epigram, into their own historical narratives. Building on work concerning the quotation of
epigrams in different genres (Petrovic 2007) as well as individual historians’ use of documents (e.g.
West (1985) on Herodotus; Smarcyzk (2006) on Thucydides; Schepens (2007) on Hellenistic historians),
this paper charts how attitudes towards inscribed epigram, and thus material culture more generally,
changed in Classical Greek historiography.
The paper will first discuss the contrasting approaches of Herodotus and Thucydides towards inscribed
epigram before considering what can be recovered concerning the attitudes of fourth-century
universal and local historians respectively. While Herodotus quotes epigrams and refers to their
material context relatively frequently (e.g. Hdt 4.88, 5.77, and 7.228), Thucydides restricts himself to
direct quotation of surviving epigrams in the tyrannicides episode alone (Thuc 6.54-59), using them to
prove that Athenian popular memory about the episode was incorrect. Despite indirectly referring to
epigrams elsewhere in the work, Thucydides avoids direct quotation (except at 1.132 where he quotes
an epigram which was subsequently erased) and it is this stylistic decision, in contrast to Herodotus,
which influences his fourth-century successors. While fourth-century ‘universal’ historians generally
avoid direct quotation and ignore material remains, ‘local’ historians continue to quote epigrams. Yet,
in contrast to Herodotus, late-Classical local historians tend not to engage directly with the material
context of the epigram and often seem to quote from collections instead. This lack of interest in
material context parallels the quotation of epigram in other late-Classical genres such as oratory or
philosophy. Moreover, the separation of epigrams from their inscribed context in fourth-century
historiography pre-figures the rise of the book epigram in the Hellenistic world.

Elizabeth Palazzolo (U. Penn), Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ Use of Sources in His Account of Early
Rome
Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ early books have frequently been mined for comparanda for the narrative
of early Roman history in Livy and other Roman authors, and his citation of sources is most often
examined as a tool for discovering the original sources of stories in other authors. This paper evaluates
Dionysius' citation of sources when reporting stories from the regal period for which multiple versions
are known as a deliberate compositional choice. Focusing on the life of Romulus, a figure associated
with both strongly positive and strongly negative stories, I examine the places in Dionysius' narrative
where source citations are inserted and the stories which he explicitly attributes to others. Several
well-known episodes from Rome's early history apparently have two or more conflicting versions in
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circulation by the end of the first century BCE, including the conception of Romulus and Remus, the
murder of Remus, and the death of Romulus. These alternate versions serve many different functions:
they may provide both rationalizing and mythological explanations, paint one character as either
negative or positive, or shift the responsibility from one character to another. This paper
demonstrates that where these alternate accounts appear in the Roman Antiquities, Dionysius' source
citations become more extensive and specific. I argue that Dionysius' use of source citations is more
than coincidental: Dionysius cites his sources in a defensive manner, carefully associating negative
stories with other sources and providing multiple sources in places where he admits that the
conflicting stories exist. Finally, I consider whether this defensive stance can be tied to Dionysius'
status as an outsider in Augustan Rome, a Greek apparently writing mainly for Greek audiences. The
potential problems of a Greek author criticizing Roman founding figures are thus displaced onto
Dionysius' source material by means of explicit source citations, removing his responsibility for direct
criticism

Siobhán Hargis (TCD), A Sense of Memory-interpreting history in Late Republican Rome
That the Romans had a concept of their own historical tradition is undeniable. From the writings of
Livy and Virgil, to the Forum of Augustus and Hadrian’s Pantheon, Roman politicians sought to
associate themselves with Rome’s past in order to write themselves into the rich narrative of Rome’s
history. From the perspective of the 21st century, it is possible to discern, identify and interpret not
only the important historical events on Rome’s timeline, but the physical reaction to such events in
Rome. Be it the construction of victory temples along the route of the triumphal procession, the
erection of a funeral monument on the Via Appia or the re-dedication of public monuments, the
modern historian and classist has the ability to access information from myriad phases of historical
tradition and interpret it against the backdrop of a relatively well understood and contextualised social
environment.
The question arises though as to how the average Roman, standing on the pavement in central Rome,
understood and engaged with historical monuments and how they influenced their own personal
understanding of the city. In a period where a great majority of Romans were illiterate, how did a
person ‘read’ a monument and how did their interpretation impact upon their understanding of the
urban space in which they lived? Did an awareness of the antiquity of a building add a gratifying sense
of Roman power and dominance, or did it create feelings of inadequacy and miscomprehension in
later generations? This paper will explore how public monuments could be misinterpreted and reinterpreted, and how the built environment could impact upon the self-identity of the inhabitant of
the city. Drawing on information from literary sources, art and architecture, this paper will explore
how the physical commemoration of Roman history created self-awareness amongst Rome’s
inhabitants.

Historiography and Narrative
Christopher Siwicki (Exeter), Rhetoric or Reality: Sun and Shade in Tacitus’ Rome
Following the fire of Rome in AD 64 the emperor Nero implemented a series of planning reforms;
these included limiting the height of buildings, the creation of new open spaces, and the construction
of wide, regular streets. Tacitus (Annals 15.43) reports that such changes provoked a negative
response from the city’s residents, because of the loss of shelter from the oppressive heat of the sun’s
rays. This is neither an unreasonable nor a trivial objection: in Mediterranean cities shade was (and is)
a concern that influences both the design and use of urban space. The importance of shade to Rome’s
inhabitants is apparent: the provision of awnings at public events was deemed a noteworthy act of
euergetism, while the porticus of Pompey’s theatre was most commonly praised for the umbra
afforded by its colonnade and leafy plane trees.
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To an extent, Tacitus’ passage appears to offer a further insight into understanding ancient responses
to, and experiences of, this aspect of the urban environment. However, the inclusion of these
relatively mundane planning regulations in his narrative is unusual, as Tacitus is generally averse to
detailing such building activity. Indeed, the colourfully evocative language used to document the
reforms hint that another meaning lay behind his remarks. This paper presents a new interpretation
of the passage by suggesting that Tacitus’ emphasis on the absence of shade and the ferocity of the
sun should instead be read as a comment on Neronian tyranny. It is an interpretation which gives the
passage a new significance in the overall structure of books fifteen and sixteen of the Annals. It also
brings into question whether his remarks over the effect of the sun’s heat on Rome’s streets should
be understood as reality or rhetoric.

Matthew Myers (Nottingham), ‘To see and be seen’: the imperial gaze in Tacitus
This paper will consider the way in which the emperor views and is viewed in the works of Tacitus.
Perhaps the most famous Tacitean description of the emperor’s visual power comes at Agricola 45
with the penetrating gaze of Domitian before the senate. According to Tacitus, to gaze upon the
countenance of Domitian was videre et aspici - ‘to see and to be seen’. This two way visual relationship
is, I argue, not limited to the character of Domitian but rather is characteristic of Tacitus’ conception
of the imperial gaze, evident throughout his writings. For Tacitus, the emperor is never merely the
passive object of another’s gaze but is constantly staring back at his viewers, often seeing far more
than they do. Therefore, when Tacitus’ characters look upon the person of the emperor, they expose
themselves to the emperor’s own gaze and thus are forced to hide their true thoughts and emotions.
This constant tension is central to the themes of dissimulation and the rift between appearance and
reality that pervade Tacitus’ historical writing. This paper will therefore consider a number of episodes
from the works of Tacitus in which the emperor appears as the simultaneous subject and object of the
gaze, as well as considering the equivalent depictions of these episodes in other surviving sources.
Through a close examination of these various episodes I hope to answer two key questions. Firstly, to
what extent is this depiction of the imperial gaze a uniquely Tacitean phenomenon, and secondly,
what implications does this frequent focus on vision in relation to the character of the princeps have
for our understanding of the text as a whole?

Phoebe Garrett (ANU), The lost beginning of Suetonius’ Julius Caesar
It is generally accepted that the beginning of Suetonius’ Julius Caesar is missing. The recovery of the
introduction to the Life (and possibly to the series) would not only fill in gaps about Julius Caesar, but
it might also clarify the purpose of the first rubric in most of the Lives, the family tree. In 1606,
Philemon Holland wrote a supplementary section to replace the missing part when he translated De
Vita Caesarum into English. It had previously been attempted in Latin by Juan Luis Vives and Laevinus
Torrentius, but the possible structure and contents of this section appear not to have been given much
thought since then. My research on the beginnings of Lives has led me to speculate on the closeness
of Holland’s version to the usual Suetonian beginning. In this paper, I will survey the extant beginnings
of other Suetonian Lives for common structures and approaches, putting together a ‘template’
Suetonian introduction, and then note what this template suggests about the Julius, in order to
improve upon Holland’s reconstruction. I find that, although several elements of Holland’s
reconstruction fit with the general pattern of Suetonian introductions, he also interpolates some
material that I suspect Suetonius would not have used. Since Suetonius often uses ancestral character
traits to bring out vices in a Caesar, I will also consider the character traits of Julius himself, as they
appear in Suetonius, and speculate as to which of those character traits might also have appeared in
Suetonius’ family tree of the Iulii Caesares.
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Eran Almagor (Independent Scholar), Hearing the Text: Listening to Female Characters in Plutarch's
Lives
This paper explores the role of speech in character and gender portrayal in Plutarch's Lives. It examines
the ways in which instances of spoken language given in direct speech and their reception by the
internal audience in the work shed light on specificities of character formation (ethopoeia) of female
figures.
Even though the unique features of women's speech in other genres of classical literature (in particular
drama) have been dealt with (McClure, 1999; Mossman, 2001) and the possibility of a "gynaikos logos"
in Plutarch has been suggested (Galaz, 2000), surprisingly little work has been done on the way the
utterance are portrayed as spoken and heard. A recent examination by Buszard (2010) only tackles
some rhetorical pieces delivered by women in a few different pairs of Plutarch's Lives and merely
focuses on their argumentation and oratorical strategies.
So far, the issue has not been explored as a narrative technique on the basis of examining cases of
direct speech within Plutarch’s Lives, nor has it been explored systematically with the purpose of
studying differences between the genders in comparison to modern sociolinguistic models delineating
gendered speech and conversational conventions (employment of questions, directives, politeness,
emotional, judgmental or factual discourse etc.: Tannen, 1990; Lakoff, 1973/2004). The speakers’
discourse, and in particular their use of speech acts are examined in relation to Plutarch's usages in
several biographies depicting Greek, Roman and barbarian (Persian) female heroes. The pragmatic
aspects of the discourse and how it is heard and interpreted by the respective listeners are also
addressed.

Homer 1
Lynn Kozak (McGill), “Remember your courage, man!”: Courage and human agency in the Iliad
On the battlefields of the Iliad, courage is one of the most important characteristics that a warrior can
have. But is it a true characteristic, an immutable part of character? Or does it come and go in
response to a given scenario? We usually consider some characters to have courage, while others do
not: Achilles is brave; Paris is a coward, and so on. But the Iliad views battle-courage much more as a
mutable characteristic.
The word that best approximates battle-courage is ἀλκή. ἀλκή appears most often as the direct object
of transitive verbs, beyond being something you are either in possession of or not, which suggests that
battle-courage can be easily affected by external factors. Gods, especially, often give or take ἀλκή,
defying the notion of battle-courage as a steady characteristic.
When humans affect courage, it is most frequently something that is remembered, or forgotten: this
is perhaps most poignant when it is in direct contrast with fear.
ὣς Δαναοὶ Τρώεσσιν ἐπέχραον· οἳ δὲ φόβοιο
δυσκελάδου μνήσαντο, λάθοντο δὲ θούριδος ἀλκῆς.
So the Danaans ravaged the Trojans: and they remembered
shrieking fear, and forgot their furious courage. (16.356)
So while courage is transient, memory must become a tool for conjuring it and for keeping it, especially
in the heat of battle. This suggests that characters might have a mental power over what might
otherwise be at the mercy of the gods; we can compare this to the physical powers men have over
their courage through the intake of food and wine. This paper will explore the connection of courage
(and the associated battle characteristic χάρμη) and memory, and what this connection means in a
broader discussion of human agency and battlefield performance in the Iliad.
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Fabian Horn (Berlin), Dying is Hard to Describe: Metaphors of Death in the Iliad
The development of conceptual metaphor theory in cognitive linguistics has generated a renewed
interest in theoretical aspects of metaphor, but has been largely neglected in literary studies: rather
than being a mere rhetorical or stylistic device, linguists have claimed that metaphor is a fundamental
and indispensable pattern of thought and language, especiallyconcerning abstract concepts. This
paper presents an attempt to apply the theory of cognitive metaphors to an ancient text and to test
its validity for interpretive purposes using as an example the conceptualization of death in the Iliad. It
has been noted that death, dying, and mortality are of particular importance for the Iliad’s conception
of heroism and glory. Only by dying can an Iliadic hero attain κλέος ἄφθιτον, unwilting glory, and
scholars have concluded that in Homeric battle scenes greater prominence is given to killing and dying
than to fighting. Considering the centrality of death in the Iliad, it is surprising to discover that dying,
in battle scenes and other contexts, is never described literally: A Homeric warrior is never merely said
to die on the field of battle, but metaphorical expressions such as “his life-force goes down to Hades”
or “a black cloud of darkness shrouds his eyes” denote the moment of death. For the depiction of
death and dying, the poet had a range of figurative, mostly formulaic, phrases at his disposal which
enabled him to minimize literal mention of death.
Applying a cognitive linguistic theoretical approach, this paper first compiles Iliadic metaphors of
death and their underlying conceptualizations; in a second step, this material serves as the basis for
the discussion of the implications of these findings for the interpretation of death in the Iliad.

Angus Bowie (Oxford), Plato, Homer and the Poetics of Politeness
Much has been written on Plato's on poetry generally, on his attitude to Homer specifically, and good
things on his use of poetical quotation and the authority of poets. This paper will look at a special
category of Homeric quotation, where Homer is used to negotiate delicate situations which require
tact and humour to achieve a particular aim in the dialogue. There are two categories: cases where
Homer himself is to be criticised, and cases where pressure has to be brought to bear on a particular
person to undertake something, or a particular situation needs to be handled carefully to avoid
offence. In the first cases, quotation of Homeric passages or phraseology is used to allow Plato to
acknowledge Homer's importance yet not permit him to take a commanding role in the discussion:
the rejection of Homer in Rep. 595b-c is justified by reference to key Homeric terms. In the second,
significant intertextual relations are built up between the Platonic context and the quoted passage, as
when in Protagoras the quotation 'when two go together, one sees before the other' is used to
persuade Protagoras to continue in the debate by the implication that he will the intelligent Odysseus
to Socrates' less insightful Diomedes.
The paper is not a philosophical one, therefore, but is more a contribution to the study of Plato as a
humorous writer. It also has implications for what we can know about modes of politesse in fourthcentury aristocratic society.

Homer 2
Bill Beck (U Penn), Horace’s Homer
Horace’s judgment of Homer’s plot management in the Ars Poetica is perhaps the single most famous
critical remark passed on the Homeric poems in their long history of critical reception. ‘In medias res’
is one of Horace’s best-known taglines, and has become a standard starting point for any introductory
discussion of the Iliad and the Odyssey. Considering the influence Horace’s reading of Homer has had
on generations of readers after him, it seems worthwhile to consider how Horace read Homer. How
consistent are Horace’s readings of the Homeric poems? Do his readings change with the generic
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constraints under which he works? In what way do his Homeric readings illuminate the Homeric
poems, and conversely, how do Horace’s Homeric readings illuminate his own poetic project?
In this paper I examine the passages in Horace’s oeuvre that refer to the Iliad and the Odyssey,
specifically the summaries and translations of the Homeric poems in Horace’s hexametric poetry –
Sermones 1.7, Epistles 1.2, and Epistles 2.2. I argue that Horace adapts his interpretation – and
sometimes the text – of the Homeric poems to suit his poetic aims. In general, he adopts the stance
of a superficial reader of Homer – one whose reading is informed mainly by the proems, and whose
interpretation is imposed onto the poems, rather than derived from a careful reading of them. Within
these seemingly superficial readings, however, we find quite sophisticated reworkings of the original.
As I demonstrate throughout the paper, Horace reflects a close engagement not only with the Homeric
texts but also with the commentary tradition that grew up around them. Time and again, Horace
tempts us to criticize the naïveté of his interpretations of the Iliad and the Odyssey while
simultaneously demonstrating his masterful control of them.

Pramit Chaudhuri (Dartmouth), The Disappearance of the Divine in Statius' Thebaid
This paper offers an analysis of the communication between mortal and divine in Statius’ Thebaid, a
topic which has been relatively neglected, despite the wealth of scholarship on other aspects of the
divine in the poem. In particular, I examine a scene concerned with epiphany, which is intertextual
with - yet crucially different from - its Iliadic sources. I argue that Athena’s speech to Tydeus in Theb.
2 shows minimal direct contact with the divine compared to its Homeric counterparts. Through this
distancing of epic epiphany, Statius draws attention to theological uncertainties that will come to a
head towards the end of the poem, in which the gods play a considerably diminished role.
After his defeat of the fifty Thebans, Athena reminds Tydeus that she granted him success ‘from afar’
(absentes, Theb. 2.687). By raising the question of Tydeus’ dependence on the goddess Statius puts
this scene in dialogue with its Iliadic sources, in which Agamemnon (Il. 4.384-400) and Athena (Il.
5.800-13) attempt to incite Tydeus’ son, Diomedes, to battle through unfavourable comparison with
his father’s bravery at Thebes. The Iliadic sequence takes place in the context of Diomedes’ aristeia,
which explicitly relies on the presence and direct intervention of Athena (e.g., Il. 5.809-10; cf. 5.405,
5.853-7). In the Thebaid, by contrast, Athena asserts her authority despite her absence from the battle.
Moreover, Athena’s instruction that Tydeus ‘wish only for credence in his feat’ (Theb. 2.689; cf. 2.6945) adapts the Homeric concern with divine aid to an epistemological enquiry about the credibility of
communication with the gods.
By raising issues of belief, autopsy, and divine unresponsiveness in his handling of this Homericallyinspired episode, the poet stages a dialogue between two forms of epic representation and their
corresponding theologies: a world defined either by vivid and active gods or by abstract entities and
human will.

Claire R. Jackson (Cambridge), Disbelief, Deception, and an Octopus: Lucian's Dialogi Marini 4 on
Fiction
Lucian's Dialogi Marini 4, a rarely-discussed dialogue between Menelaus and Proteus following their
encounter in Odyssey 4, centres upon the idea of proving the unbelievable. Menelaus refuses to
believe that Proteus can change into fire, despite having witnessed it himself. By raising the spectre
of belief in untrue things, this dialogue provocatively evokes the issue of fiction, a potent subject
because so much imperial Greek fiction, including Lucian's own Vera Historia, manipulates the
boundary between unbelievable truths and credible falsehoods to make the reader aware of the
potential danger of reading fiction as fact. In this paper, I shall demonstrate how this dialogue selfconsciously explores different ways of reading fiction, and how Lucian's characteristically subversive
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approach challenges the reader to confront their own way of reading Homer, Lucian, and fiction
generally.
This dialogue is steeped in allusive phrases which evoke the benefits and dangers of reading fiction,
and these have particular resonance considering other imperial writers' discussions of fictionality. For
example, Proteus questions how such clear things (enargōn) can be deceptive (apatē), a potent phrase
which recalls the dangerous and desirable lure of immersive reading through enargeia (as in
Philostratus Imagines 1.28). Moreover, Proteus' comparison of himself to an octopus is striking
because the octopus is used proverbially in Plutarch's Quomodo adulescens to represent the mingling
of both benign and dangerous deceptions in poetry (15B). By reading the dialogue as a self-aware
commentary on the benefits and dangers of fiction, it becomes clear that Lucian is actively
manipulating the ambivalence of this topic to simultaneously underscore and undermine its
significance for imperial writers. Overall, I shall show not only how Lucian's dialogue not only offers a
self-conscious engagement with contemporary concerns about fiction, but more importantly, how it
provides us with a new way of understanding fiction in imperial literature.

Christopher Lillington-Martin (Summer Fields School, Oxford), Procopius' sense of land and
seascapes in Homer's Odyssey and his symbolism of Athena?
Procopius of Caesarea often travelled by land and sea between Constantinople (near Troy), Sicily, Italy
and beyond. His sense of religion is still debated and the beliefs of his readership will have been
diverse. This paper builds on and links my teaching of Homer's Odyssey and research into
Procopius' Wars, Anecdota and Buildings. At the CA conference in April 2013, I argued for Homer
signalling Athena's symbolic presence, to be sensed by audiences, at certain significant moments, by
introducing the olive in several forms ("Athena: symbolism and metamorphosis in Homer's Odyssey"
(abstract) in The Classical Association, Annual Conference: 3-6 April 2013, Reading
(http://www.classicalassociation.org/pastconferences/Reading%202013.pdf). More recently, I
suggest that Procopius' description of landscape is reliable when he is interpreted carefully
("Procopius on the struggle for Dara and Rome" in: War and Warfare in Late Antiquity: Current
Perspectives (Late Antique Archaeology 8.1-8.2 2010-11) by Sarantis A. and Christie N. (2010-11)
edd. (Brill, Leiden 2013).
In this paper we will firstly consider Procopius' sense of land and seascapes in Homer's Odyssey, to
which he refers several times and whom he seems to interpret quite literally (Cameron, A. (1985 and
1996) Procopius and the Sixth Century (University of California Press): 35, 58, 87 and 103 and Kaldellis,
A. (2004) Procopius of Caesarea (Philadelphia): 9-81 and 241-270). Then we will examine the possibility
that Procopius offers symbolism to portray the goddess Athena as present at a certain significant
moment (as Homer does in many scenes of the Odyssey) by referring to a perennial plant, which
features at a significant turning point during the Italian wars fought between Justinian's armies, led by
Belisarius, and the Goths, reigned over by Theodahad.

Human and non-Human
William Brockliss (UW-Madison), The ‘Dark Ecology’ of the Works and Days
This paper builds on Morton’s argument (Ecological Thought) that the appropriate aesthetic response
to environmental crises is a ‘dark ecological’ poetics expressing mankind’s embeddedness in nature,
and Hughes’ suggestion (Pan’s Travail) that the Works and Days’ descriptions of unending toil reflect
problems with soil fertility in the Dark Ages. Listeners conscious of such problems might understand
the poem as a work of ‘dark ecology’ that blurs the boundaries between man and beast, body and
environment.
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Firstly, the poem appears to assimilate mankind to other animals. Pandora’s ‘dog’s mind’ is open to
misogynistic interpretations, but – if she is the mother of all – might also indicate psychological traits,
such as greed, that all humans share with animals. The tale of the hawk and nightingale is most
straightforwardly interpreted as a protest against the abuses of the basileis. But audience members
might see parallels between the hawk’s actions and the general injustice of the Iron Age: perhaps an
ethics of ‘might is right’ characterizes human no less than animal behaviour.
The Myth of Ages suggests that the body and the natural environment are inseminated with the
products of mankind. The bronze race for instance arises ek meliân. The reference might be to treenymphs; but the phrase could also mean ‘from ash-trees’ or ‘from ashen spears.’ More strikingly, this
bronze race possesses weapons and houses of bronze, and they work with bronze. Their products are,
then, assimilated to their (bronze) natures.
Finally, as Morton would want, these indications of mankind’s embeddedness in the environment are
expressed in dark tones: the Iron Age is a time of woe; the sun is a source of unpleasant heat, not light.
This less anthropocentric, ‘dark ecology’ comes with a sense of regret for something better – for a lost
Golden Age.

Malcolm Heath (Leeds), Aristotle’s chimpanzees
Aristotle never met a chimpanzee, and had no notion that such creatures existed. Yet he has a great
deal to say about them. Whenever he makes a claim about the distinctive traits of humans, he commits
himself to predictions about nonhuman animals of which he had no direct knowledge, including
chimpanzees. It is therefore legitimate to test his claims against the findings of modern primatological
research. Whether he was right or wrong is not the most interesting question: given his pioneering
position in the science, it is no surprise that many of his biological claims have since been disproved.
Rather, modern primatology may provide us a tool with which to probe the content, consequences
and status of Aristotle’s claims. What do his abstract claims about the distinctiveness of humans and
the capacities of nonhuman animals mean in concrete terms? What observable differences in
behaviour do they imply? Would Aristotle have the explanatory resources to resolve possible conflicts
between his predictions and modern observations? If not, what options would he have for modifying
his position? How fundamental would a challenge would he face?

Richard Hutchins (Princeton), Ecology, Philology, and the Evolution of Human Mind in Lucretius,
Book Five
Epicureans thought that reason was not independent from nature and not an end in itself. Reason,
rather, developed over time, out of the interaction of proto-humans with the ratio embedded in
nature. As in modern discussions of ecology and evolution, human thought is understood as an
extension of the environment itself. In this paper I champion this interactionist view of the evolution
of the human mind in Lucretius by showing how he construes his puns and poetic imagery as,
themselves, evidence for the gradual development of the human mind in prehistory. In short, I argue
that, for Lucretius, word history is world history. To show this, I present close readings of two passages
from the "culture story" in De Rerum Natura, Book Five: 5.962-965 and 5.988-998. In the first passage,
I analyze Lucretius' etymological puns on vir and vis to suggest that, for Lucretius, these puns are not
merely ornamental but evidence for the unpredetermined range human desires took prior to language
and culture. I also consider what Lucretius might be suggesting about the origins of the capacities for
calculation and differentiation by the echo of arbitrari in "arbita" and legere in "pira lecta." I close
with a reading of the pun on vocibus and Orcus at 5.988-998, as evidence that the fear of death has
its origin in the battle between early humans and wild animals. That the elementa of words give us
evidence for the elementa of atomic reality is an established view in Lucretian scholarship. This paper
takes the elementa analogy in a different direction by showing that, for Lucretius, the elementa of
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words are evidence not only for present atomic reality but also for the reality of history, in this case
human prehistory. The upshot is that Lucretius' poetic diction not only describes a landscape but the
physical objects that conditioned, limited, and contextualized what early humans could think prior to
language and civilization.

*Imperial Interactions
Panel convener: Emily Pillinger (KCL)
The points of intersection between Greek and Roman literature have long been of interest to Latinists,
and they are increasingly of interest to Hellenists with the growth of scholarship on Greek literature
written under the Roman Empire. Recent research focusing specifically on these contact points (e.g.
Hutchinson Greek to Latin, 2013) has been augmented by the rise of work on ancient translation and
multilingualism (e.g. McElduff and Sciarrino (eds.) Complicating the History of Western Translation,
2011) and cultural hybridity (e.g. Whitmarsh and Thompson (eds.) The Romance between Greece and
the East, 2013). The scholarly discussion has now moved well beyond the old opposition between
Greek culture and Roman power, opening up the possibility to explore a wide variety of modes of
engagement between the Greek and Latin literary worlds.
This panel on ‘Imperial Interactions’ emerges from a new collaboration between the Departments of
Classics at King’s College London and the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. The papers will
explore lines of influence running between Greek and Roman fiction in the early to middle Roman
Empire, focusing particularly on works that engage with the geography of empire to destabilise
definitions of local and foreign, self and other. In these three papers intermediary or hybrid
geographical settings are used to stage scenes informed by fluid Greco-Roman traditions of literature,
philosophy, myth and religion. In his Agamemnon Seneca translates Greek tragedy into a TrojanRoman-Stoic world where the space of the action ‘onstage’ becomes as ill-defined as the purportedly
Greek setting; in the Metamorphoses Apuleius blurs the lines between Roman fortuna and Greek tyche
in his tale of Lucius’ travels around the Mediterranean; in his Life of Apollonius Philostratus uses the
space of Asia Minor to forge a new understanding of where and how Hellenic identity is constructed
in the imperial context.

Emily Pillinger (KCL), Spectemus! The Roman Perspective in Seneca’s Agamemnon
Tarrant once suggested that Seneca’s tragedies are of their time and place in three major respects:
they demonstrate a preoccupation with tyranny; a fascination with emotions and their effects; and a
‘global’ or ‘panoramic quality’ in their treatment of Greek myths, ‘as though the country were being
surveyed from a great distance’ (Tarrant ‘Greek and Roman in Seneca’s Tragedies’, HSCP 97, 1995).
The first two characteristics of Senecan tragedy have since received much attention; this paper will
focus on the expression of the third feature as it manifests in Seneca’s Agamemnon.
Aeschylus’ Agamemnon presented inversions of the domestic and the political, the local and the
foreign: the king returns from Asia Minor to Argos, where his wife has become monstrously alien and
an incomprehensible Trojan prophetess shares his gory end. Seneca’s version of the story develops
Aeschylus’ representation of confused Mediterranean loyalties by including a Greek and a Trojan
chorus, and by explicitly mapping Greek characters onto characters who played a part in the Trojan
War (e.g. Agamemnon = Priam; Aegisthus = Paris). With the Aeneid in the background, these Trojan
parallels remind the Roman audience of their mythic ancestry and implicate them in a Roman-Trojan
dimension to the play’s Greek action, while the composition of the play forms part of a Latin-Greek
literary tradition, and Stoic cosmopolitanism provides its philosophical underpinning.
Blurred lines of identification continue between the agents and consumers of the drama. Cassandra
and her Trojan chorus act as audience to the events she unfolds in her visions: spectemus! (875), while
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the final words of the play hint that the play’s passions may spill out into the real audience: veniet et
vobis furor (1012). In Seneca’s tragic world there is, ultimately, no firm distinction between ‘here’ and
‘there’ on the philosophical, the political, or the literary stage.

Luca Grillo (UNC, Chapel Hill), Fortuna / Tyche in Apuleius’ Metamorphoses
Recent scholarship on Apuleius (e.g. Harrison 2013) has productively read the Metamorphoses within
the larger framework of the Greek and Roman novel. Such a framework is necessary to appreciate
how much Apuleius’ treatment of fortuna owes to Greek representations of tyche.
Fortuna in the Metamorphoses has been seen as a narrative device to introduce a turn in the plot
(Schlam 1992), as a force in constant competition with Isis (Wlosok 1969), or as a means to lead Lucius
toward the discovery of “providence” (Griffiths 1975, 11.15). This paper attempts a fresh look at
fortuna from a different perspective. Readings of relevant passages from books 1-10 demonstrate that
Lucius’ conviction that he is persecuted by bad luck is not always borne out: the narrative suggests
multiple causes for Lucius’ misadventures, including his own responsibility. A conversation is thus
established between Apuleius-the-narrator and the internal narrator Lucius, and this conversation
provides a fruitful point of departure for analyzing conflicting understandings of fortuna and of its
sphere of influence.
Considerations about these diverging views on fortuna will be tested both against the narrative of
Lucius’ conversion in Book 11 and against the power of tyche in Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe. Lucius’
conversion, it will be argued, can be seen as a long-awaited liberation from Lucius’ obsession with the
power of fortuna, granted by Isis’ triumph over it (cf. Graverini 2012, “Prudentia and Providentia: Book
11 in context,” in Aspects of Apuleius Golden Ass, eds. Keulen and Egelhaaf-Gaiser); and also as the
crowning moment of Lucius’ military struggle against fortuna (cf. Ciaffi 1960). It will also be argued
that this powerful fortuna shares more with the tyche of Greek novel than with the good luck which
permeates many other Latin works.

Janet Downie, (UNC, Chapel Hill), The Hellenic Geography of Philostratus’ Life of Apollonius of Tyana
The motif of travel has dominated recent discussions of Philostratus’ Life of Apollonius of Tyana. In
this fictionalized biography, Philostratus has the first century sage journey to the ends of the Roman
empire and beyond, testing his Hellenic learning against the wisdom of the Indian Brahmans and the
Ethiopian gymnosophists – and arguing philosophy’s case against hostile emperors at Rome.
Apollonius proclaims that “the whole world is Greek to the wise,” but his experience as a traveler
shows that the world is far from homogenous, and it is not always clear that either Hellenic wisdom
or Roman power has the final say. In fact, geography works differentially to register different kinds of
cultural attainment, and I suggest in this paper that Asia Minor occupies a crucial position in the text,
providing a geographical focus for Philostratus’ interest in the possibility of cultural renovation.
Roshan Abraham has recently tackled the problem of the geography of the Life of Apollonius (Classical
Journal 2014), arguing that Philostratus reverses the traditional Greek understanding of center and
periphery by making the Indian city of Paraca a cultural center and relegating Rome to a peripheral
position. This ironic reversal is important, but the geography of the text as a whole is more
complicated. It is worth noting that at the text’s beginning, middle, and end, crucial episodes take
place in Asia Minor. On the macro-level, Asia Minor seems somehow central to the geography of the
text – but not in a way that fits classical Hellenic notions of the center-periphery model. Neither
culture nor power radiates out from Asia Minor. Instead, I suggest, it is a zone of contact. Asia Minor
emerges as central because it is a crucible for forging Hellenic identity anew in the imperial context.
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Intellectual Biographies
Hans Peter Obermayer (Munich), “Between Three Worlds” - Odyssey of a protestant German-Jewish
Classicist: Friedrich W. Lenz (1896-1969)
Despite Calder’s contributions since the late 1960s there are still some considerable gaps left in the
research on the History of Classical Scholarship, especially in the field ‘Refugee Classical Scholars from
Germany in the US’. If you try to get biographical information about F. W. Lenz, a student of the
illustrious ‘triumviri’ Diels, Wilamowitz and Norden in Berlin and one of the most distinguished
scholars on Aristides and Ovid, you will only find two obituaries, Ahl’s introduction to Lenz’ “Opuscula
selecta” and a small article in Wikipedia. That is especially astonishing and regrettable as - after being
dismissed by the Nazi-German authorities in September 1933 – he had to struggle harder to survive
with his family of four, and his career was more often endangered than that of most of his GermanJewish colleagues.
The aim of this paper is to reconstruct Lenz’ dramatic life and career by combining archival sources,
official and private correspondence and personal recollections, in order to illustrate his very poignant
experiences in exile and to give this extraordinary scholar a voice.
His fate shows close similarities to the one of Paul Oskar Kristeller, a former student of his at
Mommsen-Gymnasium Berlin. As Kristeller, he tried to establish a new career in Italy. As Kristeller, he
was forced to leave Italy within six month after Mussolini had declared the ‘leggi razziali’ in September
1938: both were strongly supported by Norden and, due to Norden’s friendship with Hendrickson, by
a group of professors at Yale. They even booked by chance a passage from Naples to New York on the
same ship and arrived in New Haven in February 1939. Although he was well respected as a scholar,
he never was “Privatdozent” or Professor at a German university but a teacher of classics at various
Gymnasiums until 1933. Nevertheless, he applied continuously for more than a decade to various
academic sectarian and non-sectarian aid committees. In addition he and his family had to rely on
financial support of friends and colleagues at Yale.
In 1945, this desperate and humiliating situation eventually came to an end when he was offered a
professorship at Southwestern University in Georgetown, Texas.

Simon Malloch (Nottingham), ‘Outdated incivilities’? Hugh Trevor-Roper and classical studies
In 1973 the historian Hugh Trevor-Roper (1914-2003) delivered his presidential address to the Joint
Association of Classical Teachers. Part autobiographical, part history of the cultural place of a classical
education, ‘Apologia Transfugae’ outlined the central position occupied by humanism (‘the study of
the Greek and Latin classics’) in western education, the heightened paradox of its continued centrality
in the modern world of Victorian England and Bismarckian Germany, and Trevor-Roper’s response to
his undergraduate classical education that he saw symbolised in the narrow philology of Wilamowitz
and Housman and incarnated in Oxford in the figure of Eduard Fraenkel. The result is well known.
Trevor-Roper changed to modern history and went on to become one of its most distinguished
practitioners in the twentieth century. Less widely appreciated is Trevor-Roper’s life-long interest in
the history and literature of ancient Greece and Rome that was not merely private or passive.
This paper will consider Trevor-Roper’s engagement with ancient Greece and Rome in his public and
private writings, and in particular place his ‘Apologia Transfugae’ in contemporary debates about the
role of classical education and impact. The address caused controversy, and misunderstanding.
Trevor-Roper was not, as the TES reported it, ‘laying about’ the classicists, but in repudiating a narrow
philological approach he was explicitly endorsing a discipline rejuvenated by theoretical approaches
developed in non-classical fields to ancient societies that (he thought) should be recognised as
different from our own, a view that resonates strongly today. Trevor-Roper’s position on classical
studies is consistent with his advocation of a broad approach to the study of history and of the need
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to make it accessible to those outside the academy. The use Trevor-Roper makes of the figure of
Eduard Fraenkel obliquely in his Oxford inaugural and explicitly in the JACT address illustrates the value
of his classical background to his intellectual development and the coherency of his intellectual
position: Fraenkel’s stifling, narrow scholarship is upheld as a model to avoid at all costs.
This paper will fill an important gap in the intellectual biography of an important historian who, ten
years after his death, in the centenary year of his birth, is very much a live figure, and contribute to
debates about the role of classical education within the Humanities and society more generally.

Nikoletta Kanavou (Heidelberg), The Legal Philosopher R. Dworkin and the Classics
Intersections of literary with legal interpretation are potentially rewarding, as attested by their
applications to the study of both literary and legal texts. However, the so-called ‘Law and Literature’
movement has received virtually no attention from classicists, for whom the connection between the
two disciplines is often limited to the study of ancient law. The proposed paper shows that the
interpretation of classical texts can profit from theoretical principles developed for the reading of legal
texts. In that scope, it introduces the interpretive philosophy of legal scholar Ronald Dworkin to
classicists, and argues that this philosophy may suggest a new, interdisciplinary approach to classical
texts. It presents Dworkin’s main theories (the ‘aesthetic hypothesis’, the chain novel theory) and main
ideas of what is involved in the act of interpretation (interpretive stages, the role of presuppositions),
and shows their relevance for the study of classical texts (with the use of examples), as well as their
intersections with various branches of modern literary theory often used by classicists. It finally
touches on the notion of ‘objective’ interpretation (one of Dworkin’s main concerns) in relation to the
reading of ancient literature.

*The Lasting Fame of Epaminondas
Panel convener: Roel Konijnendijk (UCL)
The career of the Theban general Epaminondas was a short one: in the course of nine years, he fought
two major battles, the latter of which ended with his death. Yet he enjoys an afterlife of unending
glory and prestige. His dissolution of the power of Sparta has prompted showers of praise from
historians, poets, political thinkers and military theorists for more than two thousand years; through
the ages, he has been upheld as a paragon of patriotic virtue, of strategic shrewdness and tactical
brilliance. To this day, scholars refer to him as ‘the great Epaminondas’ (Lendon), ‘the greatest general
of the Classical age’ (Cawkwell). What could explain this continued outpouring of positive opinion
across countless cultures and contexts? What lies behind this larger-than-life vision of Epaminondas?
This panel explores the depiction and use of Epaminondas in three different periods and against three
distinct backgrounds. First, Joshua Hall looks at the beginnings of the reception of the Theban general,
examining the way he was treated by authors of the Roman period. Next, Andrew Roberts takes us to
early eighteenth century Britain, where Epaminondas became prominent in poetry and political
thought as an embodiment of republican values. Finally, Roel Konijnendijk examines nineteenthcentury Prussian military historians’ obsession with Epaminondas as the tactician who singlehandedly
raised Greek warfare to a higher level.
Through analysis of these different perspectives on the Theban commander, and the different ways
in which his name has been given meaning, we hope to generate debate on a subject that has so far
received no attention from scholars, and to highlight another element of the ancient world that has
retained its power through the centuries.
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Joshua R. Hall (Cardiff), ‘Princeps meo iudicio graeciae’: Judging Epaminondas in Roman Antiquity
The figure of Epaminondas seemed to fascinate at least a number of literary figures of antiquity. Cicero
famously calls him the greatest man of Greece, but that is, of course, only his humble opinion (Tusc.
1.4). This opinion, though, was shared across many of the extant writers of the Roman period.
Diodorus (e.g. 15.78.4) and Dio Chrysostom (Or. 43.4) certainly thought of their fellow, yet long dead,
Greek in this way. But is this the only view of the great Theban general present in the received
tradition?
This paper aims to answer the question of how Epaminondas' life was received in the authors of the
Roman world. It begins with an examination of the statements, such as those cited above, which give
to Epaminondas the honour of being the greatest, or one of the greatest, of the Greeks. With this
established, the analysis moves to 'reading between the lines' of the narratives of his life and deeds
to look for patterns or deviations from the general received picture of Epaminondas as the hero of
Greece. Finally, comparisons with other figures seen as champions of freedom will be made, to check
the supposed elegy upon his statue, as reported by Pausanias, which claims that by his hand 'all Greece
won independence and freedom,' (9.15.6, tr. Jones).

Andrew J. Roberts (KCL), ‘High o'er the rest’: Epaminondas and Other Heroes in Early-Eighteenth
Century Britain
But chief were those, who not for empire fought,
But with their toils their people's safety bought:
High o'er the rest Epaminondas stood.
(Temple of Fame, Alexander Pope)
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, British poets and periodical writers sought to define the
attributes of a hero. In an effort to move beyond the tainted paradigm offered by the recently
overturned Stuarts, they constructed imaginary hierarchies incorporating the most successful generals
and politicians from antiquity. Alexander the Great and Caesar - the most military successful
conquerors – featured only in the second rank. As indicated by Pope, it was Epaminondas, the patriot
of Thebes who was seen to embody the ideals of a nation.
Through an investigation of a series of poems published between c. 1700 and 1730, this paper will
consider the reasons for the apotheosis of Epaminondas as the greatest warrior of antiquity. With a
constitutionally limited monarchy, the fledgling British nation prized (broadly) republican values, such
as liberty and civic service. Alexander and Caesar were emphatically associated with the absolutism of
Louis XIV’s France; the former fought for his own glory, and the latter actively destroyed the republic.
Epaminondas, conversely, thought only of ‘the safety and happiness of his Fellow-citizens’ (CharlesIrénée Castel, abbé de Saint-Pierre) and embodied a civic spirit which prioritised defence of country
and, if required, sacrifice for the nation's interest.

Roel Konijnendijk (UCL), ‘Der Erste der grossen Schlachtendenker’: Epaminondas and the Prussian
Fathers of Ancient Military History
The foundations of the modern academic study of ancient warfare were laid in the nineteenth and
early twentieth century by Prussian scholars: Rüstow and Köchly, Droysen, Delbrück, Kromayer and
Veith. Their works on Greek warfare are the earliest ones still cited by modern scholars. Strikingly,
these Prussians all shared a very particular conception of the development of Greek tactics – one
shaped entirely by the deeds of Epaminondas. Seen as the first and only tactical innovator to emerge
from Classical Greece, the Theban general was given sole responsibility for a perceived revolution in
battle tactics that shattered Spartan power and ultimately allowed Alexander to conquer the known
world. The Prussians lauded him as an unrivalled military genius who swept away the Greeks’ primitive
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warring methods and heralded the beginning of tactical sophistication in one glorious day on the field
at Leuctra.
This paper will explore some possible reasons why Epaminondas was given such a central and
objectively unjustifiable role in the Prussian version of Greek military history. A general focus on
exemplary commanders, a broad emphasis in Prussian education on the virtues and strength of Sparta,
and the similarity – by some stretch of the imagination – between Epaminondas’ tactics and those of
Frederick the Great, are all likely to have contributed to the Theban general’s exalted status in these
German works. Ultimately, however, it was the desire of the Prussians to create a linear and instructive
account of military history that compelled them to place all developments of the Classical period in a
single man’s hands.

Latin Eco-Criticism
Marian Makins (U. Penn), Landscapes of Loss in Roman Poetry: An Ecocritical Perspective
At BC 7.810–11, Lucan’s narrator seeks to undermine Caesar’s delight in denying burial to the
Pompeians, reasoning that “nature receives all into her gentle bosom” regardless. This picture of
benign decomposition, however, slights the repercussions of a failure to dispose of war dead properly.
Ecologically speaking, corpses can contaminate a water supply, while bones still intact after flesh
disintegrates may resurface suddenly in the future; socially, neglect of the dead in civil war may sow
seeds of resentment that eventually blossom into rebellion.
A symmetrical relationship thus emerges between landscapes altered by battle casualties and social
groups that mourn their loss. And, as naturally as one speaks of human society as a (metaphorical)
landscape, one might imbue a landscape with (metaphorical) life, particularly given emotional
investment in its history. This paper concerns Roman poets doing exactly that— exploiting the
symmetry between the ecological and social spheres to represent civil war battle sites as discrete
entities rendered uncanny by the incorporation of human remains. Blood-soaked fields, for example,
“bear witness” to future battles (Hor. Carm. 2.1); Umbria, likewise enriched in the Perusine War, gives
birth to a poet loyal to the dead of that conflict (Prop. 1.22); Etruria’s dust refuses to cover the bones
of a kinsman (ibid.); and infertile/unhappy Thessaly can produce nothing but poisoned grain and
discolored grass in haunted fields (Luc. 7.847–52).
Such representations, I argue, did not merely arise from poetic convention or an animistic worldview.
Rather, the desire to memorialize the losses of the “wrong side” in civil war led to poets’ turning battle
sites into characters who could voice socio-ideological positions distinct from official narratives or
from their own dominant (expressed) ideologies. Human emotions aroused by citizens’ dishonored
bodies were thereby projected onto landscapes with which those bodies had literally and
metaphorically fused.

Bridget Langley (Washington), Muse of the Pipes: The Aqua Marcia and Aqua Virgo as Roman Poetic
Tradition
The aqueducts of Rome are symbols of mastery over the natural world, and they affected how Romans
interacted with and understood their ‘natural environment’. The Aqua Marcia and Aqua Virgo are the
only aqueducts mentioned in Roman poetry. Since ‘pure water’ had become an emblem of poetry
already in Callimachus, it is perhaps appropriate that these aqueducts had a reputation for freshness
and purity (Frontinus 92, Pliny NH 31.41f.). Indeed, these aqueducts have been considered
representative of Flavian poetic innovation: Statius and Martial find them fitting symbols for poetry
that is at once Callimachean, and grandly materialistic (Martelli 2009; Newlands 2002). However, the
Flavian treatment of these aqueducts is prefigured already in Augustan poetry. I analyse the complete
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literary history of the Marcia and the Virgo to show how the natural world, and the poetics built
around it shifted in the early principate.
These aqueducts appear first as symbols of human innovation, comparable but inferior to poetic works
(Prop. 3.2.14), and representative of urbane poetics (Ov. Tr. 3.12.21-32; Pont. 1.8.35-62). For
Propertius, the natural world is still the touchstone for aesthetic refinement (Prop. 3.22.3-24), but
Ovid uses the Aqua Virgo to co-opt the pleasing effects of nature within the controlled urban
environment created by the Augustan building program (Ov. A.A. 3.385-98; Fast. 1.461-8; cf. Favro
1996: 171-6). The Flavian poets develop this Ovidian approach, using the aqueducts as symbols of the
harmonious balance between nature and human construction (Mart. Epig. 6.42; Stat. Silv. 1.5). This is
a harmony explicitly based upon domination of the natural world and of other peoples (Mart. Epig.
11.96). In a world at the disposal of the Roman emperor, the Marcia and the Virgo come to represent
an artistic triumph which blends the artificial with the natural, the Roman with the foreign, tradition
with modernity.

Helen Van Noorden (Cambridge), Ecological ideas in the Sibylline Oracles
Clarence Glacken’s book, Traces on the Rhodian Shore, surveys ‘Nature and Culture in Western
Thought from Ancient Times to the Eighteenth Century’ and rightly emphasizes the diversity of ancient
ideas on their interaction. One intriguing ancient appropriation of those ideas, not found in Glacken,
deserves attention. The central preoccupation of the extant collection of Sibylline Oracles, dating 3rd
century BCE - 5th century CE, is the interface between divine will, humans and the natural world; the
Sibyl predicts the overthrow of various nations by flood or fire, and holds up the example of the Jews,
whose land remains fertile as long as they worship the true God. These Greek hexameters, as we have
them, present an intriguing cultural blend of sources, especially Homer, Hesiod and the Hebrew
prophets, in re-creating a ‘Sibylline’ perspective on human ecology. Through discussion of selected
passages, comparing and contrasting the bucolic re-envisioning of disparate source-material in Virgil’s
famous ‘Messianic Eclogue’, this paper shows the extent to which the earth is co-opted into the Sibyl’s
moralizing. Both ecological and non-ecological ideas from archaic pagan and Hellenistic Jewish sources
are re-constructed in the Sibylline mix of ethics and eschatology.

Latin Literature I
Monica Gale (TCD), Between Pastoral and Elegy: the Discourse of Desire in Catullus 45
Catullus is widely regarded as an important precursor of Latin Love Elegy. Poems 68 and 76, in
particular, are regularly cited as models for the elegists’ intense focus on their own emotions and for
their characteristic use of mythological paradigms. I will argue in this paper that a third poem, the
‘love-duet’ between Acme and Septimius, has been overlooked by critics in this connection.
The language of both lovers in the Catullan lyric foreshadows the typically elegiac figures of militia
amoris and servitium amoris; but with the crucial difference that their desire is emphatically mutual,
in contrast to the conventionally unhappy and at best partially requited loves of elegy. Nevertheless,
many commentators have perceived a degree of irony in Catullus’ handling of the couple and their
declarations of shared passion. I will argue that this ironic element in Catullus’ poem, together with
the imagery of disease and fire (both also prominent here), strikingly anticipate the elegists’
characteristically double-edged use of these tropes. Catullus’ lovers, like their elegiac successors, do
not merely accept but welcome the pain and suffering traditionally associated with erotic ‘sickness’.
Paul Veyne (1983) famously characterized elegy as ‘pastoral in city clothes’, and his label seems
equally if not more applicable to Catullus’ poem. Like the rustics of Theocritus’ idylls, Catullus’ highly
stylized characters are portrayed with some ambivalence: the reader – in collusion with the poem’s
sophisticated speaker – is at once invited to envy their naïve innocence and to enjoy a sense of urbane
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superiority, so that the lovers are both idealized and made a source of detached humour. In
transplanting his lovers from the countryside to a (presumably) sophisticated urban environment,
Catullus makes a crucial move which was to prove decisive for the poets of the next generation.

Gail Trimble (Oxford), Representation and Subjectivity in Catullus 64
Catullus’ longest poem looks like a showcase for different forms of representation. Its central
ecphrasis of a picture of Ariadne discovering her abandonment develops into a cohesive but highly
anachronous narrative of her adventures, while the surrounding narrative of the meeting and
marriage of Peleus and Thetis constantly threatens to fragment into an album of wedding pictures.
The poem stages virtuosic verbal performances by the rhetorician Ariadne and the musical Fates; it
also includes scenes of precisely visualised craftsmanship alongside a prolonged viewing session
involving a work of visual art about whose creation it gives us no information whatsoever. As a very
short epic filled with allusions to tragedy, which takes detours into lyric hymn and invective epigram
and concludes with a didactic-aetiological coda so brutally pessimistic as to evoke a contemporary
historian or a diatribe satirist, it tries out most of the formal genres through which ancient literature
negotiated its relationship with the world. Meanwhile, its vivid evocations of a sumptuous palace, an
orgiastic cacophony, or a child receiving a bedtime hug from her mother remind us that our perception
and memory also work by the more direct means of sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste – while
simultaneously asking us to admire the technical excellence of the Latin hexameters in which such
scenes are presented.
This paper will argue that in doing all this the poem is not simply displaying or even questioning the
possibilities of its own art. Rather, by gradually leading us to suspect that even its knowledgeable and
brilliant narrator is as limited by his subjective experience as its abandoned heroine, it reveals as much
about human life and the ways in which we perceive and reflect on it as it does about the verbal or
visual means by which those perceptions may be represented.

Bethany Flanders (TCD), illic Medea fui: Reconstructing Ovid’s fragmented heroine
Scholars typically treat the Medeas of Heroides 12 and Metamorphoses 7 as two ‘different’ heroines,
contrasting the elegiac self-focus of the first against the epic morality of the second. I, however, contend
that we can read these ‘two Medeas’ as a single and coherent personality, the apparent dissimilarity
between them stemming not from Ovid’s altered characterisation, but from the reader’s altered
perspective: moving from first-person narrative to third-, from elegy to epic, from an earlier period of the
mythological chronology to a later one. In my view, accustomed scholarly approaches to the Ovidian
Medeas are conditioned by our expectations of the text, not of the character. We seek out the qualities
in each heroine that mark her out as recognisably ‘epic’ or ‘elegiac’ in nature, because we proceed from
the assumption that the generic framework of a poem must dictate the range of characterisations
available to the poet within that work. This is particularly unhelpful in the case of Ovid’s Medea, who
displays remarkable consistency in both motivation and moral reasoning across Heroides 12 and
Metamorphoses 7. I argue that the fragmented nature of the Ovidian corpus actually gets in the way of
reading his
Medea: she may be textually ‘fragmented’ – inhabiting different poems, different genres, different
periods of her own mythological chronology – but it is the critic who chooses to read her as a fragmented
character. In some respects, this paper offers an ‘anti-fragmentation’ reading of Medea, provoking a
range of possibilities for the understanding of Ovidian characterisation more broadly.
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Eleonora Tola (CONICET/UNC), Gaze, monstrosity, and the Lucanian poetics of Roman history
The battlefield scene after the confrontation between Caesareans and Pompeians in book 7 of Lucan’s
Bellum Ciuile (786-846) makes explicit a re-functionalization of the traditional ‘day after battle’ topos.
Although the representation of bloody scenes appeared in Latin literature since the archaic period,
Lucanian Neronian epics provided a new interpretation of that literary convention by focusing on its
gruesome aspects (Esposito 1987; Bartsch 1997). The macabre becomes the dominant pattern of a
narrative concerned doubly with anomaly and excess of military actions which stand close to the
Roman idea of ‘monstrous’ because of its subversive and extraordinary implications (Cuny-Le Callet
2005). If fratricidal struggle relates to an unusual overlap between Romanus and hostis categories, it
suggests also the immeasurable face of war, as it engages the sacred field of family relationships
according to ancient cultural paradigms (Petrone 1996).
Within such expectations’ horizon, descriptions of slaughter turn into a privileged way for displaying
the most tragic aspects of a reality that made the vanquished paradoxically equal to victors. In book
7, the visual dimension of those descriptions becomes even more complex than in other accounts of
the whole poem (Leigh 1997). In fact, as a cruel spectator of the day after landscape, Caesar underlines
the problematic status of a winner and the sinister ambivalence of power in Lucan’s world.
From a stylistic perspective I show that the intersection of historiographical, epic and tragic codes, and
the manipulation of some literary and cultural motifs in that episode can be read as one of the chief
mechanisms of Lucanian poetics of history.

Latin Literature II
Eva Marie Noller (Ruprecht-Karls), How to do things with letters. Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura and
the question of order
In my paper I shall argue that the notion of order is at the heart of De Rerum Natura. In Lucretius’
didactic poem, literally spoken, everything comes into being by the specific order of atoms. Since we
are not able to perceive this order that occurs at the micro-level of the world, Lucretius bridges this
“epistemological gap” by means of analogies that make the invisible become visible. One of the most
striking analogies, the so-called “analogy of letters” we can find five times spread across the First and
the Second Book, each time slightly modified. I will examine these analogies, following two steps: First
and more general, I will scrutinise how an analogy “works”, and, more specific, what distinguishes the
analogy of letters from the other analogies we find in De Rerum Natura. Second, I will ask in which
way the two levels of the analogy – world/atoms and text/letters – are related and which mechanisms
of construction underlie the elementa of the text on the one hand and the elementa of the world on
the other. As I hope to demonstrate, it is the specific order of the textual and terrestrial elementa in
which culminates both the creation of the world and the meaning of the text itself.
In my talk I will focus on the passage of the analogy of letters in DRN 1,814–829 in which Lucretius
stresses the importance of order most explicitly. Furthermore, I will consider the other passages of
the analogy of letters as well in which the order of letters and atoms also serves (although less
obviously) as the epistemological and “creative” centre point.

A.J. Korzeniewski (U. Pitts), I Dreamed a Dream: The Psychology Behind Aeneid ii.268-297 and
vii.406-474
In two separate instances in the Aeneid, the protagonists Aeneas and Turnus go to sleep and dream a
dream urging them to adopt a specific course of action. Aeneas emerges from his slumber unmindful
of his dream, even acting in direct defiance of its content; Turnus, on the other hand, awakens and
work in accordance with his.
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Whereas in earlier literature dreams are third party entities who assertively acted upon a passive,
slumbering figure, in Vergil we see a shift to the psychological component at work when we dream. In
Vergil dreams still hail from the realm of the otherworldly – but we see a shift to a more modern
understanding of dreams as a projection of our inner psyche. Aeneas has a dream of his deceased
cousin Hector and is able to define the terms of the vision as well as pick and choose those aspects of
it he finds important. Turnus has a dream of the Fury Allecto who echoes the concerns he has for the
state of affairs in Italy and ultimately provides him justification that he was looking for to go and start
a war.
In parsing these two scene, we see how Vergil wants his reader not to absolve his characters of any
personal responsibility for their actions simply by chalking events up to a supremely governing
providence. Ineluctabile fatum, “unavoidable fate” (viii.334), may dictate that Aeneas will rule in
Latium, though, this is not to say though that humans cannot have a say in how their lives play out.
Indeed, both Aeneas and Turnus play an active role in bestowing meaning upon and interpreting their
respective dreams; and in the process, Vergil gives his readers a glimpse into the true nature and
psyche of both figures.

Shawn O'Bryhim (Franklin & Marshall), Egnatius as Dux Gregis
In c. 37, Catullus complains that the patrons of a salax taberna think that they alone are entitled to
fornicate with all women, and that everyone else is a goat. The leader of this hirsute band is Egnatius
(tu praeter omnes une de capillatis), who has long hair and a dark beard. By describing Egnatius and
his followers as hairy and sexually insatiable, Catullus implies that they are the real goats, animals that
were known for being sexually unrestrained and odoriferous. Their foul smell can be traced to their
practice of dousing themselves with their own urine when they are in heat. They spray it onto their
mouths, and then curl their upper lips under their noses to test it for the presence of hormones. When
they do so, they appear to be smiling, just as Egnatius smiles after his teeth are brushed with urine.
Thus, Catullus is implying that Egnatius smiles because he is sniffing the urine on his upper lip like a
rutting goat. The extreme whiteness of his teeth and his omnipresent smile suggest that he is
constantly in heat. This is his morbus, his “disease” or “sexual perversion.”
Catullus’ disdain for Egnatius may stem from his rival’s literary proclivities. Catullus describes him as
neque elegantem…neque urbanum and his friends as insulsi, terms reserved for those who are not
suitable for admission to the ranks of the novi poetae. Egnatius may have been the author of De Rerum
Natura, a long didactic work with archaic elements, the antithesis of neoteric poetry. Therefore,
Catullus’ description of the hircine Egnatius and his foul mouth may be a comment on his literary
inferiority, as was his description of the foul mouth of the mule-like poet Aemilius (c. 97).

Manuel Caballero González (Ludwig-Maximilians), Is Ino really so flebilis as Horace suggests in the
Ars Poetica?
In Ars P. 119-130, Horace presents to the educated reader (scriptor, v. 120) the way in which the
characters should be portrayed in a literary work. If the character is not completely new, the poet
should stick to the already established portrayal transferred by the tradition. Horace suggests a series
of prototypical examples of normative iconography in literature; out of all these paradigms, my
attention will focus on verse 123, where a connection is established between Medea and Ino: the first
is described as ferox (inuictaque); the second, as flebilis. According to Horace these are the fitting
adjectives for these two heroines when tradition is to be followed (famam sequere, v. 119).
This paper intends to analyze the preserved corpus of texts which speak about the figure of Ino
(Homer, Euripides, Ovid, ...) and tries to establish if it is true that tradition really delivers the image of
a flebilis Ino. This analysis presents a very interesting change in the perception of Athamas’ wife: in
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the earliest texts of Greek literature, Ino was so fierce and intractable like Medea. In fact, Horace sets
Medea and Ino in opposition with these two adjectives, but Euripides had used Ino as an example of
Medea’s fierceness. The reasons for this change over time and the process followed by this
characterisation in Greek and Latin literature will be the subject of this essay. But in any case the
results leave no margin for doubt: the image of Ino can be described as flebilis or ferox, and in both
cases the poet remains faithful to the traditional portrayal of Athamas’ wife.

Linguistics, Literacy, Grammar
Matthew J. C. Scarborough (Cambridge), Towards a Reclassification of the Aeolic Dialects of Ancient
Greek
At least since the 19th century the Thessalian, Boeotian, and Lesbian dialects have been classified as
the Aeolic dialect subgroup of Ancient Greek (Ahrens 1839), and their relationship to each other has
generally been understood to have come about through migrations of ‘Proto-Aeolic’ dialect speakers
from Thessaly into Boeotia and to Lesbos and the northwest coast of Asia Minor at some time during
the end of the Mycenaean period (García-Ramón 1975). Recently this view has been challenged: On
one hand, the recent work (e.g. Hall 1995, 1997) has called into question the relationship of local
dialects and constructions of Ancient Greek ethnicities of Ionians, Aeolians, Dorians, etc., challenging
the identification of dialect as a ethnic characteristic as a basis for their (genetic) classification. On the
other hand, and bearing specifically on the problem of the Aeolic dialects’ classification, Rose (2008)
has argued that that the only evidence for an Aeolian migration to Asia Minor is based on the linguistic
evidence alone, not archaeological; and Parker (2008) has attempted to show that the linguistic
evidence is also inconclusive, concluding that the Aeolic dialect group is, in fact, non-existent, and this
conclusion has gained some support from some prominent historical linguists (e.g. Ringe 2014). In my
paper I will argue that methodological assumptions made by Parker (2008) and Ringe (2014) are
flawed, but the rebuttal of Parker (2008) by García-Ramón (2010) is likewise unconvincing. Having
shown that both views are unsatisfactory, I will attempt to show how the subgrouping may yet be
rehabilitated through a statistical approach to the linguistic data, and a brief reconsideration of the
Greeks’ own perception of ‘Aeolic’ as a meaningful sociolinguistic concept.

Klaas Bentein (Ugent), Particles as social markers in Ancient Greek?: Some observations from the
documentary papyri (I – VI AD)
Ancient Greek ‘particles’ are typically described along two, interrelated dimensions. The first of these
dimensions is the syntactic dimension: scholars have come to recognise that particles function at a
variety of discourse levels (see e.g. Wakker 1997). The second dimension that has received scholarly
attention is the semantic dimension: for example, within the larger group of discourse-connecting
particles, scholars make a semantic distinction between additive (e.g. καί), adversative (e.g. ἀλλά),
and causal (e.g. οὖν) particles (see e.g. Loudova 2014). In this paper, I argue that yet another
dimension needs to be taken into account: the social dimension. From a diachronic point of view,
many of the particles that are typical in Classical Greek become much less frequent in the Post-classical
and Byzantine periods. This development is typically attributed to two factors: (i) the functional
overlap between different particles, and (ii) the shift from pitch to stress accent. However, the use of
particles in these periods is not a yes-or-no matter: in some texts, particles appear much more
frequently than in others. The purpose of this paper is to explore to what extent particles in these
later periods can be said to function as ‘social markers’ (Scherer & Giles 1979), and if so, exactly which
aspects of social identity they mark. The investigation is based on a corpus of documentary texts from
the Post-classical period (I – VI AD). I analyse the contexts of use of four groups of particles, that is, (i)
focus particles (γε, γοῦν), (ii) co-ordinating particles (τε; μέν ... δέ), (iii) compound discourseconnecting particles (τοῖνυν, τοιγαροῦν, μέντοι, καίτοι), and (iv) modal particles (ἄρα, δή, μήν). For
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this purpose, I refer to the Systemic Functional framework, which offers a coherent theory of the
relationship between language and society (e.g. Hasan 1995).

Karin W. Tikkanen (Uppsala), Ancient Analphabetism
The concept of literacy in the ancient world has been the focus of several studies during the recent
decades, although the reading ability of the ancient Greeks and Romans remains difficult to outline.
What we do know is that writing, when first introduced, spread remarkably quickly. The oldest extant
Greekabecedaria, the Fayum tablets, date to around 800 BCE, and one century later there are
elements of writing in most parts of the Greek-speaking world. The alphabet was brought to Ancient
Italy, to Pithekoussai, in the early 8th century, and by the 4th century writing had spread north of the
Po river and down into the Lucanian peninsula. This rapid diffusion suggests a great interest in the
technique, along with a certain aptitude for its transmission.
As Socrates’ view in an often quoted excerpt suggests (Phaedrus 275), writing was not automatically
perceived of as a positive element, but as detrimental to both memory and character. All the same,
with the rise of a schooling system, libraries, and high poetry is born the concept of what was
previously considered normal, but what in a literate society becomes abnormal:illiteracy. For my
paper I suggest a study of how analphabetism came to be seen as a negative feature, as implied by
e.g. Cato’sinliterati mendacesque (Orig. II), and emphasized by Cicero, impudentes, inliterati,
leves(Flacc. 6,1). Beginning with Socrates and Plato, when and how does literacy become the
outspoken norm, to such an extent that the lack of the same becomes impugnable?

Nicholas Zair (Cambridge), “communionem enim habuit l littera cum d”. Sound change and
reconstruction in the Latin grammarians and glossators
Much work has been done on the methodology used by Varro when he provides etymologies for Latin
words (Pfaffel 1981, 1987; Coleman 2001). It is clear that part of the intellectual tool-box he had at
hand was the concept of a reconstructed form which had existed in the past. In this paper, I will
examine how reconstructions were developed by later grammarians and glossators such as Festus and
Marius Victorinus, with particular emphasis on apparent cases of interchange between -l- and -d- (e.g.
“delicata dicebant dis consecrata, quae nunc dedicata”, Paul. Fest. p. 70M). Sometimes the creation
of reconstructed forms is arbitrary, but many cases are based on one of three criteria: synchronic
patterns (e.g. sedere beside sella), apparent attestation of older forms (dacrima for lacrima in Liuius
Andronicus), comparison with Greek (“nos lacrimae, illi δάκρυα”, Marius Victorinus). Although this
methodology can be seen to continue that of Varro, there seems to be a much greater emphasis on
Greek comparanda than in Varro (“Varro does not stress derivation from Greek roots”, Stevens 2006:
126).

Literary Receptions Beyond Europe
Anna Jackson (Wellington), I, Clodia and the drama of reception.
This paper introduces two very different collections I’ve written that respond to the poetry of Catullus,
both of which can be seen as representing, or dramatizing even, different approaches to reception
theory. Classical reception theory has been largely concerned with the relationship, as the title of Ika
Willis’s book puts it, between “Rome and Now,” and the ways in which new version of a classical text,
every translation, even every reading, is in a sense a contemporary appropriation, an interpretation
belonging necessarily to its moment (and its place). In 2004, I published a selection of “versions” of
Catullus poems in a collection Catullus for Children, written from the point of view of a young New
Zealand child, and playing up this idea that every translation is a domestication of the original,
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rehousing it in the local and the present. The relationship between reader and writer is not, however,
always or necessarily one of identification. Rather than take up the position of the speaker of the
poems, as the translator necessarily does, the reader might take up the position of the addressee. Ten
years after Catullus for Children, a new sequence, I, Clodia (2014), attempts that impossible task of
reconstructing the implied reader of the Catullus poems.

Maxine Lewis (Auckland), Catullus Down Under: Writing Back from the Edge of Empire
Catullus’ poetry has been influential on certain Antipodean writers writing in a post-colonial context;
C. K. Stead is the most prolific and best known of these. In multiple collections of poetry from 1979 to
2012, Stead has used the name and persona of Catullus, along with references to Catullus’ poems, to
explore a variety of issues on a multitude of subjects (the variety resembling Catullus’ own eclectic
corpus). Stead’s use of Catullus has been little discussed in scholarship on the reception of the Roman
poet, yet his work provides a good case study to analyse issues of relevance to Catullus himself,
especially the relationship of the poetic persona to the author. As well as writing poetry, Stead was an
academic in English literature and remains a prolific literary critic. Like Catullus, Stead uses his poetry
to offer literary criticism, but Stead has also published prose works in which he analysed and
commented on that poetry, including why and how he used Catullus for inspiration.
This paper examines the particular dynamics of Stead’s use of Catullus and his construction of a
“Catullan” persona within the context of Stead’s career as a whole. It explores the extent to which
Stead’s “Catullus” can or should be read as an avatar for the New Zealand author. Finally, it
investigates points in Stead’s “Catullan” works where the Catullan intertext seem to speak out against
the critic Stead’s view of his own poems; Stead writes Catullus but Catullus writes back.

Guoqiang Chen (Southwest Jiaotong/Oxford), Against Ru in Mozi and Clouds by Aristophanes
In the Clouds Aristophanes portrayed the image of an unrespectable and condemned Socrates, and
alike and at the almost same time, in the Against Ru of the Mozi (《墨子·非儒》) its author also
portrayed the image of an unrespectable and condemned Confucius (孔子). These two unrespectable
and condemned figures, however, are both important moulders separately in the civilization of their
own and were constantly pushed onto the stage separately in the long civilization history of their own.
It is more important for us as the descendants of the four figures that all of our most essential visions
and standpoints are naturally moulded only by these two unrespectable and condemned figures,
hence so long these two great conflicts have been interpreted by us more often from the point of view
of Socrates’ or Confucian tradition, and our interpretations separately formed a history or tradition
about both of them, and even Aristophanes’ and Modi’s （墨翟）states were buried in the dust of
history without trace. The comparison between these two conflicts and between these two traditions
of interpretation will be fruitful for not only finding Aristophanes and Modi again but also researching
typically the reception of classical tradition, even acquainting us with the lack of the civilization of
ourselves, just through which can we get rid of the mouldering separately from Socrates’ and
Confucius’ tradition.
In this paper there will be a detailed comparison of genres, ways of criticism, basic standpoints, and
so on, based on these two texts of Against Ru and Clouds, and an analysis of the main thread of the
tradition of interpretation about these two conflicts and Aristophanes’ and Modi’s states. In my
opinion the conflict between Sextus Empiricus (160-210 AD) and philosophic tradition is not essential
but partial like the one between Wangchong (王充，27-97 AD) and Confucian tradition. On the
contrary like the conflict between Modi and Confucius, the conflict between Aristophanes and
Socrates is not partial but essential.
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*Low Genres and Ideology
Panel conveners: Jacqueline Arthur-Montagne (Stanford) and Jessica Romney (Bristol)
‘Low’ and/or ‘popular’ genres of classical literature have become an important field of study over the
last two decades (recently Toner 2009, Kurke 2011, Forsdyke 2012). Scholars attribute a broader
spectrum of audiences and authors to these texts than traditional ‘elite’ genres. They also debate
whether the texts represent the beliefs and attitudes of a non-elite sector of society or whether they
are sites of contestation between elite and popular ideologies.
This panel contributes to the debate through a series of readings on low genres and their ideological
aspects. Our case studies span oral and written genres from Greece and Rome and discuss their
performance and preservation in literary texts. They include Archaic iambos, Atellane comedy, the
Greek novel, and the Carmina Latina Epigraphica. This approach addresses each genre individually
while asking similar questions about use and reception.
We understand ‘genre’ to be a moment of negotiation between audience and author. The social
institutions shared by both mediate or disrupt this negotiation. The driving questions of this panel do
not construct genre as pure classification, but ask who used these genres? How and where did they
use them? How do these original uses influence the continuing reception of these texts?
The foremost aim of this panel is to understand how generic categories are shaped by the ideologies
of their authors and audiences. We accomplish this by examining the socio-political motivations
behind composition and performance as well as those behind the classification of these genres and
their users as ‘low’. Rather than confirming or denying the low status of any one text, these papers
develop a much-needed vocabulary for discussing low genres and elucidate the ancient and modern
contexts in which these genres assumed their status.

Jessica Romney (Bristol), Mean Fun: Archaic Iambos and the Transgression of Boundaries
Iambos and its influence on subsequent genres have recently become a focus of study. Scholars argue
that iambos defended the traditional structure of society (Brown 1997), was at home in convivial
occasions (Rotstein 2010), and contributed to a continuing abusive discourse in Greek literature
(Worman 2008). They do not, however, compare iambos to its contemporary sympotic genres,
despite acceptance of its sympotic performance context, and there is a tendency to see iambos as
expressing the nascent ideals of an equal, ‘middling’ citizenry against the traditional ‘elitist’ values of
the aristocracy (following Morris 1996).
This paper re-examines the place of iambos in archaic society as it is preserved in the wider context of
sympotic poetry by analyzing iambos from the perspectives of use and occasion. I argue that archaic
iambos’ generic status lay in its ability to transgress boundaries in a socially acceptable manner, as
well as in its use for retaliating against improper transgressions. The use of explicit narratives centred
on the body and a lewd speaking voice contributes to the crossing of boundaries, as both were beyond
the pale of elite speech patterns. Iambos thus contributed to the definition and defence of elite
groups during the socio-political flux of the Archaic period, but in the 5th century BCE this role faded
and was forgotten. Pindar and Critias, well before Aristotle and his ascription of low status to the
genre, both attack iambos for its crudeness in respect to other types of poetry, especially their own.
I argue that during this period, as poetic genres became increasingly literary, there was a debate over
the ‘appropriate’ register of poetry and its role in Greek society. The aristocratic ethos in epinicia and
elegy relegated iambos with its crude tone and narrative to a low status.
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Costas Panayotakis (Glasgow), Atellane Comedy and the Roman Mime: ‘Low’ Genre and ‘Popular’
Ideology
The native Italian farce conventionally called Atellane comedy and Roman mime are at least as old as
Livius Andronicus’ and Naevius’ adaptations of Greek comedies in the overview of Italian theatrical
entertainments. But their existence as scripted forms of literature forming a ‘genre’ does not seem to
date before the first century BC. This paper will consider why Atellane comedy and mime acquired a
generic identity at this particular time, and will examine how (and why) they were used and received
in different eras.
The late antique grammarians characterized Atellane comedy and mime as ‘low’ and ‘disgraceful’,
despite both the sophistication and elevated qualities exemplified in fragments of literary mime and
scripted Atellane drama, and also the existence of upper class members in the audience at the
performance of these shows. The accusation is not original (dates at least to Cicero), and it is important
to think about its origins and usefulness.
The uncouth vocabulary of scripts, the lack of a clearly pronounced edifying message in the story line,
the presence of women and the presentation of objectionable material on the stage, the farcical plot
– this explains only part of the story. I will argue that Atellane comedy and mime were primarily
regarded as ‘popular’ and ‘low’ not only for these reasons but also because it suited important people,
who, in the first century BC, shaped political ideology and constructed literary hierarchies. Public
figures such as Sulla, Cicero (as a politician and orator), and Horace exploited the popular appeal of
these shows to manipulate viewing and reading audiences, and to establish and uphold a balance that
was culturally specific, politically significant, and of great use to their own interests. Later generations
of viewers and readers adopted a similar view, and very few of them challenged it.

Jacqueline Arthur-Montagne (Stanford), Women’s Tales on Trial in the Greek Novel
The label ‘Greek novel’ has been applied to a range of ancient prose fictions, whose thematic and
chronological limits remain endlessly contested. No issue has drawn more debate than the origins of
this nebulous genre, but recent scholarship has emphasized the novel’s reliance on popular, oral
folktales (Graverini 2006, Kim 2013). Critics from Plato to Cicero had disparaged such stories of
romance and adventure as ‘old wives’ tales’ (aniles fabellae), low fictions that could offer no moral or
intellectual instruction. They scorned the tales of old women for their triviality, and the superstition
they inspired in their listeners (Massaro 1977, Ziolkowski 2002).
This paper argues that the Greek novel was not a genre designated ‘low’ in its reception, but one that
actively appropriated material from a narrative tradition long belittled by elite audiences. The
challenge for the novelists was therefore to redeem this spurned tradition for an audience of
sophisticated and predominantly male readers. As Lucian proposes in True History, they strove to
combine for serious scholars the relaxation of playful fictions with “Muse-worthy contemplation”
(θεωρίαν οὐκ ἄμουσον).
I claim that their effort is embedded in the way female characters in novels narrate (or fail to narrate)
their own adventures aloud. Heroines are acutely aware of the negative connotations of their
narratives, and their concerns are often validated by the responses of their audiences, which include
mockery and mistrust. Listeners who do respond positively nevertheless demand corroboration from
male witnesses or attempt to transform women’s oral accounts into more authoritative, written
sources. But as the Greek novels put the testimony of their heroines ‘on trial’ before listeners and
even law courts, the tall tales of women prove both trustworthy and instructive about Fortune and
the fates of virtuous Greek citizens.
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Peter Kruschwitz (Reading), Misellus Poetaster? The Poets of the Latin Verse Inscriptions
The name ‘Classics’ implies vertical ordering: there are those who made it into the canon, and then
those who fall short in one way or another - whether qualitatively (a common phenomenon) or
quantitatively (less common, but a measure often applied to time periods). Over the last decades,
significant work has been devoted to Latin and Greek subliterary texts (note again the vertical ordering
principle!), including epigrams transmitted on stone and other durable materials.
The epigraphic segment of the Latin poetic tradition, the Latin Verse Inscriptions (or: Carmina Latina
Epigraphica, CLE) is a particularly interesting corpus in that regard. In spite of a significant volume of
scholarship on this corpus, notions of a subliterary genre that does not meet quality standards of the
subliterary/literary divide prevail. It is not least for this reason that these texts remain excluded from
standard school and university. Scholarship has focused on the formulaic nature of these texts, their
borrowings and indebtedness to literary poetry, and certain metrical and linguistic imperfections,
without ever attempting to create a larger, more holistic picture of the Latin poetic tradition, which
does not see the CLE as a bolt-on, but as an integral, organic part of a bigger whole.
The paper will approach this intellectual conundrum, which exemplifies the panel's overarching theme
of low genres and ideology, yet approaches it from a slightly different perspective. It will do so by an
analysis of the numerous, yet largely neglected references to poetic craftsmanship and the poet's selfconception, aiming to establish the discourse about poetry in the CLE as a means to measure
conception versus performance – versus modern criticism – in order to gain a more complete overview
of aesthetic standards and aspirations of those who wrote Latin poetry in the ancient world, whether
they made it into a canon or not.

Lucilian Satire and its aftermaths
Ian K. L. Goh (Manchester), The Non-Aggression of Phalluses in Lucilian Satire
Lucilian satire, usually thought of as aggressive invective, features numerous male phalluses which
typify its swaggering, ‘staining’ function (Richlin 1992), as outgrowths of the grotesque body germane
to Roman verse satire. However, this paper argues that the penises in Lucilius reflect a motor-mouth
tendency to overshare, rather than a threatening masculinity. As a result, they form an index of
supposed faithfulness to reality, as part of Lucilius’ project to record everyday life in his milieu. Instead
of being hostile, they serve as markers of authorial weakness, as the result of his (or his characters’)
pratfalls.
First, I treat the appearance of the term psolocopumai in a passage (303-4 Marx) where it has been
thought to imply an induced erection, but means, as I argue, a premature ejaculation. I demonstrate
the relationship between this scene and one which involves castration using the unlikely implement
of a potsherd (279-81 Marx). I also compare it to Horace’s probable imitation at Sat. 1.2.116-8. Next,
I examine the fragment which has usually been read as an example of a wet dream, precursor to
Horace’s Sat. 1.5.82-5, which involves a penis if pes is metaphorical (1248 Marx, Adams 1982). The
admission that the speaker wet the bed (perminxi) resembles, instead, a lack of control closer to a
situation in Horace’s Sat. 1.3.90-1. I read Lucilius’ decorous euphemism imposui labes (‘I made a mess’)
in this fragment against his filthiest line (in the judgement of Rudd 1986), 1186 Marx, and in
conjunction with the crying mutto (307 Marx), to show that even these apparent ‘stainings’ all have
an edge of comic male abjection. In the end, these situations are so supposedly realistic that ‘it hurts’,
and indeed hurts Lucilius’ reputation, because they leave him open to Horace’s joke that he is
lutulentus (‘muddy’, Sat. 1.4.11 = 1.10.50).
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Sarah Wolstencroft (Glasgow), Language, libertas and the legacy of Lucilius: Horace and his satiric
predecessor in the Sermones
The biting wit and scathing attacks of Roman satire had a fierce and fearless founder in Lucilius.
Although he was lauded as the favourite poet of many and was quoted by orators such as Cicero, his
satiric successor Horace was not quite so forthcoming with praise of his predecessor. Despite grudging
admissions of Lucilius’ talent, the picture Horace presents of the poet is one of a careless composer,
content to merely cram words into a line. In this paper I will argue that, although Horace appears to
reject Lucilius’ style of poetry, Lucilius’ legacy can be traced through language, themes and allusions
throughout the later poet’s satires.
Horace refers to Lucilius several times and explicitly, but it is in the poems where Lucilius is not
mentioned directly that his influence can perhaps be felt most strongly as the unstated presence
shaping Horace’s work. As well as incorporating subtle literary echoes of Lucilius, Horace often
appears to make his work deliberately un-Lucilian. I will show how Horace uses allusions to Lucilius
and how he deviates from the Lucilian satirical pattern in order both to create his own, distinct form
of satire and to present an updated and reworked form of the genre that is more suited to the poetic
tastes and political climate of the late Republic. The reason for this complex intertextual relationship
is, I will argue, that Horace wishes both to bring his predecessor to the mind of his audience and to
distance himself from him.
My conclusion is that, despite his differences from Lucilius and the qualities frequently associated with
him (such as his fierce invective, outspoken style and links with a very Republican idea of libertas),
Horace uses him to show how satire (and he himself as an author of satire in its new form) can still
survive and thrive against the turbulent political backdrop of his own time.

Christiana Tsoutsouki (Cyprus), The Relationship Between the Socratic Dialogues and the Imaginary
Interlocutor of the Roman Satire
At the turn of the fourth century BC, Plato introduces us to the Socratic dialogues, in which the main
speaker, Socrates, continually engages in conversations on different topics with various interlocutors,
whom he compels to speak by asking them – ironically - to clarify some points. Some centuries later,
the Roman satirists make a rather extensive use of the device of the diatribe, and more precisely, of
the dialogue with an adversarius. As I shall argue, the satirists follow Socrates’ tactic in that they use
the dialogue-device to force their interlocutors to re-examine their perspective and to deliver certain
messages to the reader. The satirists draw on everyday situations to show the flaws of their society
and their contemporaries, using dialogue as a means of bringing to the fore behaviours and reactions
as vividly as possible. Imaginary interlocutors are sometimes the masks of the poets themselves and
sometimes the agents or the victims of the problematic situation with which the satire is concerned.
What is more, just like Socrates the satirists avoid suggesting explicitly solutions and remedies; they
rather invite the reader to extract gradually knowledge and draw conclusions through their works and
their conversations with the imaginary interlocutor. The present paper, aims to investigate the
relationship between the imaginary interlocutor in Roman satire and the Socratic dialogues.

Medieval and pre-Modern receptions
Dr Dániel Kiss (UCD), Catullus in the Middle Ages
According to a widely held view, Catullus ‘is essentially unknown in the so-called Dark Ages and after
till nearly 1300’ (J. L. Butrica); the Middle Ages constitute a black hole in his textual transmission and
his poems have reached us only due to a stroke of luck. In this paper I hope to show that there is
evidence to show that Catullus was read occasionally in various parts of Medieval Europe. He attracted
the attention of intellectuals such as Ratherius of Verona and William of Malmesbury, he influenced
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the poetry of Heiricus of Auxerre, and he may well have been read at the court of Charlemagne. We
have to attribute to chance not the fact that Catullus survived, but that we have no complete
manuscripts of his liber from the Middle Ages.

John M. Oksanish (Wake Forest), Plus ça change? The reception of De architectura and the two
Historicisms.
This paper considers the current problems and opportunities facing those who study technical
literature, through an examination of the reception-tradition of Vitruvius' De architectura.
Vitruvius' prose style has been an object of philological censure since Alberti's "rediscovery" of De
architectura in the Quattrocento. Indeed, Alberti did not so much rediscover Vitruvius as reinvent him;
his quip that Vitruvius seemed to write neither Latin nor Greek has persisted in various forms
throughout the reception of De architectura, and scholars continue to speak of Vitruvius' failures both
as a stylist and as a source of information. In scholarship, these two kinds of Vitruvian failure are often
closely related, as they derive from the priorities and prejudices of Renaissance philology. If, as the
ancient truism suggests, qualis oratio talis homo, then Vitruvius' mangled and lacunose prose presents
a very disappointing sort of man -- one whom Alberti would aim to supplant with his own work, De re
aedificatoria.
Like the later critiques of Ussing (1898), who sought to banish Vitruvius from the Augustan age solely
on the basis of his "barbarous" language, and Mackail (1895), who condemned Vitruvius as a "halfwitted man who has lost simplicity without acquiring skill," Alberti's assessment, or at least its
particular articulation, would have little place in scholarship today. Still, the after-effects of these
remarks, which suggest a disinterest in De architectura as literature, persist. And, although the textual
ecumenism of the New Historicism has helped to rekindle interest in Vitruvius, its relative disregard
for literary concerns renders it particularly susceptible to read ornamental fiction, e.g., as biographical
fact. In short: as a literary text, De architectura is only accessible through a literary methodology that
neither philological tradition nor New Historicism has yet delivered.

Stephen Rojcewicz (Maryland), Latin Poetics in John Donne: “I Finde Myself Scattered”
John Donne (1572-1631), metaphysical poet and famed Church of England preacher, takes maximum
advantage of the flexibility and characteristics of Latin poetics to wrestle with life-long emotional and
theological concerns. Although he wrote only a few poems in Latin, in these works Donne rivals the
Latin elegists through what Donald Lateiner has identified as syntactic enactment, in which the
sentence structure or word placement mimics and reinforces the sense of what is being said. Ramie
Targoff has demonstrated that Donne’s writings often reflect the fear that his body would be scattered
after his death, perhaps even mixed with the remains of other individuals. Central to Donne’s writings
in addressing this fear is the metaphor of his body as a book, a metaphor that takes on another
dimension in his Latin poems, “De Libro Cum Mutuaretur” [Concerning the book, when it was lent]
(1612), and “Stationes,” the poetic preface to Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions (1624). Modern
critics have often ignored these poems or, like Novarr, have dismissed them as not being poems at all.
“De Libro” was written in elegiac couplets after Donne lent a printed book to Dr. Andrews, whose
children tore it to pieces; Dr. Andrews then reconstituted the book as a handwritten manuscript. The
creation of a new, perfected manuscript from scattered parts, as reenacted in the Latin syntax itself,
is a figure for a perfect reunion of the body and soul at the Resurrection. A focus on Latin poetics
demonstrates how Donne not only expresses the metaphor of his body as a book, but also turns the
metaphor into action through syntactical enactment. The Latin poetic effects enable Donne to address
his lifelong fears by identifying with the power of God to turn metaphor into reality.
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*The Mortal Body and its Afterlives
Panel conveners: Karen Bassi (UC Santa Cruz) and Deborah Lyons (Miami)
Concern with the fate of the body after death takes many different forms in ancient Greek literature.
The corpse must be protected from mutilation until it can be buried with the proper rituals, without
which the soul cannot take its rightful place in the Underworld. But safe arrival there does not put an
end to speculation about the continued fate of the body after death. The promises of the mysteries,
the cults of heroes, the undying fame offered by epic, and myths of apotheosis betray a desire for
assurance that the dead retain on-going consciousness, power of action, and cultural importance. The
papers examine a number of afterlives, including oblivion, an intermediate spectral existence, and
apotheosis. In two papers, the theme of afterlives is extended to include reception history.
Paper 1 considers threats to the bodily integrity of the dead warrior in the Iliad. These threats are
based on a failure of cultural memory that renders the dead man invisible. The paper argues for the
visibility of the corpse as a precondition for the warrior's afterlife.
Paper 2 looks at late sources for the paradox that Herakles’ apotheosis depends on suckling at Hera's
breast. Divine babies do not suckle; thus Hera’s body is paradoxically assimilated to a mortal one at
the very moment that she transmits immortality to her new son-in-law.
Paper 3 looks at the ghost of Polydorus in Euripides' Hecuba as a meta-theatrical figure. It explores
the ways in which the ghost's return from the dead forges a link between the revenge plot and tragedy
as a kind of afterlife.
Paper 4 discusses the Telegony in which the story of the Odyssey ends with the immortalization of
Penelope and Telemachus. He shows how the afterlife of Odysseus' corpse is a means of
deconstructing the epic tradition.

Renee Calkins (UW-Milwaukee), The Threat of Invisible Death in the Iliad
The abundant references to consumption of warriors’ bodies by animals in the Iliad have been
addressed by many scholars, most commonly as a reflection of heroic violence or even vicarious
cannibalism (Segal 1971; Redfield 1975: 183; Griffin 1980: 19-21; Satterfield 2011: 8-14). This paper
instead approaches the motif from the perspective of consequences faced by surviving community
members when a recognizable body cannot be displayed during the funeral. Such an approach is
justified, I believe, by the repeated pairing of consumption by scavengers and denial of funerary rites
in heroic boasts on the battlefield. When the boasts are contextualized by the rites described in the
poem, it becomes clear that a visually recognizable corpse (ultimately replaced by a monument) is a
condition for the hero’s afterlife in the sense of his continued authority among the living.
Cremation and excarnation both reduce a corpse to bones, so destruction of the body per se cannot
be the basis of the horror threatened in the boasts. The horror instead comes from depriving survivors
of witnessing the transformation because the warrior’s death becomes in effect invisible when his
identity cannot be displayed and verified by autopsy at the funeral. The gods thus intervene to
preserve the bodies of Sarpedon (Il. 667-675), Patroclus (Il. 29-40), and Hector (Il. 184-191) just until
the funeral can take place, at which point the ritual laments in particular illustrate how survivors assert
their social identity based on the authority of the dead (Stears 1998). Reading the paired themes in
the boasts together with the mortuary rites that also dominate the end of the poem leads us to
understand that the horror of invisible death is that it deprives the warrior of a continued role among
the living, which is a concern for surviving community members as much as for the heroes themselves.
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Deborah Lyons (Miami), Hera’s Breast and Herakles’ Apotheosis
The immortalization of Herakles, most widely worshipped of Greek heroes, is variously attributed to
the pyre on Mt. Oita, exchange with Prometheus, or paternal inheritance. Later sources trace it to
suckling by Hera (Diod.1.24; 4.9.6ff.; Lycophron 1328). Like the hero’s name, this intimate gesture is
at odds with Hera’s longstanding hostility toward her stepson, and may be achieved by trickery or end
when the infant hero bites her (Hyginus, ps-Eratosthenes; cf. Iliad 5.394 where Herakles inflicts an
arrow-wound).
Hera’s nursing of Herakles is paradoxical: gods do not suckle their children. In the Hymn to Apollo,
“Leto did not give Apollo… her breast; but Themis duly poured nectar and ambrosia.” Similarly, in the
Homeric Hymn to Demeter, Demophon is not nourished at the breast, but Demeter anoints him with
ambrosia like the offspring of a god. These dietary differences explain why gods have ichor instead of
blood in their veins. Why then does Hera have milk, and how does this mortal gesture lead to
immortalization? The answer is that the divine diet is not as consistent as the poets claim – how else
to explain Pelops’ cannibal feast or the return of the drunken Hephaistos to Olympos? Similiarly,
accounts of divine physiology are not consistent: when Sarpedon dies, Zeus sheds tears of blood
(Il.16.459).
The suckling of Herakles shows the flexibility of Greek anthropomorphism. Immunity from death is the
gods’ most distinctive feature. Yet, when gods face human mortality this distinction becomes
attenuated. The nursing of an infant, which can mean the difference between survival and death, is
so intrinsic to the notion of what it means to be human that the Greeks could not eliminate mother’s
milk from their conception of the gods. At the same time, this very human substance becomes a path
to immortality for this greatest of heroes.

Karen Bassi (UC Santa Cruz), Mortality Tragedy, and the Ghost of Polydorus in Euripides' Hecuba
Ghosts are recurring figures in Greek imaginative literature, beginning with the Homeric poems and
extending at least to first-century CE paradoxographical works, where they fall under the rubric of peri
thaumasiōn. Given the latter genre's general focus on naturally occurring if unusual phenomena (i.e.,
long lived people and hermaphrodites), ghosts seem to have occupied a position somewhere between
what is possible in nature and what exceeds that possibility. They embody this possibility, however,
not in terms of temporal duration or physical anomaly, but in the divide between life and death. This
paper explores the ways in which the ghost's return from the dead in Greek tragedy both embodies
and navigates this divide. It begins from the proposition that the tragic ghost is meta-theatrical and
that it has two related effects. First, as an embodied spectre it emphasizes the ontological
indeterminacy of dramatic enactment (the relationship between actor and character) by challenging
the idea of a self-identical presence (Derrida 1994; Hägglund 2004, 47). Second, it raises the possibility
that such enactment is a form of resistance -- however tenuous -- to death's inevitability. The
implications of this proposition will be explored in a close reading of the ghost of Polydorus in
Euripides' Hecuba. More than a mechanism for setting up the plot, the return of Hecuba's dead son - his afterlife -- encourages us to understand the play in light of these two related effects (Prendergast,
2005, 46). When the ghost claims, "I have left my body empty" (31), he refers both to the moment of
death (in an image that goes back to Homer; Burkert 1984, 195) and to the mortal body as the site of
existence and identity. The paper explores the resulting connections between the revenge plot and
tragedy as a kind of afterlife (cf. Zeitlin 1991, 53-54).

Jonathan Burgess (Toronto), The Corpse of Odysseus: The Telegony's Subversion of the Odyssey
At the end of the Telegony, Telegonus arrives at Ithaca in search of his father and unwittingly kills his
own father. Telegonus takes the corpse to Circe's island with Telemachus and Penelope; Telegonus
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then marries Penelope, and Telemachus Circe; the newcomers are immortalized. This extraordinary
story of parricide and para-Oedipal coupling, all the more mind-boggling in the dense summary by
Proclus, has elicited scorn (e.g, Davies 1989, West 2014). My paper differently notes the Telegony's
interesting eschatological phenomena, which counters the Odyssey's ideology.
For eschatology, the poem tells of the removal of the corpse of Odysseus from the mortal realm to
the island of Circe, as well as the immortalization of Telegonus, Telemachus, and Circe on paradisiacal
Aeaea. Ancient testimony suggests further details or variants. A scholion to Lycophron (Alexandra 805)
reports that Circe resurrected the corpse of Odysseus with drugs. This would obviate Penelope's
marriage to Telegonus; presumably in the Telegony Odysseus is buried at Aeaea (Hyginus 127.2). But
the scholion follows a pattern in which a hero is resurrected for immortality at a peripheral island (cf.
Achilles at Leuke; Burgess 2009). Or, since Circe's island was localized on the Italian peninsula, hero
cult may be the variant's inspiration (Hartmann 1917; see further Malkin 1998). And Apollodorus'
account (Epitome 7.37) has Penelope and Telegonus go to the Isles of the Blessed, another paradisiacal
multiform. The Telegony and its analogues thus provide fascinating examples of eschatological
phenomena found elsewhere in myth and cult. More generally, the derided ending of the Telegony
effectively deconstructs the Odyssey's celebration of home, rule, and marriage. Ithaca is abandoned,
patriarchal rule severed, and Penelope survives Odysseus, with a new husband and eternal life.

Mythology and its reception
Jeremy McInerney (U. Penn), Centaurs and the Uses of Hybridity
This paper is concerned with the figure of the centaur in the imagination of the Greeks. Beginning with
the Lefkandi centaur, the Greeks manufactured centaur figures in a variety of media: terra cottas,
pedimental sculpture, bronze figurines and vase paintings. The valence of these depictions, however,
is not uniform. In some settings they clearly stand for unbridled male sexuality (as in the Olympia
pediments.) Others, such as the early Red Figure depictions of Cheiron in himation with horse’s rump
attached, or Pholos reclining at banquet seem almost parodies of the sympotic culture of the kaloi
k’agathoi.
Two aspects of this polyvalent figure are especially notable. The first is that many centaurs are actually
human all the way to their feet, so that genitally they are human. The move to equine centaurs thus
represents a ferocious development of the sexual threat they embody. To rape is added the horror of
bestiality.
A second feature concerns the posture of centaur bronzes, in which they are shown confronting their
human adversaries. As observers we see them on a visual plane in which their animal form is obvious.
Within the composition of the bronze group, however, the centaurs engage so closely and directly
with the humans opposite that they could almost be mistaken for human.
Building on this last feature I use Freud’s notion of the Unheimlich to suggest a reading of the centaur.
They are not monstrous aliens like Typhoeus or Charybdis, but uncannily familiar and recognizable.
They are demonstrate how hybridity is a powerful tool for the Greeks to think with; that which is
alien, either wild or non-Greek can be classified among the hybrids, creatures of the unexpected that
fix our attention, shaping the experience of the uncanny into narratives of conflict and (Greek)
triumph.

Fiona Mitchell (Bristol), Brilliant and Vivid Hues: Colour in Ctesias’ India
Ctesias, a fourth-century BCE Greek doctor who spent time in the Persian court of Artaxerxes,
produced an account of India populated by a mix or real and fantastical peoples and animals. The
descriptions in this text often make unusual and particularly vivid use of colour. Such colours are
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especially frequent among the more fanciful creatures. For example, a one-horned horse-like
creature, a precursor to the unicorn, has a hide which is blue, red and white. Even some of the more
prosaic creatures are dazzling, such as the Indian rooster which has a green and gold plumage. These
are not just natural colours which appear somewhat more vivid, but colours which rarely occur
naturally; the repeated appearance of animals of hues so infrequent in the Greek world highlights the
abnormality of the Indian fauna. Even creatures which appear to have forms which are familiar, or
almost familiar, are rendered strange and alien by their colouring. These colours, then, and the
fantastical creatures and phenomena with which they are connected, help to provide India with a
sense of foreign exoticism. Thus the colours in the description of India have a similar function to the
association of peripheral locations to supernaturally fertile land, an abundance of precious metals or
valuable spices: they indicate a space in which not only the customs and appearance of the people are
strange and alien, but the very land itself and the animals which inhabit it are abnormal. The Indica
has often been derided as a poor quality attempt at factual writing; however, the text blends real and
fantastical details together to create an intriguing account of a distant land. Painting India in such vivid
colours, then, is one of the ways in which Ctesias depicts India as a peripheral and almost mythical
space.

Linnea Åshede (Gothenburg), Recovering (the) Amazon: feminists, fans and the Wonder Woman in
constant need of a rescue
Within popular culture, no reinterpretation of classical myth carries a more explicitly political agenda
than the creation by psychologist William Marston of Wonder Woman. In direct response to the
horrors of WWII, Marston sought to recover mankind’s innocence: peace guaranteed by the loving
subordination of men to powerful women.
This paper uses Wonder Woman to argue that the heart of the collaborative-discordant, creative
practices theorized as “reception” is the fantasy of recovery. Marston’s vision of Amazons as the
embodiment of feminine wisdom and compassion belies their depiction as ruthless, deviant pseudomen in the surviving ancient sources, illustrating how classical models are “often revamped for and by
contemporary media in order to operate as nexuses for sociocultural examination.” As demonstrated
by Philip Sandifer, the ambitiously conceived icon of mighty femininity has since her creation been the
center of never-ending controversy among moralists, feminists, scholars and “regular” readers.
Despite her being intended as role-model for women and idol for men, loud voices constantly cry out
for the invincible Amazon to be “rescued” from whoever is currently “destroying” her, resulting in
frequent re-boots as publishers strive to appease everyone calling for “the real” Wonder Woman to
be not created but recovered.
Focusing on cyclical issues of (negative) audience reception and attempted recovery, I argue that
rather than “failure”, this much-debated “Amazon revival” offers audiences a platform for critically
engaging history and contemporary culture united in the figure of Wonder Woman. I will argue that
the function of historical reproduction in popular culture is not “reception” but responses, and the
collaborative-discordant creation of the “recovered” past.

Charles Northrop (Cambridge), Webcomics, Paratext and Public Engagement with Classical
Mythology
Many webcomics - independent, serialised comics, published on the Internet – have an
unacknowledged fascination with the classical world. The study of the reception of the classical world
in comics has been well broached by Classics and Comics, edited by Kovacs and Marshall (Oxford:
2011). The volume, however, focuses on traditional print comics and gives no attention to webcomics.
In reality, webcomics’ unique mode of publication and incorporation of paratext make them a medium
unto themselves.
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This paper will approach a particular genre of humorous webcomics, which receive Classical
mythology by modernising the original myths through language and anachronistic motifs. It will then
cross--‐examine this modernisation with the paratext of artists’ blogs and reader commentary. Two
comics in particular, Happle Tea and In His Likeness--‐Universe, will act as case studies. Each of these
comics features short retellings of myths, varying in degree of their fidelity to ancient sources and
peppered with anachronistic references to translate them culturally for modern audiences. Happle
Tea also includes short blog posts with background on the myths and history represented, inviting
readers to respond. IHL--‐U takes much more authorial licence with the mythological canon, but tells
longer, more detailed stories. Both solicit user comments to generate a paratextual discussion. Similar
examples will also be drawn from other comics around the web. The interest is in humorous versions
of myths that are aggressively modernised, making the mythology accessible to those without classics
backgrounds. Their allusivity makes these comics an invitation to form conversations about the
classical world in modern terms. I will show that these conversations, while being in some way rooted
in academic scholarship, take place spontaneously and independently of us. In this way, webcomics,
as a grass‐roots medium, are giving rise to a new generation of amateur classicists. Their depictions
and discussions of the ancient world are reimagining that world’s place in modern internet culture.

*Neo-Latin and Reception Studies
Panel convener: William Barton (KCL/LBI Neo-Latin Studies) under the auspices of the Society for
Neo-Latin Studies (SNLS)
Neo-Latin Studies is growing as a discipline in the UK and abroad. This year has seen the publication
of Brill's Encyclopaedia of the Neo-Latin World (P. Ford, J. Bloemendal and C. Fantazzi eds.) and 2015
will see the arrival of a Cambridge Companion to Reading Neo-Latin (V. Moul ed.) and the Oxford
Handbook of Neo- Latin Studies (eds. S. Knight and S. Tilg). Researchers in the field of Neo-Latin Studies
dedicate much of their time to considering the ways in which Renaissance and Early Modern Latin
authors used and thought about Classical models in their work. The fact that many Neo-Latin authors
considered their work to be the direct continuation of the Classical tradition—and that the language
in which they wrote was the same as their ancient models—means that Neo-Latin Studies offers many
rich examples of the reception of Classical literary forms and ideas. Despite this potential wealth of
reception material, however, studies in Reception have tended to exclude Neo-Latin authors and their
works. This panel proposes to explore the potential for closer interaction between the disciplines of
Neo-Latin and Reception Studies. We will offer three case studies from diverse areas of the Neo-Latin
world which demonstrate that critical study of the way in which Classical literary themes were
received in Neo-Latin writing—over and above the simple identification of Classical sources—yields
plentiful and complex results. In addition, we will consider some of the effects of Neo-Latin's former
separation from the study of Classical reception on our understanding of the Classical tradition.

F. Schaffenrath (Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Neo-Latin Studies), The Missing Formal Reception
of Ovid's Metamorphoses in Neo-Latin Literature
There is a surprising phenomenon to notice in Neo-Latin reception of Classical Latin epic poetry from
the Augustan period: while hundreds of Neo-Latin poems imitate Virgil's Aeneid, not only in its
function as a Roman national epic, but also in formal concerns (e.g. the poem's division into 12 books
with a Zwischenprooemium' at the beginning of Book VII), Ovid's Metamorphoses were hardly ever
the object of such formal macro-imitation.
This paper will analyze the few extant examples of imitation of the Metamorphoses, including
Friedrich Dedekind's Metamorphoses sacrae, (Schmalkalden 1565) Patrik Panter's Metamorphoses
quae in Sancta Scriptura extant (London 1651) and Ludwig Debiel's Metamorphoses Styriae (Graz
1722) and demonstrate that in the end all these poets foundered on Ovid's macrostructure. As
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possible reasons for this failure we will begin by considering the form and shape of Ovid's epic poem
as it was known at the beginning of the Modern Period—quite different to how we know the poem
today—and effect of this missing knowledge about the structure and composition of the
Metamorphoses.

W. Barton (KCL/Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Neo-Latin Studies), Changing Mountain Mentalities:
The Reception of Classical Nature Descriptions in 16th Century Switzerland
The Late Renaissance and Early Modern period saw a significant shift in attitude towards the natural
world. An important part of this mentality change was the transformation of attitudes towards the
mountains. Formerly considered frightful, threatening or, at best, uninteresting in the ancient and
mediaeval literary traditions, the mountain became the object of considerable enthusiasm in the first
half of the sixteenth century.
The first authors to write about their new interest in the mountains were a collection of Swiss
humanists, centred around key figure Conrad Gesner (1516-1565). Gesner's Epistola de Montium
Admiratione (Zurich, 1541) and Descriptio Montis Fracti (Zurich, 1555) form the core of a group of
Neo-Latin texts dedicated to describing the mountain landscape and their author's reactions to it. As
Latin authors, educated in the humanist tradition, Gesner and his fellow mountain writers drew
heavily on images and descriptions of the natural world in Classical literature. Their texts are
interspersed with quotations from and allusions to authors such as Homer and Vergil to Silius Italicus
and Lucan.
These references to the Classical literary heritage are, however, rarely straightforward and reveal
interesting information about the reception of Classical nature descriptions in the Early Modern
period. In many cases, citations from Classical authors do not transmit the same enthusiasm for
mountain scenery as the Neo-Latin texts in which they appear. Quotations are plucked from their
initial context without much care for the original sense of the passage, creating a gap between the
ancient text and its reception in the later Latin authors. The product of this gap is most interesting,
this paper will argue, when it affects the reception of an entire literary landscape in later European
literature, as is the case, for example, with Vergil's bucolic landscapes in the Eclogues.

C. Spearing (KCL), Civil War in Abraham Cowley’s Plantarum Libri Sex (1662 and 1668)
During the English Civil War, Cowley acted as a Royalist agent, but his apparent accommodation with
Cromwell’s regime in the 1650s incurred the mistrust of both sides. In the Plantarum, published in the
wake of the Restoration, he attempts to re-establish his credentials as a committed Royalist.
This paper will consider Cowley’s reception of Latin poetry on the Roman Civil War and the
establishment of the Principate, specifically that of Horace, Virgil and Lucan. It will explore Cowley’s
adoption of a Horatian pose of retirement, looking at the ambiguities and contradictions this entailed
for both poets; and will examine the development in the Plantarum of Virgil’s use of agriculture and
husbandry as political metaphor. Finally, it will compare Cowley’s Civil War narrative with that of
Lucan, arguing that Cowley’s deployment of Lucanian language and topoi represents an attempt to recast the work of his predecessor as a Royalist text.

*Of Stages and Pages: Roman Comedy in the later Republic and Empire
Panel conveners: Ruth Caston and Mathias Hanses
When we discuss the value of ‘reception studies,’ there is a tendency to think only of later periods and
to overlook the reception that was already occurring in antiquity. Even when we are interested in
ancient reception, at least in the case of Roman literature, we tend to think only of the borrowing
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from Greek models. But what about the reception of Roman literature by later Romans? Roman
comedy poses a particularly interesting case, because comedy appears to ‘die out’ not long after
Terence, and so its reception comes exclusively through other genres. With epic or satire, in contrast,
there are later works that more easily borrow and engage earlier material within the same genre. This
panel will focus on the afterlife of Roman comedy in the late Republic and Empire. The authors in
which we are interested are quite diverse in terms of both period and genre: Cicero, Seneca the Elder,
Quintilian, Juvenal, and Donatus. Despite these differences, several of these writers nonetheless raise
some of the same questions about Roman comedy and therefore provide informative contrasts,
whether for example about the dependence on Greek models or the moral import or value of the
comedies. Taken together, the papers in this panel show the way in which Roman comedy did in fact
have a kind of afterlife and impact on Roman literature. Yet at the same time that these later authors
give us some insight into how Roman comedy was viewed from within Roman literary tradition, their
reception of comedy also has importance for us today. Many of the questions they raise provide the
framework that we often unconsciously adopt ourselves. Studying them thus gives us the chance to
be more self-aware in our own approach to Roman comedy.

Ruth R. Caston (Michigan), A Roman Polonius? Terence, Cicero, and sententiae
Terence is a highly quotable author, someone whose plays were cited as often in Christian sources as
in the literature of the Republic and Empire, and in a wide variety of genres: rhetorical treatises,
oratory, satire and autobiography, among others. In particular, other writers often cited sententiae,
pithy moralizing remarks that were lifted like sound bites from the plays. It may seem as though one
of Terence’s great talents was in crafting moral platitudes. But this is a misreading of Terence, in whose
dramas these ‘one liners’ in fact played a humorous and more complex role. Terence is in fact an
original ethical thinker who probed and challenged audiences in new ways.
To illustrate this, I examine a set of Terentian sententiae quoted in Cicero, a great admirer of Terence
and an early and influential case of reception one century after his death. Critics typically claim that
Cicero ignores the original context of the lines and turns specific moments into universal situations.
But Cicero quite often includes details that evoke an entire scene and cast of characters rather than
isolated lines. Nor does he treat all sententiae as equally authoritative, but distinguishes lines spoken
by fathers from those delivered by slaves or parasites, characters whose moral principles vary
considerably. He uses these different sayings for different purposes within the contexts of his own
arguments, and so shows himself to be a careful and sensitive reader of Terence.
This use of Terence can re-direct some of our own attention as modern readers to recognize the extent
of his ethical thought. Far from formulaic platitudes, Terence’s sententiae are revealed by Cicero to
belong to deeper reflections on love, suffering, and the difference between flattery and true
friendship.

Matthew Leigh (Oxford), The Rape Plot from Comedy to Declamation
Recent scholarship has drawn attention to the ancient reception of Roman Comedy, particularly the
works of Terence, as texts for study in the schoolroom. The same boys who read the Adelphoe and
the Eunuchus with their rhetor also went on to compose rhetorical exercises centred on a central issue
within those plays: rape. Seneca, Controversiae 7. 8 deals with a conflict of laws arising from an
instance of rape.
The legal premise and the complicating circumstances are typical of the various exercises turning on
sexual violence in the Controversiae (cf. 1. 5, 3. 5, 4. 3). Yet the overlap with the presentation of rape
in Greek New Comedy and Roman Comedy is manifest and there is much to be gained by reading the
two forms against one another. As the different declaimers compete to offer the most effective
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statement of their position, elements enter into the argument that Comedy carefully edits out of its
account of the issue. Without setting out to do so, Declamation thus offers a striking exposé of what
makes Comedy’s attempts to win sympathy for the rapist so pernicious.
It will also be useful to consider the reworking of Controversiae 7. 8 at Quintilian, Minor Declamations
309. This ‘fair copy’ restores some decorum to the unruly competition for attention of the declaimers
of the Senecan exercise. In the process it also restores some of the fictions of Comedy that
Controversiae 7. 8 undermines.

Mathias Hanses (Columbia), Natio comoeda est: Juvenal’s Satires as a Re-Boot of Roman Comedy
From the first, Juvenal fashions his Satires as the logical successors to epic and tragedy. However, it
has not been emphasized that he also casts himself as the Imperial response to Republican comedy.
In Satire 1.3, Juvenal complains that recitations of fabulae togatae no longer meet the standards of
his changed times, and at 5.157-58, he notes that satire is superior to both comedy and mime. In my
paper, I use these programmatic lines as a gateway into a reading of Juvenal’s Satires as the next step
in the development (and reception) of stock-type comedy at Rome. Juvenal fully commits to the
palliata’s cast of comic types, including many a prostitute, pimp, and parasite. However, he also adds
a fresh set of moralizers, informers, and hypocritical foreigners to the dramatis personae that are
needed to fully reflect Roman realities. His third Satire perhaps best reflects this suspension between
the old and the new. Here, Umbricius leaves Rome because of a change in theatrical customs. Roman
flatterers can no longer compete with a whole Greek “tribe of comedians” (nation comoeda) who now
stage comedies (3.93-97). Not coincidentally, Umbricius himself is greying and about to rely on a
walking stick (3.26-28). He thus resembles the palliata’s pater durus who prefers the mores of
traditional Italian theater (3.171-79) and has to leave.
At the same time, ‘Juvenal’ himself remains at Rome as the pater durus’s next incarnation, especially
in the type’s combination of traditional values with obviously exaggerated anger. It is through the lens
of this half-serious, re-booted persona that a new generation of readers can make sense of their
surroundings. As a true natio comoeda, they can use Juvenal’s new cast of stock-types to impose
interpretive order on a chaotic society.

Sander Goldberg (UCLA), Menander’s Shadow
Though Cicero famously ridiculed those eruditi who preferred Menander’s plays to the Latin versions
of Caecilius and Terence (Fin. 1.4-7, cf. Acad. 1.10, Opt. gen. 18), Roman drama never forgot its
dependence on Greek models. Plautus and Terence themselves seem almost to boast of their Greek
debts (e.g. Pl. As. 10-12, T. An. 9-14), and while Horace may evoke the dilemma of Terence’s lovelorn
Phaedria (Sat. 2.3.259-71, recalling T. Eun. 46-9, 57-73), Persius clearly has the Menandrean model in
mind (Pers. 5.161-74). A century later, Aulus Gellius’ reading of Caecilius’ Plocion inspires him to call
for a text of the original by Menander (Gell. 2.23), and the exegetical tradition on which Aelius Donatus
eventually drew clearly included at least one reader of Terence eager to set his texts against those of
his Greek models. What did this persistent awareness of Greek origins mean for the reception of
palliata comedy by later Romans, and how did the legacy of that awareness shape modern critical
responses to the genre?
The case of Donatus is especially interesting: his knowledge of Menander (and Apollodorus) was
apparently secondhand, yet quotations, comparisons, and contrasts with the Greek originals are
deeply embedded in his analysis of the Latin texts. For what purpose, and with what result? This paper
has a dual aim. It will first look closely at two of Donatus’ extended notes, those on the famous opening
scene of Eunuchus at 46 and on an apparent ‘error’ in translation by Terence at 689, to illustrate the
kinds of questions that interested Donatus and how awareness of Terence’s model informed his
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answers. The paper will then consider how modern critics used the comparative material Donatus
provides for somewhat different purposes, with far-reaching effects from which the study of Roman
comedy has only recently recovered.

Performance and technology
Tatiana Bur (Sydney), Mechanical Miracles: Ancient Automata and Festival Processions
This paper examines technology in paratheatrical forms of entertainment and in particular explores
the sensory experience of viewing automata in religious processions. Excluding stage machinery which
is well represented in modern scholarship, entertainment technology has been almost entirely
excluded from the discourse on ancient festivals. Denard (2007) is one of the rare scholars who has
urged that extra-canonical theatre and performance traditions in classical antiquity be introduced into
the discourse on ancient performance.
Work on automata similarly ignores the performative context within which ancient automata were
known to have been used. Scholarship which does make mention of these machines is plagued by a
misguided undervaluing of ancient technological capabilities and scepticism about reported ‘marvels’,
or else restrictively presents automata as gadgets used merely to illustrate mechanical principles to
its ancient viewers.
The present investigation firstly recontextualises ancient automata by examining the evidence for the
use of these machines in the ritualised and public performative space of the festival procession, from
Demetrius’ mechanical snail of the Dionysia in 308/7 BC and the mechanised statue of Nysa in the
parade of Ptolemy II, through to the automated Panathenaic ship of Herodes Atticus in AD 143. It is
within this performative arena that we can better understand the way in which automata were
deployed as performances in their own right, where spectators were captivated by the combination
of movement, sound and at times even smell, heat and material textures that these machines
miraculously produced. The paper looks at the sensory experience of viewing automata to help come
to an understanding of how the symbolic and aesthetic value of the machines might have been
conceptualised by the spectators and to come to a fuller picture of the use of automata in ancient
religious festivals.

Florence Yoon (UBC) and Lucy Jackson (KCL), Mute masks and potential people in Greek Tragedy (to
be presented by Lucy Jackson)
Silent figures appear in most tragedies, sometimes in crucial roles, yet their contribution to ancient
Greek dramaturgy is rarely discussed. As a class they are relegated to the bottom of the spectrum of
characters, and the complexity of their use is overlooked. By considering these silent figures (the kōfa
prosōpa) as the least important of characters, we fail to appreciate them as the most important of
props.
This paper seeks first to challenge the anachronistic assumption that the real-world categories of
people and objects must map directly onto the theatrical categories of characters and props. It shall
be shown that silent figures perform the same wide range of actual functions as props in Greek
Tragedy. Like conventional props, silent figures can be best defined in relation to two adjacent and
potentially overlapping categories of stage objects – set and costume – as against the categories of
characters, who are endowed with traits such as agency and personality.
However, this reconfiguration of what it means to be a character or prop should be taken further. The
potential for any apparently silent figure to speak reveals the artificiality of any binary opposition
between characters and props. The potential voice allows a figure to be located between the two
categories, most effectively demonstrated by the depiction of Iole in Sophocles’Trachiniae and the
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title character of Euripides’ Alcestis. In these examples, external dramatic convention (i.e. the limited
number of speaking actors) is set against the reality of the internal world of the play, in which other
characters acknowledge that a silent figure could, should, but won't speak. Such cases demonstrate
the full potential of kōfa prosōpa in achieving dramatic tension and momentum, and the need for a
re-evaluation of both the definitions of and the interactions between the categories of person/object
and character/prop.

Pantelis Michelakis (Bristol), Epic Muses and tragic gods from the machine: art, religion, technology
Media are often perceived as performing their work most effectively when they go unnoticed, when
they are used as unobtrusive instruments, as languages thought to be universal, or as immersive
environments in the backdrop of artistic activity. This aesthetic of immediacy is fundamental both to
the instrumental use of media and to the way in which media are invested with the power of revealing,
a power often demonstrated through the access they promise to the real or the beyond. The Muses
of archaic epic and the gods from the machine of the tragic theatre are both sources that provide
access to knowledge hidden from ordinary mortals. At the same time, the epic Muse turns the bard
into an invisible but powerful medium, just as the tragic god from the machine can rescue not just
dramatic characters but also the play and the dramatist as well. The powerful presence of the god
from the machine is reduced by Aristotle (and others) to an artificial plot device. The transparency of
the epic bard is reduced by Plato’s Socrates to a passive instrument. In both cases issues related to
technologies of knowledge production and transmission are fundamental to how an art form works
and how it associates its power with the supernatural. In both cases, ancient criticism takes up the
task of exposing the nature of such technologies as instrumental. By contrast to ancient criticism, this
paper takes its cue from Martin Heidegger to argue that ‘the more questioningly we ponder the
essence of technology, the more mysterious the essence of art becomes.’

Perception in Ancient Literature and Philosophy
Daniel Anderson (Cambridge), On the Priority of Sight: Juxtaposition, Metaphor, Abstraction
There is a clear valuation of sight over the other senses for the Greek mind and indeed in much of
Western thought. Vision is privileged even and especially when the faculty of sight is missing, at which
point external vision is replaced by inner sight, rather than compensation by the other senses. We see
this in literature in the connection of blindness and wisdom, in linguistics in the connection between
verbs of sight and verbs of knowing, in philosophy with Plato’s metaphor of the sun or Aristotle’s
theory of knowledge. We know of diachronic changes in ancient cultures of viewing; of text as image
and, to a lesser extent, of image as text. But why is vision given priority over the other senses in the
first place? I will argue for a connection between sight and abstraction which becomes an explicit issue
in Greek thought to a certain extent, but whose specific difference over the other senses, namely its
capacity to distinguish multiplicity and by this difference itself, is the precondition of this abstraction.
Thus, my proposal is 1) to show the priority/privileging of sight over the other senses, and 2) to
investigate vision as a precondition for abstraction, through a notion of both temporal and physical
unity and difference rooted in the visual. A number of implicit and explicit metaphors connecting
knowledge with sight control and justify what knowledge comes to mean. I will concern myself with a
variety of sources and approaches in part 1), including passages from Pindar and Heraclitus; I will
concentrate on philosophic texts in part 2), and in particular, the interconnected discussions of optics,
knowledge and divination in Plato’s Timaeus.
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Pamela Zinn (TCD), Lucretius On Sensory Disruption
Epicurean scholarship has been reinvigorated by the growing interest in ancient conceptualizations of
sensory experience. For Lucretius, representing the experience is inextricably bound up with
representing the process - i.e. how the senses work, or not, in humans and (other) animals. The
reliability of perception is a major problem in Epicurean epistemology. The dictum of Epicurus, that all
aithēseis are alētheis, is the cornerstone of scholarly discussions, e.g. by Asmis, Konstan, Striker, and
Taylor. Fowler, Furley, and Sedley, among others, contextualize its development vis-à-vis debates with
other schools - particularly the Sceptics - on the possibilities of knowledge. Gale also links it to
Lucretius' rationalization of myth and general challenge to religio. Such scholarship notes well that,
according to the Epicurean paradigm, when one seems to perceive the ʻunrealʼ, it is not perception
which errs, but judgment. This paper asks: Why not perception; can the senses ever lie? It reconsiders
from a mechanistic point of view Lucretiusʼ account of the relationship between what we perceive,
what we think we perceive, and ʻobjective realityʼ. Regarding each living creature as a dynamic system,
the paper explores the ways in which oneʼs senses are affected when the normal operating conditions
of that system break down. On the basis of underlying physiological causes and mechanisms common
to all living creatures, it argues that, according to Lucretius, genuine failures of perception are not
impossible but merely exceptional. It also explains how Lucretiusʼ treatment of major physical
disruptions to the system - such as trauma, sickness, and drunkenness - alter oneʼs sensory experience
and incorporates this into the poemʼs epistemological framework. In the process, the paper sheds
further light on the nature of the faculty of sensus and its relationship to both the animus-anima
complex and the rest of the body, as represented in De rerum natura.

Giulia Fanti (Cambridge), Ab sensibus esse creatam notitiem veri (DRN IV.478-9): A Poem shaped by
sensations
Inuenies primis ab sensibus esse creatam | notitiem ueri neque sensus posse refelli (IV.478-9):
according to Epicureanism, perceptions are the first step in order to achieve the knowledge of what
we are sorrounded by, of the cosmos and of all its components. It is from the senses that the concept
of truth has come in the first instance: therefore, Lucretius seems to shape his didactic lesson to the
relevance of perceptions, and, consequently, to the importance of a gradual learning process. The
poet must have strongly felt the need of teaching his audience how to avoid false perceptions, which
are the first cause of the collapse of reason, as if that of a building, when the initial measures are
warped (IV. 513-21). It is striking to note that the poet addresses his reader mainly with verbs of
perceiving, thinking and believing, which identify the main steps towards the proper knowldge. Not
accidentally, the imperative which occurs with the highest frequency is percipe, coherent with the
theory of empiricism, the foundation of scientific inference according to Epicureanism. In particular,
uidere is the channel through which the images coming from the outside world (simulacra) can be
acknowledged, sifted (cernere) and, eventually, categorized, either as true or false (credere and / or
putare). The present paper aims to analyse, starting from textual evidence, how Lucretius, didactic
poet and philosopher at the same time, manages to lead his pupil ex apertis in obscura: perceptions
are what the disciple needs to detect in the first instance, in order to be able to go beyond them. What
will emerge is how the whole teaching and learning process (e.g. Lucretius’ capability to rebuke the
pupil on the basics, to grant him the change to take the floor when in the fullness of time) are regulated
and shaped on their essentiality.
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Calypso Nash (Oxford), Perception, the Refutation of Materialism and Poetic Reality in Virgil’s
Aeneid
This paper will analyze visions (e.g. Hector at V.A.2.270ff; Mercury at 4.265ff; the fake Aeneas at
10.633ff.) that appear to characters in the Aeneid using the philosophical theories of perception
articulated by the Stoic and Epicurean schools of the 1st c. BC.
I will aim to show that Virgil is purposefully engaging with these ‘philosophical’ themes in his poem.
This will involve looking for inter-textual allusions, and mapping the stages and mechanisms of
perception described in the philosophical sources onto Virgil’s text. I will show how we can draw
‘literary’ conclusions, for example concerning a character’s moral responsibility for decisions
encouraged by the vision, using these ‘philosophical’ tools of analysis.
I would like to use this analysis to further suggest that Virgil’s poetry, and the ‘images’, ‘impressions’
and ideas that the text has the power to conjure for the reader, poses a conscious challenge to the
materialistic theories of perception and imagination with which he engages. Contrary to the
arguments of both Stoics and Epicureans, which base our ability to imagine and conceptualize on
(conscious or unconscious) combinations of prior sensory experience, Virgil’s poetry shows that words
can create mental images of things we have never encountered, with an ontological and lasting reality
that rivals that of the ‘real world’.

Political participation
Christopher Farrell (Exeter), Re-assessing our Approach to Classical Oligarchy and Ancient Greek
Political Thought
`The ancient conflict between democracy and oligarchy continues to captivate scholars of the ancient
world and modern political science. Yet the present communis opinio unwittingly continues debates
that originated in the modern cultural conflict between classical ‘Liberalism’ and ‘classical
Conservatism’ since the eighteenth century. The triumph of classical Liberalism is perhaps most
apparent in the present political climate in which academics decree in passing that ‘everyone’ is
‘democrat’, and this seldom defined ‘democracy’ is acknowledged as a ‘universal’ good. Particularly in
the wake of the Second World War this broader shift towards democracy enabled, if not prompted, L.
Gernet and A.H.M Jones to propose a recreation of theories of ancient democracy largely because
they were troubled by the apparent dominance of aristocratic/oligarchic ideology and the absence of
‘democratic’ perspectives. Their proposals, and with them, subsequent scholarship on Greece,
coincided with the expansion of ‘liberal’ ideology also fostered in Lovejoy’s creation of the Journal of
the History of Ideas in 1940. Parsons observed that the new discipline found support because it was
‘useful to anti-communism (and anti-fascism) movements’ and was utilised as a weapon for the
proliferation of ‘Western’, i.e., ‘liberal’, democratic values. Thereafter the exploration of the ancient
ideological conflict between oligarchy and democracy has proven decidedly one-sided. Such modern
cultural expectations demonstrate our greatest collective bias to objectively evaluating the political
theory and conflicts evident in our extant Classical sources. In order to refocus the debate and call
attention to our own biases and expectations, the proposed paper re-examines the moral/political
language highlighted in the study of ancient Greek political thought, their appropriation in modern
political discourse, as well as how such appropriations and the application of anachronisms to ancient
political discourse, e.g. right-wing/left-wing, subsequently have shaped the study of ancient
oligarchy/political thought.

Daniel Unruh (Cambridge), Speaking Citizen, Speaking Tyrant: Communication with Monarchs in
Herodotus' Histories
Herodotus' Histories are full of encounters between citizens of Greek city-states and absolute
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monarchs. Exiles and physicians, official ambassadors and wandering sages, a wide range of Greek
citizens find themselves at the courts of kings and tyrants. These encounters often reveal the difficulty
that citizens and monarchs have in communicating with one another. The world of the polis, with its
principles of equal shares in government, collective deliberation and citizen autonomy, is not easily
understood by absolute rulers used to a fundamentally hierarchical society. In this talk, I will explore
how Herodotus depicts Greek citizens attempting to bridge the gulf of understanding between polis
and monarchy.
Herodotus presents two paradigms of how citizens can interact with monarchs. In the first, one can
hold fast to the values of the polis and "speak citizen", addressing monarchs as equals and praising
Greek collective government over absolute monarchy. Such παρρησία--"frank" or "fearless" speech-seems to win Herodotus' approval in principle. But the historian also shows it as largely ineffectual:
monarchs are incapable of understanding the language of the civic community, and respond to it with
amusement, irritation or simple bafflement.
In the second paradigm, citizens can adapt their discourse to fit the monarch's idiom, speaking and
acting in terms that an autocrat finds comprehensible. This approach is shown to be much more
effective on a practical level, and the Greek citizens who employ it generally achieve their aims. This
practice, however, has a destructive effect on the citizen in question: in learning to "speak tyrant",
citizens begin to think like tyrants as well, becoming absorbed into the monarchic world and losing
their identity as autonomous Greek citizens.

Andrew Worley (Exeter), Critical Mass? Silencing non-elite speech in Roman historiography
Roman historiography abounds with instances of non-elites engaging in speech with their social
superiors: the mutineer Percennius in Tacitus Ann. i.17; the townsfolk of Sebaste at the death of Herod
Agrippa in Josephus A.J. xix.357; the numerous double-entendres received to popular acclaim in
Suetonius. Yet for all this inclusion, their treatment differs to the presentation of elite speech. A
character such as Percennius is not given the rhetorically crafted speech of an elite within the pages
of Tacitus; what the people of Sebaste said is a mystery; the repeated or praised double-entendres
are merely echoes of the original line delivered on-stage.
This paper aims to consider the reason behind the inclusion of such instances of non-elite speech and
to consider some of techniques of elite authors in silencing the episodes. The consistent de-voicing of
the non-elite within the elite spaces of both public assembly and the page is part of a considered
selective utilization of the masses to serve an elite agenda. From Cicero’s definition on the usage of
popular opinion in pro Sestio to Herodian’s treatment of the usurper Maximinus, the voice of the nonelite is repeatedly defined as subservient to elite speech and aims. Only by considering the context
and content of these episodes can we begin to understand why elites chose to highlight by inclusion
the speech of those they deliberately exclude.

David J. Colwill (Cardiff), Self-display, disfigurement and militaristic ideology: the body of M.
Servilius
Livy 45 .35-39 and Plutarch Life of Aemilius Paulus 31 .1-32 .1 relate an incident in 167 bce, in which
M. Servilius Geminus Pulex (cos. 202) attempts to break a political deadlock regarding the vote to
grant a triumph to Aemilius Paulus. Addressing soldiers within the assembled citizenry who are
following the disruptive lead of Servius Sulpicius Galba, Servilius strips back his clothing to reveal the
numerous scars he has received from years of service in the Roman army. When he accidentally
reveals a tumour about the groin he opens himself to ridicule from the assembled spectators, only to
retort that he received this too from excessive horse use in service of the state. His intervention clears
the way for a positive vote.
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Servilius’ scars/disfigurement are a proof of his history of participation in warfare, specifically framing
them as the right kind of scars (e.g. front of body) to attest to ideologically approved manner of
involvement. Some scars or other disfigurements (e.g. tumour about the groin) risked negative values
being applied. The verbal narrative frames the values given to the disfigurements, legitimating them
within an ideologically intelligible construct of military service. The scarred body is tangible and
textured, Servilius comparing himself to Galba’s “sleekness” (i.e. effeminacy), a material and somatic
form of commemoration. This would have been applicable to the assembled rank and file soldiers
being addressed, who had fewer forms of external remembrance available to them. Servilius
successfully exhorts that audience to action in service of the state, transmuting the virtue of battle to
another form of societal obligation, in this case passing the vote for Paulus’ triumph. Servilius’ selfdisplay reiterates, enforces and replicates ideologies of imperialism and militarism.

Political Receptions
Gary Morrison (Canterbury, NZ), Allusions to Antiquity: New Zealand and the Hellespont
The classical world resonates in twentieth century accounts of WW1, in particular in records of the
Gallipoli campaign due no doubt to its location. This though is only the beginning; classical allusions
also permeate the official accounts of both Australia and Britain and are an important part of the
heroic imagery. Recent scholarship explores these links, consider Chris Mackie’s ‘Hell and Helle at the
Dardanelles’ (McInnis, D.; Parisot, E. and Wilkinson, J.L. (eds.), Refashioning Myth (2011) 187-200);
and Sarah Midford’s ‘Constructing the “Australian Iliad”: Ancient Heroes and ANZAC Diggers in the
Dardanelles’ (Melbourne Historical Journal Special Issue (2011) 59-79). Jenny Macleod in her book
Reconsidering Gallipoli demonstrates the classical associations in the Australian historiographical
record of the ANZAC legend (esp. Pp. 7ff), and (the different, albeit classically linked) British focus.
Macleod also makes it clear that the ANZAC legend equates to “Australian” imagery, and that little
work has been done on the New Zealand component of the legend (cf. n.20 p. 20). This certainly
appears to be the case with classical inferences or associations not given the same prominence or
recognition in New Zealand War accounts. In fact, there is no analysis of Classical allusions in either
New Zealand records, or the diaries/letters of New Zealand war participants.
This paper begins the process of addressing these omissions by analysing the diaries of participants,
beginning with those of Prof. (Lieutenant Colonel) Hugh Stewart. A distinguished New Zealand officer
and author (The New Zealand Division 1916-19: A Popular History Based on Official Records) Hugh
Stewart was also a Classicist. In 1912 he was appointed Professor of Classics, Canterbury University
College, New Zealand, a post to which he returned in 1920. In 1926 his academic career takes him
back to the UK, first to the University of Leeds and then to University College Nottingham. Through
the records of Hugh Stewart and other New Zealand war participants we will look at Classical
references, observations and allusions. In doing so we link New Zealand and the Hellespont, and
suggest that by recognising classical allusion we have another way of viewing and interpreting events
in New Zealand history.

Obert Bernard Mlambo (Zimbabwe), Classics and the Politics of colonial administration: The case of
southern Rhodesia in the 1920s
This paper explores the uses of classical allusions by the British colonial administrators in the 1920s in
Southern Rhodesia (modern Zimbabwe). It advances the argument that the thinking that underpinned
their ‘native policy’ was determined by their perceptions of African culture, aspirations, and potential,
and their own aspirations for the indigenous populations. Seeing local Africans through the lenses of
the classics as “ancient Britons” was also attractive to white settlers in that they could cast themselves
as the civilizing Romans, bringing order and culture to a barbarous, albeit promising, people. Classical
education was the education among most of the white settlers who had some knowledge of Latin and
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Greek. The story of Julius Caesar’s “veni, vidi, vici,” had a wide currency. It provided a ready framework
for situating their own claims to be “civilized,” and reinforced a worldview in which the pax Britannica
was the direct descendant of the pax Romana. I argue that, the point was not so much to provide
accurate parallels as to find accessible ways to speak about policy conflicts, and to draw rhetorical
power from suggesting a classical precedent. This was a private conversation among whites. As a
result, speaking with Southern Rhodesian Africans in the 1920s, administrators, farmers, and
missionaries did not clearly hear the local voices, but heard echoes from somewhere in the
Mediterranean, sometime between the birth of Homer and the death of Christ. Classical allusions
were particularly popular among missionaries and those of the administration who had had a good
grounding in Latin and Greek. In part, they were a way of adding authority to an argument by pulling
intellectual rank, and no real attempt to demonstrate a genuine cultural connection between Africans
and "Classical" peoples. This paper therefore traces the consequences of this habit of thought and
how it influenced the emergence of a local ethnography.

Jasmine Hunter Evans (Exeter), Recovering Radical Reception: Welsh Nationalism’s Claim that
‘Rome is our Mother’
In the early twentieth century, the decline of the Welsh language, the military acquisition of Welsh
land and the Anglocentric attitudes of English and Welsh politicians, engendered a reactionary wave
of Welsh nationalism. This new movement, converging around Plaid Cymru from 1925, fought for the
belief that Wales was a nation with a cultural heritage and identity distinct from England. In defending
this position key figures of the movement – including the historian Arthur Wade Wade-Evans, two
presidents of Plaid Cymru, Saunders Lewis and Gwynfor Evans, and literary advocates of the Welsh
cause such as David Jones – all argued that ‘the Welsh are Romans’. Taking these writers as case
studies, this paper will reveal how their defence of modern Welsh culture was founded on the belief
that only the Welsh, out of all the peoples of Britain, had preserved their Roman inheritance. The
contention of this paper is that Welsh nationalists, through receiving Rome in this way, directly
challenged established forms of Roman reception and promoted a drastic revision of British history.
Since the early decades of the nineteenth century, politicians had consistently envisaged the Roman
Empire as the forefather of the British Empire with analogies used to defend foreign policy,
imperialism, and expansion. By intentionally re-receiving Rome in direct contrast to this discourse,
Welsh nationalists radically questioned England’s right to claim any relationship with Rome.
Moreover, in redefining Rome as their progenitor, or ‘mother’, nationalists reimagined Wales as a
proud ancient civilization so as to deliberately undermine the pervasive image of the ancient Welsh
people as barbaric Celts justly subjugated by the civilized Anglo-Saxon forbears of the English. Through
their innovative, provocative, yet critically overlooked, acts of reception, Welsh nationalists aimed to
radically challenge the historical basis of English superiority and recover Rome as the foundation of
Welsh nationhood.

Ayelet Haimson Lushkov (UT-Austin), Reception Without the Classics? The Case of Cricket
This paper explores cricket reportage as an example of classical reception. Expanding on the work of
e.g., Lowe and Shahabudin 2009 on popular entertainment, I argue that cricket’s reportage reflects a
little explored strand of classical reception centered on structural resonances and resemblances rather
than intuitively ‘classical’ objects, such as contemporary adaptations of myths or ancient historical
events.
Cricket makes for an attractive case study not least in its historical connection to the classics as a
marker of both class and imperial ideology (e.g. Baucom 1999, Greenwood 2009, Malcolm 2013,
Sandiford 1994). It thus both replicates and de-familiarizes some of the now standard themes of
classical reception: marker of cultural caché, veneration of nostalgia and tradition, and a locus for
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contestation of imperial anxieties. Against this background, I focus on two main examples: the
masculinity debate surrounding the Bodyline Ashes series of 1932/33, and more recently, the ban on
Stuart Broad’s image and name in the Brisbane Courier-Mail for the 2013/14 Ashes series. In neither
case, I argue, is deliberate allusion to the classics at issue, yet both cases furnish good examples of
classical motifs: respectively, a discourse of masculinity stretching back to Herodotus (e.g., Hdt. 8.88;
cf. Jayasena 2007, Mangan and McKenzie 2000), and a tradition of praeteritive memory sanctions
familiar from, e.g., the damnatio memoriae suffered by Geta (cf. Flower 2006).
I conclude by exploring some of the possibilities these readings raise beyond the topical affinity of
classics and cricket. Theoretically, they re-appropriate structuralist and ‘strong’ intertextualist theory
in the mode of Barthes and Kristeva to underscore the role of classical reception within a more
capacious history of literary and cultural forms. Institutionally, moreover, such readings bring new
cultural objects and practices under the purview of the discipline of classics and emphasize the wideranging applicability of the discipline’s critical and analytical discourse.

Pygmalions
Lizzy Allman (Bristol), Ovid's Pygmalion: Reading fragments of narrative
In this paper I will examine one of Ovid's most celebrated stories, that of Pygmalion and his statue
(Metamorphoses 10.243-97), with specific focus on the role of the reading process within the episode,
exploring how readers construct meaning from a fragmented narrative. The predominant view of
Pygmalion in contemporary scholarship is that he acts as a figure for Ovid as artist and author of the
Metamorphoses, and that the creation of Pygmalion's ivory statue subsequently serves as a metaphor
for Ovid's own creative process. However, in this paper I argue that Pygmalion is more importantly a
reader who reads (and misreads) his own work of art. I will argue that Pygmalion's statue is fragmented
both physically (in pieces of ivory) and poetically. Given that the greater part of the narrative on the
act of viewing – or as I argue, reading – rather than on the act of creation, I aim to show how Pygmalion
'pieces together' the fragments of his statue, as a metaphor for reading the text, a figure for the
construction of its meaning. The story of the statue's vivification is thus revealed to be the story of
Pygmalion's ‘reading’ (or misreading) of his statue. I hope to demonstrate through my own close
reading of this episode the importance of the role of fragmentation within the reading process, and
how within Ovid's Metamorphoses readers are directed to construct meaning from fragments of
narrative.

Paula James (OU), Don’t look now: Have we exhausted Pygmalion’s statue on screen?
This presentation addresses the challenge of interpreting Ovid's multi-layered myth (Metamorphoses,
Book 10) through cinematic and television texts and asking whether the story of Pygmalion's perfect
woman is no more than a cultural mnemonic when a made over or manufactured human being makes
her appearance on screen, in which case Ovid is pretty much out of the picture. However his narrative
has been filtered and layered by centuries of poetry, prose, painting and in the medium of the moving
image, not just because he invites the reader to become the viewer or voyeur but because the
animated statue has become a metaphor for creators of illusion in fact and fantasy. There are many
aspects of this material girl who has morphed from bone and stone (ivory and marble) through plastic
and silicone, to celluloid and the microchip. Not only do these substances symbolise and embody life,
death, illusion and the boundaries in between, the process and its consequences invariably prompt
questions about the ethics and aesthetics of producing the perfect woman. In movies about madeover, manufactured and virtual women the uncanny creature might co-operate with or supplant
Pygmalion and effect her own transformation. I shall explore less travelled trails set up in the reception
of the Pygmalion myth on screen, which allow us to refresh our view of Ovid's text, from the written
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girlfriend we find in the film, Ruby Sparks, to cinematic preoccupations with regaining the lost ideal,
which lurks behind Ovid's choice of Orpheus as the narrator of the Pygmalion story.

Patricia Salzman-Mitchell (Montclair), Ruby Sparks. A Female retelling of Pygmalion’s myth.
In 1992 Amy Richlin wondered what one should do with male-biased texts: “Throw them out, take
them apart, find female based ones instead.” These questions are useful when approaching the 2012
film Ruby Sparks, in which a young author writes up a girl and falls in love with her. Ruby comes to life
and the film foregrounds many of the themes present in the Pygmalion myth, such as the love of
creation and the narcissism, isolation and controlling power of the artist. This paper discusses how
these themes are reworked in the film but will focus specifically on the created girl. The writer, director
and actress is, interestingly, a woman, Zoe Kazan, which encourages us to explore how she and we as
audience can read the ancient male-biased Pygmalion myth with a female perspective.
While at the beginning Calvin allows Ruby freedom and individuality, soon he begins to intervene and
change her as she acquires more agency and subjectivity of her own. Gradually, his darkest controlling
tendencies become apparent to the point of making her do denigrating acts. Nevertheless, Calvin
finally sets Ruby free from his writing. The ending of the film is less promising, when months later
Calvin re-encounters a Ruby look alike, yet her memories have been wiped out. She is now a blank
page in which the relationship can be newly inscribed and, one suspects, the cycle of male oppression
renewed.
So, can we look for female subjectivity despite the overarching male weight of the myth? How can we
resist traditional readings of the tale? (Fetterly, 1978). Or, like Liveley (1999), try to find hints of female
agency? Unlike Ovid’s ivory maiden, Ruby does voice her plight and we are able to focalize with the
girl as victim and object of desire and thus take apart the male orientation of Ovid’s narrative.

*Reconsidering the impact and importance of the Antonine plague
Panel convenor: Colin P. Elliott (Washington and Lee)
While historians generally agree that Eutropius’ description of a supposed pandemic in the midsecond century AD (8.12) is scandalously overblown (‘there occurred so destructive a pestilence that
at Rome, and throughout Italy and the provinces, the greater part of the inhabitants, and almost all
the troops, sunk under the disease’), the paucity of sources for the Antonine plague has encouraged
historians to speculate about its cause(s), mortality rate, geographic extent and lasting influence upon
the Mediterranean basin and beyond.
This panel has been convened to reconsider the Antonine plague by employing an entirely different
set of questions than those which have dominated the discussion since interest in the subject was
renewed in the mid-1990s. Can the guesswork involved in estimating mortality be minimized using
social-scientific methodology? How does a pandemic narrative fit within the larger historiography of
the ‘decline and fall’ of the Roman Empire? It is possible for disease to inform our understanding of
the structure of the Roman economy and society?
Examining such questions (and others) not only illuminates the circumstances of the Antonine plague
itself, but impacts upon some of the foundational debates currently under discussion among scholars
of Classical Antiquity. These issues include the use of alternative (even anti-historical) methodologies,
the employment of comparative evidence, the application of quantitative analysis in the absence of
statistical evidence and the narrative function of disease in ancient and modern historiography.
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Colin Elliott (Washington and Lee), Disease and the diagnosis of the Roman economy
Historical narratives which concern the Antonine plague typically reflect and reinforce the established
story of the Roman economy: there was significant economic growth in the centuries leading up to a
peak under the Nerva-Antonies which was followed by a precipitous decline in the third century AD.
The Antonine plague serves this economic narrative as both cause and effect. On the one hand, the
‘plague’ (if such a term is warranted) is seen as perhaps the calamitous catalyst for economic
contraction due to massive mortality among labourers. On the other hand, the Antonine plague is a
convenient witness that the Roman economy had reached its ‘carrying capacity’ (in Malthusian terms)
and its budding capitalism, in the form of long-distance trade networks, city-based economies and low
transaction costs, invited and encouraged disease epidemics. Should it surprise us that
historiographical hindsight temps us to find a cause for the ‘Crisis of the Third Century’ in the period
which immediately preceded it?
The glaring circularity of the established narrative has yet to be addressed by scholars. In an attempt
to generate new narratives and new questions, this paper explores the possibility that disease may in
fact be a useful heuristic device for understanding the nature of the Roman economy. It argues that it
need not be assumed that the Roman economy was a well-integrated, functioning and rapidly clearing
free-market and that, therefore, sudden changes apparently require catastrophic explanations. In fact,
could it have been the case that the Roman economy was much like many other pre-industrial, noncapitalistic, agriculture-based economies – highly susceptible to even minor changes in population,
climate and demography? In other words, mortality need not have been very high at all to have
impacted those parts of the Roman world which experienced outbreaks of disease in the mid to late
second century AD.

Myles Lavan (St Andrews), Quantifying the demographic impact of the Antonine plague
This paper draws on techniques developed to analyse uncertainty in the natural sciences to offer a
new perspective on the demographic impact of the Antonine plague.
Estimating the impact of the plague on the population of the empire is essential both to an assessment
of its wider impact (economic, social, etc) and to an understanding of the long-term demographic
history of the empire. Yet any attempt to quantify the demographic impact of the Antonine plague is
immediately beset by the proliferation of uncertain variables. We do not know (i) the population level
on the eve of the plague, (ii) the duration of the plague, (iii) the annual mortality rate or (iv) the scale
of the fertility response in the aftermath – to mention only the four most important. All of these
variables are individually highly uncertain. Collectively they make it impossible to produce a robust
point estimate of the overall demographic impact.
In the face of such multidimensional uncertainty, we need a more sophisticated approach to
quantitative analysis. This paper uses Monte Carlo methods (a workhorse of the natural sciences) to
produce a probabilistic estimate. In contrast with standard techniques, which can only model a single
scenario and cannot produce any measure of how likely that scenario is, a probabilistic approach
simulates tens of thousands of different possible scenarios in order to estimate the likelihood of all
possible outcomes. The result is a probability distribution of possible outcomes rather than a single
point estimate.

Christer Bruun (Toronto), What is so special about the Antonine plague?
The debate about the impact of Antonine plague, which took off with renewed vigour some twenty
years ago, continues to generate attention both from scholars and the public at large. This paper
discusses three issues related to this debate. First, the scholarly reasons for the focus on the events in
the late Antonine period are analyzed, with the result that certain general motives can be identified,
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which lie outside the narrowly defined area of the study of ancient diseases and instead, for instance,
have to do with the various models for explaining the decline of Rome. Second, the paper briefly
comments on the various clusters of evidence that have caused scholars to attribute an extraordinarily
great importance to the Antonine plague, sounding a somewhat more cautious note. Third, the paper
situates the Antonine plague in the context of other plagues that our Roman literary sources inform
us about, such as the Neronian plague (Tac. ann. 16.13), and asks whether scholars ought not to pay
more attention to these events, and, as a consequence, need to ridimensionate the impact attributed
to the events of the Antonine period.
Throughout the paper close attention will be paid to the value that should be attributed to the various
sources used by ancient historians, be they literary, epigraphic, or archaeological, with special focus
on the use of arguments from silence.

Neville Morley (Bristol), Response

*The Renewal of Reception
Panel convener: Adam Lecznar (Bristol)
In the 2013 essay ‘Reception - a new humanism?’, Charles Martindale defines classical reception
afresh for the twenty-first century as a dialogue between antiquity and modernity: ‘dialogic reception
energizes the classics, and illuminates antiquity.’ Such an idea responds to the fact that reception has,
for its short disciplinary life, been a subsidiary of classics. But we are now seeing the arrival of a new
generation that has been aware of reception from an early stage, and which has begun to think about
the relationship between antiquity and modernity in different terms and without the guiding
imperative to illuminate classical texts. This panel will raise questions about what reception might look
like if it loosens its ties to the dialogic model, and focuses instead on analysing classical references in
post-classical literature without any expectation that this analysis should influence our understanding
of ancient texts.
This panel tries to show what this ‘New Reception’ might look like and the patterns across history that
it can shed light on. The four papers invite broad discussions about the relationship of classical
literature to new forms of communication and cultural expression in different eras: the Greek epigram
and printing, Plato and Edwardian plays and novels, antiquity and modernism, Ovid and television.
The papers form two pairs that show first the way in which new technologies have created new
receptions, and second the theoretical possibilities that can be read out of such innovations. The
ultimate aim of the panel is to reflect on the scholarly practice of classical reception and to consider
how it might look different with an emphasis on the tight enmeshment of ancient texts in the fabric
of their cultural, social and intellectual contexts.

Camilla Temple (Bristol), Spenser’s emblematic characters: the reception of the Greek epigram in
The Faerie Queene
The Elizabethan poet Edmund Spenser’s epic The Faerie Queene is embroidered with characters
representing abstract values, such as Time or Opportunity, sporting a plethora of symbolic attributes
in a style more akin to visual allegory. But while they are burdened with symbolism, they also come
up against the demands of their newfound role in an epic poem, interacting with other characters and
straining against the yoke of pre-ordained significance. This paper argues that Spenser depended for
his innovative use of allegory on the Greek epigram, mediated in a variety of suggestive ways. To read
Spenser and the Greek epigram together is also to appreciate the rich possibilities that allegory offers
to poetic voice.
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There is an uncanny resemblance between Spenser’s characters and those voices from the Greek
epigrams who actively play with their dual existence as allegorical figures, and in-the-world statues or
artworks. Take, for example, the little statue of Icarus who is warned not to fall into the baths for fear
of repeating the fate of his mythological forebear.
A number of Spenser’s characters originate with the illustrations in Andrea Alciati’s Emblematum liber
(1531). This was the founding model for the influential Renaissance format: the emblem book. The
poems in this book have a complex history but by far the most significant source (at least in terms of
numbers, and I will suggest, in terms of voice and form) is the Greek Anthology, a vast collection of
Greek epigrams. I argue that Alciati’s translations of the Greek epigrams into Latin, translations which
form the foundations of the emblem book, are vividly creative and unlock the possibility of playful
self-awareness in relation to a wide variety of allegorical traditions, a new opportunity that Spenser
was to capitalise on in his own poetic style.

Rhiannon Easterbrook (Bristol), The Home as The Cave: Platonic truth and domesticity in Edwardian
literature
In Plato, ideas are children of the mind. When philosophy is seen as a maternal process, what value
does this place on the role of the real-life mother and domesticity? This paper argues that, in the era
of the New Woman, when the debate about women’s roles in society was becoming increasingly
public, both Harley Granville-Barker’s play Waste (1907) and Emily Hilda Young’s novel Yonder (1912)
are “subterranean” receptions of Platonic thought that present a tension between interpersonal
duties constructed according to gender roles and self actualisation through the pursuit of objective
truth.
Banned for referring to abortion, Waste shows Henry Trebell, a man of ideas, failing to create the
utopian society he reasons as best when an affair with a married woman threatens his reputation.
Granville-Barker, who collaborated with Gilbert Murray on staging Greek tragedies, portrays a man
with similarities to a philosopher-king and Plato. Trebell’s attitude to British institutions as
instrumental goods and his own intellectual detachment from the everyday feelings and thoughts of
humanity put him at odds with his contemporaries, including his pregnant mistress, and leads to his
downfall. His offspring’s abortion mirrors his failure to give birth to his ideals.
Feminist author Young also presents a tension between the love of Platonic truth and traditional
responsibilities. Here, the domestic realm is an environment similar to the Republic’s Cave. The young
intellectual protagonist, with faith in a priori knowledge, makes several attempts to flee a homely life
in her pursuit of Truth and what is truly beautiful. As part of the growing interest in the Platonic
tradition this paper opens up discussion of two neglected but important authors’ contributions to
Plato’s literary afterlife in an era that is under-researched but promised change.

Luke Richardson (UCL), Haunting and Exorcism: Nostalgia, modernism and the idea of antiquity
What is antiquity? Where can we locate our relationship to the ancient world? Is it in ancient texts
and artefacts, or in dreams? In imagination or our lived experience? This paper will explore a notion
of ancient Greece and Rome than reaches beyond an academic sense of the “Classical Tradition” to a
more personal and psychological response – the sensation of being haunted by the Classical past.
From Jensen’s Gradiva to post-modern cinema, the idea of the antique presence as one which haunts
those now living is a resonant idea in the reception of the ancient world. It becomes more complex
when faced with the prospect of modernity, of artistic movements that purported to leave the past
behind in favour of the new. But could they really simply abandon this phantomic antiquity? This paper
will consider the complex presence of the ancient world in the work of the Futurists, of Louis Aragon,
Albert Camus, Sigmund Freud and the Italian filmmakers Federico Fellini and Paolo Sorrentino. The
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idea that links these figures is that the ancient world is a presence that haunts. The motif of ghostliness
and unreality becomes centrally important to understanding the modern idea of antiquity. But how
does this type of relationship change our ideas of reception? Does the ghost of antiquity take the form
of a poltergeist – violent and irrepressible? Or perhaps a quiet spectre which haunts the margins of
the modern consciousness? Whatever its nature, the ghost remains amorphous and seemingly eager
to posses those who perceive it.
Why do these ghosts haunt us yet? How can we explain and react to their diverse forms? Isan exorcism
possible? And, perhaps most importantly, can we use a new vision of antiquity to reconcile the subtle
self-contradictions that make us all complicit in our own hauntings?

Adam Lecznar (Bristol), A new reception?: David Foster Wallace and the sincerity of antiquity
A recurring concern of the American novelist David Foster Wallace (1962-2008) was the effect of
television-watching on American culture and in particular the way that it normalized an ironic and
detached attitude towards the world on the part of its audience. This position, present in Wallace’s
best-known novel Infinite Jest (1996) and the many short-stories and essays he published before his
2008 suicide, has invited associations between Wallace and ‘The New Sincerity’, a turn of the twentyfirst century movement that sought to rehabilitate ideas like love, beauty and truth (what Wallace calls
‘single-entendre principles’) in the face of the debilitating suspicion of postmodern irony.
This paper argues that Wallace considers ancient Greece and Rome as a potentially rich nodal point of
this debate, but that its legacy holds an ambivalent position throughout his work. The main focus of
the essay will be his 1999 short story ‘Tri-Stan: I Sold Sissee Nar to Ecko’, which uses the treatment of
Narcissus and Echo in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, interwoven with references to Wagnerian and Nordic
stories, as the framework for revaluating myth in modern, post-television terms as ‘the ultimate rerun,
100% echo […] ambiguous, rich, polyvalent, susceptible of neverending renewal, ever fresh’.
After examing this short story alongside his other allusions to Greece and Rome, I suggest that
Wallace’s stance towards antiquity has implications for how we should conceptualise the sincerity of
classical reception. I argue that the status quo of classical reception contains an ironic attitude towards
ancient material that allows it to mean anything to anyone without any investment in the ‘singleentendre principles’ that such receptions might elucidate from radically dfferent perspectives. Wallace
offers a model for how we might develop a newly sincere attitude towards antiquity, perhaps under
the moniker of a ‘New Reception’, that acknowledges polyvalence while simultaneously searching for
deeper, more unifying lessons.

*The role of perception in making sense of space
Panel convener: Lukas C. Bossert (Humboldt)
Chair: Ulfert Oldewurtel (Hamburg)
Recent approaches to the study of space in antiquity have increasingly focused on space as a
multisensory environment, in which each of the senses - sight, hearing, smell, and touch - are
recognized as having a considerable impact on its understanding and experience. This panel builds on
that concept by asking in which manner - for example through architecture, or decoration - these
different senses were actively shaped in ancient Roman spaces in order to enhance their functionality
or to encourage a specific sensory experience.
Each of the papers in this panel is a case study on a particular aspect of the creation of perception in
different spatial contexts. Both the first and second paper deal with urban spaces: in the first, an
analysis of the visual perception of urban spaces is expanded by taking cultural and social conditions
of a certain visual understanding into account. The second paper examines how (ephemeral)
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architecture was deployed in fora in order to facilitate auditory perception, an important feature for
a space where public addresses were common. The next two papers investigate the role of decoration
in shaping the perception of domestic spaces, on the one hand how movement through the house
could be guided through use of designs of mosaic pavements, on the other hand how wall paintings
depicting garden scenes were used to evoke specific sensory experiences. By considering the
significance of various sensory experiences in the perception of space, this panel aims to contribute
to a more dynamic understanding of ancient spaces in Roman antiquity.

Ulfert Oldewurtel (Hamburg), There is More to Sight Than Meets the Eye. The Visuality of Urban
Spaces in Roman Cities
The study of ancient cities and their constituent elements - i.e. buildings etc. - incorporate visual
elements to some degree. Certainly, the analyses of architectural elements, statuary decoration, and
the like of architectural ensembles like fora and thermae rely heavily on the aspect of seeing things,
on visual perception. But there is more to visual perception than just seeing things. As philological
studies take intertextual elements into consideration, nowadays, we easily accept in the field of visual
studies that seeing things is making sense of the world at the same time. Our social and cultural (visual)
knowledge interprets the seen the moment we perceive it. This interpretation of visuality - and this
paper - not only recognizes the spatiality of cities, i.e. their physical dimensions, proportions and
physical properties, it necessarily also looks into the visual aspects of social spaces and how they
construct meaning or add functionality to spaces. Such an analysis of urban spaces of ancient Roman
cities must consider therefore more than simply their size or decoration: It has to take the visual
culture of antiquity into account, reconstruct the things seen (and unseen) and thus is able to add a
layer to the understanding of the Roman city.
Two familiar phenomena shall illustrate the possible interpretational gain of this approach: the
(artificial) creation of a city's past, as seen in Aphrodisias in Caria, and the perception of spatial units
by visual means by examining the unity of capitolia and fora (or the absence thereof).

Lukas C. Bossert (Humboldt), Pits and perception. Acoustic consequences for ephemeral
architecture in the forum
Looking at Italic fora of the Roman Republic and Early Principate, this paper will focus on the pragmatic
dimension of architecture and on how different architectures shaped the sensual perception of public
space, specifically, the acoustic perception: What options were available in the forum, as a space of
political and public communication, in order to optimize the acoustics of the space, for example, for
an orator? And what was done to minimize acoustic disruptions, for example those occurring in
crowded areas or from transit traffic? Considerations of possible architectural modifications are not
limited to permanent architectural structures, but include also ephemeral architecture. Although they
are no longer extant, pits found in various fora provide clues as to their possible reconstruction:
Although ostensibly heterogeneous, they served diverse local needs and allowed the public space to
be used for various purposes, whether political, religious or otherwise. Therefore, these inconspicuous
ephemeral buildings provide important evidence on how ephemeral architectures were used to
improve the acoustic perception in this public space.
Researching public spaces and their architectures while concentrating on their acoustic quali- ties
opens new insights into the complex functioning of these places. Additionally, it necessitates farreaching modifications to the hitherto solely historical interpretations of the configurations and
diachronic transformations of these places.
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Erika Holter (Humboldt), Floor guides: Movement and Mosaics
Mosaics have traditionally been studied from a stylistic or iconographic point of view, as be_ts their
publication as images often divorced of their context, making them for example visually similar to wall
painting. Mosaics are however a completely di_erent medium than wall painting, capable of inuencing
a viewer in a much more bodily way, ultimately because it is a medium a viewer comes into direct
contact with by walking over it. For instance, in order to view the_gures of a mosaic from the best
angle, it may _rst be necessary to walk around it. This paper addresses the question of how the
Romans exploited this physical aspect of mosaics in their domestic spaces in order to encourage a
certain sensory, ambulatory perception of it: In what way were mosaics designed to guide movement
through the house? How does an understanding of movement through the house in turn expand our
knowledge of this space?

The Roman Empire
Conor Patrick Trainor (TCD), “What Have The Romans Ever Done For Us?”: Natural Resources and
Production Economies at Sikyon and Knossos during the Hellenistic/Roman Transition
This paper assesses impacts that the Roman conquest of Greece had upon the exploitation, processing
and transportation of natural resources at two prominent ancient city-states, Sikyon and Knossos. The
goal of this paper is to contrast ancient historical accounts of civic economic decline at these sites
under the Romans against newly uncovered material evidence which appears to show precisely the
opposite effect.
Sikyon and Knossos provide excellent case studies for exploring long-term economic changes during
the Hellenistic-Roman transitional period. Both cities played significant and very different roles during
the Roman conquest of Greece. Sikyon and Knossos were located within different Roman provinces,
and fell under Roman rule almost a century apart. Yet, despite these differences, resource-based
economies at both cities appear to have been restructured and expanded considerably in the years
that followed Roman conquests.
In addition to historical considerations, the urban areas of both Sikyon (Sikyon Survey Project) and
Knossos (Knossos Urban Landscape Project) have been the subjects of recent highly intensive
archaeological surveys which have enabled us to present long-term histories of each city. Drawing
upon newly emerging archaeological evidence from these urban surveys, this paper contrasts the rise
and expansion of ceramics, oil and perfume, wine and honey production in and around these cities
during the 2nd and 1st centuries BC against historical accounts of their contemporary economic decline.

Ursula Rothe (OU), Orientalisation in Rome’s Danube provinces?
For decades one of the central questions in research on the Roman provinces has been the nature of
the interaction between Roman culture and the various levels of local culture as displayed in the
material remains of provincial societies. However, the dynamics of empire did not only enable a
movement of material, ideas and people between Italy and the provinces, but also between different
provinces, especially as a result of troop movements and trade. This paper will look at a particularly
conspicuous example of such a process in the appearance of oriental cultural traits in the Danube
provinces of Pannonia, Noricum and Moesia. The epigraphy of these provinces bears witness to the
fact that the region became home to a large number of immigrants from the eastern provinces of
Rome – especially Syria – in the form of military personnel and merchants in the first three centuries
AD. Far from acting as a subculture, inscriptions point to a central role for many of these people in the
governing bodies and public works of the towns along the Danube frontier, and their cultural influence
can be detected in the religious and funerary practices of the region, as well as in some aspects of
local dress. This paper will argue that more attention should be paid to the influence of different
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provincial cultures on one another that in many cases entirely bypassed Rome as a fundamental aspect
of the way in which imperial cultures work.

Donald MacLennan (Durham), Political administrators of ‘client kingdoms’: two examples from
Judaea and Arabia
Since David Braund’s work, Rome and the Friendly King, the study of client rule has been dominated
by the study of kings and their relationship with Rome. The history of client kingship under Rome,
however, demonstrates that kings were expendable and transitory; it was not kings, but the territories
placed under their rule that made the greater impact on the Roman Empire. This paper sheds light on
the little-known governments of dependent territories by looking at two administrators under client
kings, Syllaeus of the Nabataean Kingdom under Obodas III and Aretas IV, and Varus of the Herodian
Kingdom under Agrippa II. Syllaeus and Varus are two of the only members of a client king’s inner circle
other than family members to appear in our source material. As such they represent an excellent
opportunity to examine the political framework of a dependent state. The manner in which these
kingdoms were organised is important not only to the history of the kingdoms themselves, but also to
the Roman provinces they later became. This paper draws attention to the existence of a wider political
framework around dependent rulers and concludes that a considerable amount of power rested in
political figures other than the king of a client kingdom under Rome.

*Sacred Space and the Senses
Panel convener: Ghislaine van der Ploeg (Warwick)
Chair and respondent: Michael C. Scott (Warwick)
In recent years there has been much scholarly interest in space (e.g. Scott (2013) and Hales (2013))
leading to the realisation that this concept is not static but is a fluid social construct. The diverse and
versatile sensory nature of sacred space has not yet been fully explored, something which would
better allow for an appreciation and understanding of its aesthetic dimensions. Sacred space
determined the layout of a city but the wild space of rural shrines would have had a very different
sensory impact upon the worshipper. Representations of divine epiphanic moments, for example in
reliefs or hymns, offered models of emulation for the viewer and the gaze, caught between the god
and worshipper, signals the reciprocity inherent in the relationship between these two parties. The
sensory field allows for an exploration of the spatio-temporal relationship between gods and humans
and also raises the question how this can be aptly represented and communicated.
This panel will present a diverse range of case-studies, aiming to further our understanding of the
multi-dimensional sensory experience of sacred space in both Greece and the Roman world, and via
a variety of sources such as texts, architecture, and epigraphy. This multifaceted exploration is
important as the languages of material, visual, and verbal arts developed side-by-side. The relationship
between sacred space and the senses is examined in the Greek world by Taylor who looks at the
impact of the natural environment on space and by Fearn who will consider the representation of the
senses in Attic commemorative poetry. Jewell presents on experiencing colour in the forum of
Augustus, examining the intersection between space and the senses in Rome, and van der Ploeg will
focus on the sensory impact of an imperial visit to an Asclepieion.

Joanna Kemp (Warwick), Movement, the Senses and Representations of the Roman World:
Experiencing a Roman Triumph and the Sebasteion in Aphrodisias
In the West the five senses, as described in Aristotle’s De Anima, dominate. Yet elsewhere in the world,
experiences such as balancing and kinaesthesia are also seen as key senses (Guerts (2002)). Yannis
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Hamilakis (2014) has also shown how senses could be political and Jacques Rancière (2004) highlighted
what was allowed to be experienced and what was denied to individuals. In this way, aesthetics
accordingly became part of the ‘arena of sensorial experience.’ This paper takes two ‘monuments’:
the imperial triumph in Rome and the Sebasteion in Aphrodisias and investigates how different the
two actually are when the senses are considered. It takes an aspect that appears in both:
representations of geographical landmarks or peoples with their labels, and asks howkinaesthesia and
other sensory experiences contributed to the overall impressions that were taken away by the
spectators. In a triumph, the spectators would have been static and the images were led past with
placards declaring who was represented. However, in the Sebasteion, built in the first century AD to
honour the Julio-Claudian emperors, the reliefs of various ethne were placed above a portico, also
with labels declaring who they were representing. In this setting the people were moving and the
images static, either as the procession went past or as people wandered through. All of the five (or
more) senses would have combined to create a ‘sense’ of the oikoumene or orbis terrarum in the mind
of those experiencing the monuments.

David Fearn (Warwick), Contacting Aiakos: Ritual and Poetic Haptics in Pindar’s Nemean 8
The variety of ways in which epinician poetry relates to the gods and to Greek religion has, for many
important reasons, been the subject of a great deal of discussion. As yet, however, there have been
relatively few attempts to interrelate Greek lyric poetry, material culture, and Greek religious
experience, or ask the basic methodological questions of why, and on what terms, this particular brand
of commemorative poetry can be seen to engage in a variety of ways with contemporary religious art.
In this paper I discuss the ways in which Pindar uses the language and imagery of vision and physical
contact to express the relation between memorializing poetry and mythological and ritual
frameworks. I focus on the arresting encounter between the Pindaric ‘I’ and the Aeginetan cult-hero
Aiakos in lines 7–16 of Nemean 8. I seek to account fully for the statement ‘a suppliant, I am clasping
the hallowed knees of Aiakos’ (lines 13–14), and to explore the potential for interfaces with
contemporary art and ritual through contextual allusion to the Aeginetan Aiakeion shrine. This will be
considered as part of the poem’s broader use of visual and haptic metaphors – perhaps most notably
‘delight strives to set before the eyes what is trustworthy’, lines 44–5 – and as a way to emphasize the
importance of the language of the senses within a wider-ranging Pindaric musing on poetry’s potential
to grant special access: to the mythical; to ritual; to heroes; to the deceased and to the past; to
context; to truth.
This paper will go beyond illustrational or descriptive approaches to the relation between lyric poetry
and material culture in this period. It will reveal the extent to which epinician poetry can both use
and creatively interact with material cultural methods of framing encounters with the divine, in order
to preserve and project its own distinctive take on Greek religious experience. The paper will
demonstrate that a sensory approach to Pindaric aesthetics is a highly productive line of enquiry.

Victoria Jewell (Warwick), Paved with Marble: Experiencing Colour in the Forum of Augustus
When we think about ancient architecture, we often imagine a two-dimensional plan, a line drawing
of a reconstruction, or perhaps recollect the ruins themselves. We might be familiar with the site, its
history and the message of the building in its original composition, but there is still a tendency to view
it in monochrome. While we might make note of, and accept that, a piece of architecture or a statue
would have been polychrome, very little discussion is accorded to the significance of this. It has
become tradition, either because of lack of evidence, or through misconceptions of ‘clean’ white art,
that the subject matter and form of a piece has priority over colour.
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This paper will highlight this issue in the context of the polychrome marble flooring of the Forum of
Augustus. Several accounts mention the coloured marble floor of the forum, yet none examine and
analyse this as part of the arrangement of imagery and messages prevalent in the structure. Previous
scholarship has addressed the importance of colour to our understanding of art in general and some
have begun to address the use of marble as a medium for Roman art. I hope to bring these elements
together using interdisciplinary research to offer a new insight into the Forum of Augustus.
I will examine how the selection of coloured marble was employed across the space to find
connections and meanings behind their use. I will then investigate how colour was perceived in
Imperial Rome, and how this would have heightened the experience of the monument for the visitor.
In doing so, this paper will not only rediscover the display of colour but illustrate how the marbles
were applied to harmonise with the design of the rest of the forum and consolidate the position of
Augustus in Rome.

Ghislaine van der Ploeg (Warwick), The Sensory Experience of Caracalla’s Supplication at the
Pergamene Asclepieion
An imperial visit to a city was a grand affair, from the emperor’s adventus, to sacrificing at local shrines,
to the commemorative acts which followed. This paper aims to examine the multisensory impact of
an imperial visit to a sanctuary via the case-study of Caracalla’s worship of Asclepius in Pergamum in
AD 213-14. This visit was commemorated on a series of coins struck shortly after the event, which
depict the acts of the emperor as he moved through the city to the Asclepieion and from secular to
sacred space. These coins offer a two-dimensional image of an imperial supplication and it is possible
for the visual and auditory impact of such an event to become lost in scholarly discourse. Upon his
arrival, Caracalla greets the cult-statue of Asclepius which adds another sense, that of touch, and
raises the issue of communicating with the god, through his image.
This paper aims to explore the multisensory nature of an imperial visit to a sanctuary and examine the
lasting effects of these supplications, such as the coin series and the alteration of the visual landscape
of the sanctuary as Caracalla’s cult-statue was added to the temple of Asclepius. In doing so it will
bring new depth to the study of imperial and divine relations as well as address the issue that often
events such as these were not as neat and as clean-cut as is sometimes imagined nowadays. This
paper will address the following questions: How does our understanding of an imperial visit and
supplication change when the sensory nature of such an event is examined? and How did Caracalla’s
patronage of Asclepius have a lasting impact upon the sacred topography of Pergamum?

*Satyric Sophocles
Panel convener: Lyndsay Coo (Bristol)
Satyr drama is no longer the neglected genre of the ancient Greek theatre and we are currently
witnessing a resurgence of interest in the subject, including the publication in very recent years of
several major studies (Lämmle 2013, O’Sullivan and Collard 2013, Shaw 2014). Despite the fact that
the two best-preserved plays of the Sophoclean fragmentary corpus are satyric (Inachus and
Ichneutae), scholars have been relatively slow to turn their attention to these works, and the recent
spate of academic monographs on Sophocles has concentrated almost exclusively on his tragic output.
By turning the spotlight onto Sophocles’ satyr plays, this panel seeks to re-assess his contribution to
the genre through four distinct but interconnected investigations. The papers exhibit a wide range of
critical approaches, moving from consideration of broader questions concerning genre, myth,
theatricality, form and function (Coo and Uhlig) to detailed case studies focussing on issues of
interpretation, intertextuality (Lämmle), transmission and reception (Thomas). Strands of enquiry
which run across the panel include the interaction of satyr-play with other ancient literary genres
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(epic, hymns, tragedy, comedy, history), and the implications and challenges of interpreting dramatic
texts which survive only in fragments, often with very little context. Above all we aim to recover a
picture of Sophocles satyrikos, the author not just of the tragedies that have come to define his
reception, but also of this playful and exuberant genre.

Lyndsay Coo (Bristol), Beginning the Trojan War with Sophocles’ satyrs
The Trojan epic poems provided the mythical material for more than a third of Sophocles’ dramatic
output. A significant number of his lost plays which are known or thought to have been satyric cluster
around tales from the beginning of the Trojan War, such as the origins of the conflict, both divine (Eris,
Crisis and perhaps Momus) and human (The Wedding of Helen), and the adolescence and education
of one of its major heroes (The Lovers of Achilles). In addition, it is sometimes argued that two further
plays which dealt with early episodes of the Trojan War (The Fellow-Diners, The Shepherds) were
satyric, or at least displayed prosatyric elements. My paper will examine these widely-neglected texts
together as a body of evidence for Sophocles’ satyric treatment of Trojan mythology. After
introduction and brief discussion of the individual fragments and testimonia, I will focus in particular
on the implications of the fourth-place positioning of these plays: given that at least some of these
titles are likely to have been produced alongside Trojan-themed tragedies, what might it have meant
for a tetralogy to end by going ‘back’ to the origins of the War? How would the resulting mythical and
dramatic movement of the tetralogy have contributed to its meaning? A possible analogy will be
proposed with the first book of the Iliad, which ends with the Olympians bickering and feasting while
the human conflict continues below. Similarly, in Sophocles’ Trojan plays the juxtaposition of two
worlds at Troy, tragic and satyric, brings each into starker contrast. The paper thus engages not only
with the tantalising remains of these little-known plays, but also with wider questions about the
function and interpretation of the satyric genre itself.
Anna Uhlig (UC Davis), Animals and objects in Sophoclean satyr play
Satyr plays are an insistently embodied form of drama. Satyrs are themselves emphatically,
unavoidably corporeal, defined by their bestial features and assertively erect penises. Yet within the
space of the theatre, these aspects must be artificially represented by costumes: the masks and
perizomata that are the hallmarks of the satyr play. As such, satyr drama is particularly well positioned
to explore the uncertain boundary between the animate and inanimate.
This paper examines the ways that Sophocles positioned his dramatic satyrs within this marginal
sphere. I argue that he makes use of this aspect of the satyr’s theatrical identity to develop their
customary role in defining the boundaries of human identity in a uniquely dramatic way.
A brief analysis of the Pandora (or Hammerers) demonstrates how that play is set along the border
between the animate and inanimate world. The satyrs, equipped with the hammers of the alternate
title, contribute to the transformation of Pandora from inanimate to animate figure. Examination of
the vase depictions linked to this play will speculate as to how Sophocles used stage props, i.e. the
hammers themselves, to call attention to the way that the dramatic satyrs themselves are living flesh
created from lifeless material. An analysis of Ichneutai 299-328 shows how Sophocles transforms the
aetiological tale of the lyre, adapted from the Homeric Hymn to Hermes, to reflect the satyric interest
in the boundary between living and dead, animal and object. Finally, I map the diverse objects of the
Inachus (Hades’ cap, Hermes’ pipe, Argos’ club) against the bodily metamorphoses (Zeus’ African
disguise, Io’s transformation into a cow) that underpin the narrative. I argue that Sophocles expressly
fuses the material world of the theatre (costumes, masks, props) with the mythical world that he is
dramatizing. The result is a paradigm of satyr play more broadly.
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Rebecca Lämmle (Basel/Cambridge), “Dancing away your wedding”: The satyrs as suitors in
Sophocles’ satyric Oeneus (S. dub. **F 1130 Radt)
This paper proposes to re-examine the satyric P.Oxy. 1083 fr. 1 (**F 1130 Radt). The twenty lines of
the fragment, for which Sophoclean authorship is universally accepted, come from a scene in which
the satyrs approach a father wishing to marry off his daughter. In the second line a competition is
mentioned (ἀγῶνος, 2), then follow three lines spoken by the father enquiring who and of what genos
the satyrs are (3-5), while the last two lines imply that another competitor arrives whom the father
wishes to assess (19f.). The bulk of the fragment (6-18) consists of what must be the satyrs’ own
marriage proposition: addressing the bride’s father, the satyrs declaim a long list of their
characteristics and skills (τέχναι), most of which are rather misplaced in the context of such a
competition (let alone of marriage). Their wooing is all the more ludicrous as the satyrs present
themselves as a “collective suitor”, eager, as it seems, to enter marriage as a group.
While several studies have pointed to the various ways in which the fragment complies with the satyric
corpus, most recent discussions focus on the satyrs’ enumeration of their technai as an instance of
satire targeted against contemporary Sophists, thus emphasizing the generic proximity between satyr
play and comedy (see e.g. Voelke 2003, 337; O’Sullivan/Collard 2013, 380). In this paper, I propose to
approach the Oeneus-fragment from a new angle by reading it against the backdrop of the wooing of
Cleisthenes’ daughter Agariste in Herodotus 6.126-130. Not only are there some striking similarities
between the two texts that enrich our understanding of the fragment (and perhaps also of the
Herodotus passage), but the potential intertextual relationship may be seen as an instance of the
dialogue between Sophocles and Herodotus variously attested in antiquity.

Oliver Thomas (Nottingham), Satyrs at high table: Athenaeus as a reader of Sophocles’ satyr-plays
Despite a recent upturn in studies of satyr-play, various aspects of the ancient reception of the genre
await detailed investigation. Athenaeus’ Deipnosophistae is a remarkably rich source on Sophocles’
satyr-plays. It contains fifteen references to eleven different satyr-plays, three references which are
marked as satyric but cannot be assigned to a particular play, seven references to four further plays
whose satyric nature is plausible but disputed, and three further references whose contents suggest
that they may have been satyric.
My paper presents the results of my analysis of this material with four related questions in mind. First,
what does it imply about the circulation of Sophocles’ oeuvre among Athenaeus’ readership in the
early 3rd century? Secondly, what use is being made of the citations in the conversational contexts
within the Deipnosophistae, where references to satyr-plays are not evenly distributed but exhibit
distinct clumping? Thirdly, why are Sophocles’ satyrs considered good to talk about in Athenaeus (in
contrast to, say, Plutarch’s Quaestiones Convivales)? And fourthly, can Athenaeus’ interest in satyrplay, combined with his notorious wealth of citations from comedy, give us an insight into how satyric
humour and the difficult generic relationship of satyr-play and comedy were being constructed at this
period?

The Senses in Roman Life
Jeffrey D. Veitch (Kent), Noisy Neighbourhoods: Soundscapes of the Baths and Streets in Ostia
The cities of the Roman Empire were noisy places with sounds emanating from shops, bars, houses
and baths. Roman authors commonly associate noises with spaces, connecting places within the city
with particular noises. Taking these narratives as informal guides, the soundscape of the Roman city
can be described. Recently, the views of the Roman authors towards their city have been explored,
with only passing references to sounds of the city. In contrast, this paper will begin with the built
environment, the physical structures of streets and baths, to understand the architectural influence
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on the sounds associated with spaces in the city.
Taking Ostia as a case study, the physical structure of spaces can be analysed for it’s acoustic influence.
The absorption and reflection of sounds within spaces can be mapped to see the wider acoustic
characteristics of the spaces. These characteristics enable particular hierarchies of space within Ostia
in relation to potential levels of sound. The auditory hierarchies are in certain respects different from
those normally studied, either implicitly or explicitly defined in visual terms. The inability to turn
sounds off means that visually closed off areas (closed doors, enclosed spaces, etc.) can still be
experienced. The sounds associated with bath complexes, described by Seneca, are experienced
outside the baths. The basic architectural design of the baths in Ostia can be compared with acoustic
measures of the space. A similar process can also be produced for sounds associated with streets. In
the end, the comparison of the soundscapes for baths and streets in Ostia allows for a nuanced
understanding of the division of spaces throughout the day based on the experience of sounds at
particular times. By mapping the soundscape of Ostia, the non-visual divisions of space can help in
understanding everyday life in the city.

Giacomo Savani (Leicester), Sensing the Baths: Sensorial Experiences in Romano-British Private
Baths
According to a funeral inscription from Rome dating to the Julio-Claudian period (CIL 6.15258), baths,
together with wine and sex, were among the pleasures that ‘vitam faciunt’ – ‘make life worth living’.
Numerous epigraphic and literary sources from all over the Roman world reinforce this view of baths
and bathing as among the few genuine traits of Roman-ness that spanned otherwise multifaceted and
multicultural backgrounds. Accordingly, bathing can be seen as essential to Roman identity and core
in the processes of cultural change promoted by Rome in her distant provinces, including Britain, as
evident in the many bath complexes, often substantial and elaborate, excavated in Romano-British
towns, forts and villas. However, most emphasis has been placed on the public thermae and far less
attention given to private rural establishments which have much to tell us of private lives, identities
and status. While my PhD research explores the nature of villa bath complexes in Roman Britain, this
paper tackles a more basic and human aspect, namely the sensorial experience of bathing. All senses
were involved in the daily ritual that took place in baths: on arrival, sight would be stimulated by the
rich decoration of painted wall plaster and mosaics; the body swiftly reacted to temperature
variations; there was the tactile experience of the increasing humidity on the wet surfaces of the
rooms; the scent of perfumed oils might arise; conversations between other baths stimulated hearing;
and, perhaps, oysters and other delicacies satisfied taste. But how far can we trace these intimate
components of bathing in the available archaeology? What might they tell us of the bathers and the
rituals of bathing in rural Roman Britain? Was such rural bathing much different from the public, urban
context? And can this study help in questions of provincial take-up of Roman ideals? In so doing, new
light will be shed on the evanescent but essential role of the senses in our understanding of ancient
practices and new ideas will be offered to the broader debate on the provincial acceptance and reinterpretation of the bathing experience.

Michael Beer (Exeter College), ‘I’m not putting that in my mouth!’: confounding culinary
expectations at Roman aristocratic banquets
A significant trend in modern cookery has been termed ‘molecular gastronomy’. It is an approach that
attracts as many critics as adherents, adopting a deconstructivist stance, transforming dishes into
playful experiments in wrong-footing the diner. Each meal becomes a trompe l’oeil, with textures and
tastes radically manipulated, resulting in a discrepancy between what the diner sees and smells, his
expectations, and what he will actually taste. Often, the chef will seek to enhance the culinary
experience by the utilisation of sounds, smells, lighting, even the texture of the dining table and chairs,
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in order to create a gastronomic Gesamtkunstwerk. The sourcing of ingredients, the labourintensiveness of the culinary process and the expertise required means that these meals are
frequently restricted to the wealthy. However, the diners of the Fat Duck and El Bullì were not the first
to experience such gastronomic delights. In several Roman texts, we learn of extravagant aristocratic
banquets, where sumptuous and excessive consumption appears in the form of a series of elaborate
culinary jokes and gastronomic innovations. The authors of the texts themselves tend to see these
occasions as opportunities to criticise the perceived decadence or crassness of their hosts, but perhaps
modern trends in cuisine can lead us to a re-reading and reappraisal of these occasions. This paper
will focus on three examples of the ancient meal as sensory distortion. The first is the infamous ‘black
banquet’ of Domitian, where themed dining was taken to strange and menacing extremes. Second are
the culinary innovations of the third century emperor Elagabalus. The final example will be the fictional
dinner given by the ex-slave Trimalchio, in Petronius’ Satyricon. This paper will examine how food
innovation and experimentation reveals much about Roman attitudes to power, identity, an enduring
fascination with the lifestyles of the rich and famous, and the way that extravagant and unusual dining
was often explicitly linked with moral deviance and abnormality.

Jo Day (UCD), Making Sense of Saffron in the Roman World
In recent years, a sensory approach to material culture has gained ground in archaeology, mirroring
the broader rise in sensory studies across the humanities. The goal of such studies is not to recreate
ancient smells or sounds, but to advocate the importance of past bodily interaction with artefacts and
architecture, and the socially meaningful consequences. Usually such explorations focus on tangible
aspects of the archaeological record such as buildings or vessels. While these are abundant finds in
Classical archaeology, the Classical world also has left a rich textual record that can be used to explore
the sensory affordances of less durable objects.
This paper will focus on the multisensory properties of one such ephemeral material in Roman times,
saffron. No palaeobotanical remains of saffron have been recovered, but the expensive spice,
produced mainly in Cilicia, had a range of uses from perfume to medicine to sparsiones in the
amphitheatre. Moreover, the connection between olfactory stimulation and moments of transition
made saffron especially important in funerary rituals and communication with the divine. Rather than
simply providing flavour, colour or aroma, the spice was often presented by ancient authors as
synaesthetic, delivering what can be termed “fragrant colour.” This paper will explore how fragrant
colour was crucial in the creation and recollection of memories, and thus contributed to making sense
of place and of self in ancient Rome.

The Senses in Greek Tragedy and Poetry
Alessandra Abbattista (Roehampton), Xouthos like the nightingale: Song, dance and body in tragic
laments
In this paper, I will analyse the sense-term xouthos, with the aim of exploring its multi-sensorial
meaning, function and effect in fifth century Athenian drama. The controversial term has been
philologically commented (Fraenkel, Rutherford, Wilamowitz and Blomfield) in its association with the
tragic nightingale (Aesch. Ag. 1142). The debate among the classical scholars has revolved around two
different possible translations of the adjective, which are “golden-yellow”, in reference to the bird’s
plumage, and “acute”, like the bird’s modulated song. However, the synaesthetic term xouthos, whose
first meaning is “rapidly moving to and fro” (LSJ), cannot be translated into a single sense-term. By
denoting one of the Aristotelian “common sensibles” (Arist. de An. 416b42-418b, Sens. 447a12449a4), which is the movement, it should rather admit the coinciding of different sensorial aspects.
When the “quick-shrilling-clear” nightingale metaphorically appears on the fifth century Athenian
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stage, its contradictory lament discloses a multi-sensorial tragic experience. By analysing some
relevant occurrences of xouthos (Aesch. Ag. 1142; Eur. Hel. 1111; Aristoph. Av. 214), I will show that
in ancient Greek drama the term is employed as a synaesthetic form for performing ritual laments.
The presence of the soloist, the rhythm of the song and the dance of the Chorus are signalled by the
adjective, which does not assume a simple connotative function. Because of its high-evocative power,
it rather functioned as a metatheatrical device in reproducing the mythological lamentation of Procne.
Perceived both as a threatening and pitiable song, the nightingale’s lament gives voice to female
avengers in particular key moments of tragic plots. As I will demonstrate, the term xouthos was
considered particularly suitable by Attic dramatists to reveal the synaesthetic coinciding of suffering
and revenge in tragic laments.

Hannah Silverblank (Oxford), Unsafe and Sound: The Monstrous Soundscape of Aeschylus’ Oresteia
Aeschylean tragedy makes itself home to an array of dangerous voices that function as sonically
monstrous sites of insuperability, rupture, and disgust. An examination of the soundscape the Oresteia
in particular reveals an acoustic atmosphere predicated on the negotiation of (in)appropriate noises,
including but not limited to the monstrous potential of the human voice.
This paper uses the Oresteia to ask, when sounds mean nothing linguistically, how can they mean
more, or otherwise, in the tragic soundscape? What kind of sense does a sound have when it is
disembodied and detached from a human agent? It is through sonic nonsense and moments of
acoustic incomprehensibility that an extralinguistic, nonverbal supervention of sense emerges in the
drama.
The Aeschylean chorus exhibits an anxiety about the strange power of noises and sounds, and in this
paper I will explore the ways that the non-sense sound effects, which emerge from inanimate objects
or whose agency is transferred from the human noise-maker, also contribute sense and offer a
pathetic resonance to the entire drama. The choruses of the Agamemnon and the Choephori each
comment extensively on the non-sense, inanimate voices that haunt the soundscape and produce
anxiety within the drama, whether from sounds of violence or sounds of lament. The Chorus of
Eumenides, rather than merely reflecting on the non-sense soundtrack of their drama, instead issue a
strange vocality which oscillates through the categories of subhuman and suprahuman, thus
confounding the categories' capacity to make sense and mean: their claims to powers of vocal
destruction (Eu. 328-32) threaten and frighten amidst their snores, whines, and snuffles that mean
nothing, and thus they function as a strange Chorus whose voices are primarily sonic and only
secondarily semiotic.

Flaminia Beneventano della Corte (Siena), Defining ‘Phasma’ through sensory perception: the case
of Eur. Alc. 1120 ff
This paper tackles the issue of sensory experience focusing on one example of the complex and
fascinating phenomenon of phasma in classical Greece. The term phasma belongs to the semantic
field of phaino and is therefore closely related to the visual dimension of perception. Despite the
preponderance of sight and vision in the sources which deal with this kind of phenomena and
appearances, there are although a number of cases in which other senses play a significant role in the
definition of what phasma is, tracing the boundaries between the perception of illusory phantoms and
reality.
As a significant example I will examine the last episode of Euripides’ Alcestis, especially lines 1120 ff..
Admetus’ perception of Alcestis emerging from the Underworld is experienced through sight (blepein,
oran, opsesthai), touch (thiggano), and hearing (prosepein, referring to verbal interaction). Admetus,
both recipient and actor of a synaesthetic sensory experience, is progressively led to verify the
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material and live reality of Alcestis’ appearence and to consequently admit that she is not merely a
phasma. In addition, the study of Admetus’ perception allows modern readers to move a step towards
the clarification of what can or cannot be defined as phasma in classical culture. Considering the
studies which have addressed the cultural representation of spirits and phantoms in classical Greece
(Françoise Frontisi-Ducroux 2006) and those which have focused on image and double (Maurizio
Bettini 2004; 2012) and on anthropology of the image (Alfred Gell 1997, Carlo Severi 2010), I intend
to give an account of how crucial can the aspect of sensory experience be within an anthropological
approach to Greek culture and letters.

Maria G. Xanthou (Harvard), “Songs of honey-sweet acclaim”: sensory perception, literary reception
and Identity of Pind. I. 2.
In Pindar’s second Isthmian ode sweetness is a constantly repeated gustatory sensation (Privitera
2001: 30). Terms such as μελιγάρυας (I.2.3), μελιφθόγγου (Ι.2.7) and μελικόμπων (Ι.2.32) promote a
highly sensory appreciation of this epinician song. Towards the same aesthetic perception of I.2 point
also adjectives such as γλυκεῖαι (Ι.2.7) and ἁδυπνόῳ (Ι.2.25). The repetitive evocation of sweetness
has been explained away as serving the Pindaric agenda of the particular ode, which is the celebration
of an athletic victory. However, an epinician song is not only an artistic outcome of ritualized
celebration of victory through bodily movement and sound (Clear 2013: 37). Its agenda might also
include the evocation of the famous triad “wine, women/boys, song”, the three major constituents of
the symposium. In that sense, what I argue is that Pindar aims at evoking both the choral and sympotic
performative context of an ode by employing the sense of taste, a major sensory component of the
symposium. What I shall be looking closely at is Pindar’s blurring the distinction of compositional
requirements of monodic lyric composition and sympotic love lyric. What Pindar pursues is the fusion
of the media, i.e. the choral and the monodic and their main attributes, the professional and the
ethical and, ultimately the performance of I.2 both by a chorus in a civic context and by symposiasts,
where professionalism was equally required (Nagy 1990: 340). Therefore, it is also important for our
understanding of the double identity of I.2 as an epinician as well as a sympotic song, alias as both
choral and monodic song, to explore why the sense of taste is especially privileged over the sense of
sight or hearing. Ultimately, I argue that sweetness emanating from the song corresponds both to the
aesthetic result as well as to the professional toil Pindar invested in composing such a song of double
identity, as Pindar has already suggested in P.6, an ode related to I. 2.

*Setting an Example for Rome: The Good, the Bad and the Genocidal
Panel convener: Sarah Lawrence, University of New England
The importance of exemplarity in the Roman world, so clearly articulated by Polybius in his description
of the Roman funeral (6.53-5), has long been recognised. From Litchfield’s discussion of models of
virtus in 1914 to Roller’s examination of the representation of Horatius Cocles and Cloelia in 2004 and
van der Blom’s exploration of the role of exemplarity in Cicero’s career in 2010, scholars have
advanced our understanding of the way in which Romans learned to model their actions and attitudes
on heroes of the past. Valuable too have been studies of the literary and philosophical aspects of
exemplarity in particular texts, such as Chaplin and Stem on Livy (2000 and 2007 respectively) and on
particular themes, such as Langlands’ book on sexual morality in 2006. This panel, departing from the
scholarly tradition, scrutinises the operation of the dark side of exemplarity from three distinctive yet
inter-connected angles. Morrell’s paper explores attempts by politicians in the late Republic to
capitalise on the power of exempla in order to undo damage caused by individuals' propensity to
follow the wrong examples and pursue private gain to the detriment of the broader community.
Lawrence focuses in on the problem raised by Morrell of the function of negative exempla, examining
the conditions that are necessary for cautionary tales and models of bad behaviour to be correctly
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understood as exempla to be avoided rather than emulated. Taylor then takes up the admonitory
aspect of exempla to illustrate the operation of exemplarity beyond the confines of the Roman
audience by exploring the way in which acts of exemplary violence could be used by Romans to
‘educate’ foreign peoples in the ideology – or political reality – of Rome. Between the three papers,
the panel will illustrate the lessons, intentional and otherwise, still to be learned from exemplarity at
Rome.

Kit Morrell (Sydney), Leading by example: immorality and exemplarity in the Roman Republic
Exempla were a fundamental means by which moral standards were inculcated in Roman society.
Some of the most famous involved figures from Rome’s distant past, but the exempla of
contemporary, living individuals were regarded as particularly effective. The power of living exempla
meant that the operation of exemplarity, which was credited with the perpetuation of mos maiorum,
could also be held responsible for moral decline: authors including Cicero and Sallust explicitly link the
growth of avaritia with the fact that leading men were setting the wrong example. Yet the problem
itself suggested a solution. When a growing body of criminal law failed to control corruption and
avarice, Romans had recourse again to the power of example. Indeed, writing in the late 50s BC, Cicero
made it a tenet of his ideal constitution that leading men should provide a specimen for the rest of
the citizens. “If we secure this,” he says, “we secure everything” (quod si tenemus, omnia <tenemus>:
leg. 3.30).
This paper demonstrates the use of living exempla in the cause of moral and legal reform, above all
those individuals who consciously positioned themselves as models for their contemporaries. Among
these self-styled exempla are Q. Mucius Scaevola (cos. 95) who, as governor of Asia, sought to set an
example for other governors and was commended as such by the senate (Val. Max. 8.15.6), and the
younger M. Porcius Cato, who made his campaign for the consulship of 52 almost a caricature of
uprightness, at the expense, it seems, of his own electoral prospects. The willingness of these men
and others to sacrifice personal advantage in order to set an example for Rome is food for thought
amid contemporary expenses scandals and corruption enquiries in both northern and southern
hemispheres.

Sarah Lawrence (New England), Bad Examples: The Lessons of Negative Exemplarity
Negative exempla are difficult; the Rhetorica ad Herennium actually classifies exempla which are
improba and should not be imitated as vitiosa (2.29.46) and Tacitus even sees them as dangerous
(Ann. 4.33). Thus, despite the tradition, famously articulated by Livy, of providing both exempla for
emulation and avoidance (Pr.10), positive stories have tended to eclipse cautionary tales both at Rome
(Langlands, 2006, 79) and in modern scholarship. The persuasive and educational weight of negative
exempla might be assumed to require that people learn from the negative consequences of bad
actions as a result of human or divine punishment of these deeds (Mueller, 2002, 96), that the
audience is led to consider what is intrinsically good or bad (Plut., Demetrius, 1.4-5; Langlands, 2011),
or that these stories showcase the ill-repute garnered by vice. The latter two ideas entail the existence
of a shared community of values (Bloomer, 1992, 9), especially given the concern of Roman authors
that the audience might misuse exempla not intended for imitation (Skidmore, 1996, 81).
This paper will explore Valerius Maximus 9.11 Dicta improba aut facta scelerata as a case study of
negative exemplarity, focusing on the way in which Valerius guides his readers’ reaction to the stories
of aggravated evil in the culmination of his ‘vice’ chapters. As evil acts frequently have no direct
consequences in Valerius’ text, the definition of bad behaviour and the threat of historical
condemnation are of particular importance, yet the climactic exemplum excoriates an anonymous
man (9.11.ext.4). The question then emerges of the nature of the community expected to read and
understand these stories. Valerius’ improba exempla, it will be argued, not only illuminate the didactic
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function of negative exempla but also provide clues about the audience Valerius expected to benefit
from the wicked deeds in the Facta et Dicta Memorabilia.

Tristan Taylor (New England), Lessons of Violence: Mass-Violence and Roman Republican
Imperialism
In describing the sack of New Carthage in 209 BCE, Polybius digresses on the Roman custom (ἔθος) in
sacking a city, namely to kill all those they encounter, even dismembering animals, until the signal is
given to engage in plunder. Polybius states that, in his opinion, this is done for the sake of inspiring
terror (καταπλήξεως χάριν) (Hist. 10.15.4-5). Polybius thus regards such mass-violence as both
conscious and instrumental. Mass-violence could be utilised instrumentally on at least two levels. At
the more immediate level, the threat of mass-violence could inspire opponents to surrender swiftly.
At a broader level, it could be used in an exemplary fashion – to make an example of a particular
people for their conduct – and thus to deter others from like behaviour. This paper will explore both
the extent to which Rome did consciously use mass-violence in an exemplary fashion and the range of
circumstances in which such violence could be employed. With regard to the first question, I will argue
that Rome did indeed employ such violence consciously; for example, Caesar declares that he
executed the senate of the Veneti in 57 BCE after that people’s mistreatment of ambassadors so that
embassies would be well-treated by others in the future (quo diligentius in reliquum tempus a barbaris
ius legatorum conservaretur: BG 3.16). In relation to the second question, I will argue that massviolence was often, though not exclusively, used in an exemplary way in a retributive context, such as
the example of Caesar’s treatment of the Veneti. At other times, however, the deployment of massviolence could be less predictable, such as Lucullus’ slaughter of the surrendered Vaccaei in 151 BCE
(App. Hisp. 52), distorting the extent to which a ‘lesson’ might be learned from such actions as masskilling.

The Skin in ancient thought
Assaf Krebs (Tel Aviv), Roman skins: Notes on material and symbolic aspects of the human skin in
Ancient Rome
One of the most recent aspects of the growing interest in the human body in Classical Studies is the
emergence of what is known as ‘the sensory turn’. In my lecture I shall focus on the largest sensory
organ of the body: the skin. The skin is the oldest and the most sensitive of our organs. This huge body
part, almost 20% of an adult’s body weight, is related to touch, pressure, heat, and pain; it takes part
in kinesthesia and corporeal equilibrium; as our somatic envelope it has functions of delimitations,
holding and organization; it is related to language and culture and hence it carries symbolic meanings.
Ancient perceptions of human anatomy and physiology were quite different from modern ones. My
lecture aims to review and sketch the materialistic features of the skin in the Roman culture and to
discuss some of its symbolic meanings. Drawing on a wide range of literary sources, including medical,
scientific and other literary genres from Plautus to the second century CE, I shall present the skin’s
anatomy and physiology, its function and roles, and its nature and characteristics. I shall also explore
salient medical notions of the skin and discuss some aspects of the body-mind-skin relations. Finally I
shall refer to some of the skin’s symbolic functions, concentrating on its metaphorical meanings.
I shall argue that the Romans referred to the skin as a paradoxical and ambiguous surface carrying
inconstant and unstable characteristics and qualities. I shall demonstrate its function as both a
concealing and revealing surface; its passivity and activity; its evolving nature and its spatial qualities.
I shall furthermore maintain that the skin was usually conceived in negative terms and show how this
fact was reflected in the Roman culture.
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Jorge Torres (KCL), The limits of the skin: the role of sense perception in Hippocratic medicine
The dissection of human corpses began at a relatively late phase in the history of Greek medicine.
Before dissection was first permitted at the medical institute of Alexandria (circa 270-260 b.C), Greek
physicians had to deal with a vast range of biological phenomena which were not accessible to the
senses. This gave rise to the identification of two different kinds of diseases: what I call “external” and
“internal” diseases (On the Art, 9). Whereas the former are easily identified by sense perception, the
latter take place inside the body and thus cannot be seen. The Hippocratic treatise On the Art goes
even further by stating that most diseases exist “beyond the skin”. Such diseases are described as
“obscures” (ἄδηλα, 11.2), although they can still be “seen” by human intelligence in some way (11.812). On the other hand, the claim that medicine is concerned with phenomena that escape sense
perception is explicitly rejected by other Hippocratic treatises such as On Nature of Man (NM) and On
Ancient Medicine (AM). In both of these treatises we encounter an enthusiastic defense of medical
empirism; all those medical hypotheses that rely on phenomena that cannot be perceived (τὰ φανέα;
μὴ τὸ φανερόν) should be rejected in medical inquiry (e.g., NM, 1.5; AM, 1). Now this suggests an
overall inconsistency within the Hippocratic tradition. My suggestion is that the inconsistency is only
apparent. A more careful understanding of this paradox requires us to examine in greater detail the
role of sense perception in Hippocratic medicine.

*Smelling Rome
Panel convener: Mark Bradley (Nottingham)
Chair: Shane Butler (Bristol)
From flowers and perfumes to urban sanitation and personal hygiene, smell—a sense that is
simultaneously sublime and animalistic—has played a pivotal role in western culture and thought.
From medicine to religion, from erotic literature to urban planning, Greek and Roman writers and
thinkers lost no opportunity to connect the smells that bombarded their senses to the social, political
and cultural status of the individuals and environments they encountered: godly incense and burning
sacrifices, seductive scents, aromatic cuisines, stinking bodies, pungent farmyards and festering backstreets.
This panel will present approaches, ideas and arguments about Roman urban smells that have been
examined in the recent volume Smell and the Ancient Senses (Routledge, 2014), exploring in particular
the feasibility of the traditional approach championed by Alex Scobie that reconstructed the Roman
urban environment as characteristically noxious, dirty and mephitic. Can modern sensibilities be
mapped on to ancient experiences? To what extent are ubiquitous smells subject to habituation and
adaptation? And how did Romans approach smelling each other and the world around them? Bradley
will begin by addressing why smell occupied such a complex and controversial place in ancient
aesthetics, and will examine how olfaction became such a potent tool for understanding and
evaluating Roman bodies, characters and behaviours. Koloski-Ostrow will then explore material and
archaeological evidence for smell in the cities of Roman Italy and its role in urban organization and
management, while also addressing issues surrounding the naturalization of smells and the
acclimatization of the Roman nose. Betts will extend this approach by examining the relationship
between smell and memory in ancient experiences of space and movement around the city of Rome.
Finally, Toner will explore the impact of Christianity on the classification, discussion and evaluation of
smells and the shifting aesthetics of olfaction in late antique society and religion. In sum, this panel
will explore and probe the ways that odours, aromas, scents and stenches became rich and versatile
components of the ancient sensorium, while also examining what ancient Rome can teach us about
approaching the history of smell.
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Mark Bradley (Nottingham), Smell and the ancient senses: approaching olfaction in ancient Rome
This paper will introduce the panel by examining some of the basic issues and problems underlying
the study of smell and olfaction in antiquity, concentrating in particular on the exploitation of smell as
a defining characteristic of bodies foul and fragrant in Imperial Rome. Smell was a base, animal
behaviour associated with lust, greed and sensuality: the ancients themselves were acutely aware that
the smell organs of animals were keener and more discerning than those of humans, and Aristotle
struggled to explain olfactory perception much more than that of the other senses, on the grounds
that humans made such poor use of it. Nonetheless, Roman satirical texts, Latin elegy and epigrams,
biography and historiography regularly explored and probed the odours and stenches of the human
body (bad breath, smelly armpits, concealing scents and perfumes) in order to sniff out and expose
underlying patterns in behaviour and character. This paper considers the association of foul body
odours with immoral behaviour, political corruption and marginal identities, and explores the
relationship perceived by Roman thinkers between smells and sexual activity, lifestyle and social and
economic status. It examines the relationship between bad smells and obscene habits, the olfactory
stigma attached to foul professions like prostitution and fulling, and finishes by exploring how smell
has been used to characterise imperial bodies and the regimes that they governed.

Ann Olga Koloski-Ostrow (Brandeis), Raising a stink in the Roman city
This paper explores the smells of ancient Roman cities (Rome, Pompeii, and Ostia) using textual and
archaeological evidence, in order to discover what smells existed and how knowing about them can
sharpen our understanding of life on Roman streets, in public spaces, and in private dwellings. I review
a series of smells from all the chief institutions and structures of the city: from the streets (dung, vomit,
pee, shit, detritus, garbage, filthy water, produce moving to markets); from inside tenement buildings
(mould, damp basements or first floors, fires, charcoal, stagnant well water, overflowing cesspits);
from shops (burning ovens, smoke, meat and vegetable processing); from live animals; from crowded
public venues (including theatres, fora, and markets); from urban disasters (fires and floods); from
inside public baths and toilets; from games in the amphitheatre; from religious worship in and outside
temples; and from the rituals connected to death and burial.
Even if the Romans were “sensitized” to many powerful smells and could extinguish from their brains
and noses noxious odours within seconds to minutes, as modern science is proving about the human
nose (M. I. Greenberg, J.A. Curtis, and D. Vearrier, for example), and even if individual Romans could
voluntarily learn to extinguish their reactions to olfactory stimuli at will, as other scientists are
currently demonstrating (E. W. Corty, R. E. Minehart, and N. M. Campbell), an investigation into the
sources and dissemination of ancient smells can revivify the complexity of the ancient city and
contribute to a better understanding of urban zoning.

Eleanor Betts (Open University), Follow your nose: navigating by smellscapes in imperial Rome
Employing Drobnick’s concept of ‘pungent loci’, this paper explores the extent to which such locales
existed in Rome’s cityscape. Did any areas of Rome have distinct smell patterns? The aim of the paper
is to consider the extent to which the pungent loci of central Rome enabled construction of a smellmap by which the heart of the city could be perceived, navigated and understood. It will be argued
that pungent loci acted in a similar way to buildings and other architectural features. They were
landmarks, nodes, routes; a means by which to comprehend the layout of the city and to make
decisions about how to move through it.
The role of smell memory in navigating the city will also be explored. Smell and memory are closely
entwined. Any odour has the (potential) ability to create and to recall memories. The heady scent of
frankincense encountered for the first time, in the Vicus Tuscus, would contribute to the creation of a
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memory of that place. In contrast, for someone who already knew the scent, the waft of frankincense
might trigger a memory of another place or interaction, and that would make them react to the Vicus
Tuscus in a different way. These are examples of the ‘olfactory affect’: odours stimulate subjective,
sometimes emotional, sometimes physical, responses and are therefore a means by which place
memory is constructed. These subjective responses cannot be recreated and any reconstruction of
Rome’s pungent loci and smell-maps will be fragmentary. Nevertheless, exploring the smellscapes of
ancient Rome has the potential to give us a more nuanced insight into the way people experienced
and moved around the city.

Jerry Toner (Cambridge), The smell of Christianity
Ancient Christianity is often thought of as being an otherworldly, unphysical religion. But in fact it had
its own way of using the senses, and its own particular set of odours. Whether it was the use of scents
as part of their rituals and processions, the foul stench cultivated by later ascetic holy men, or the
imagined fragrance of the afterlife, smell lay at the heart of how Christians defined themselves and
the structure of their communities. Many of these practices and ideas were influenced by pre-existing
notions from the pagan and Jewish worlds. In part it represented an attempt to adopt a more readily
accessible, popular language, which would help spread the word and encourage conversion. But by
adding new forms of moral associations to certain odours, Christians were also able to differentiate
themselves from the pre-existing religions they sought to replace. Rome became a place which stank
of luxury and vice, whose lack of true religious belief was thought to be reflected in its lack of any
properly holy odour. Through senses such as smell, therefore, Christians sought to establish a new
sensory order, which replaced these immoral odours that could threaten the soul itself.
From the Roman point of view, many of these Christian ideas seemed to adopt the non-sensual to
express their new type of religiosity, a feature which they criticised. In reality, though, Christianity
relied every bit on the sensual to express their beliefs in a physical form. Moreover, the use of odours
became a central medium through which the individual and the divine could express their relationship
and communicate with each other. This represented an intensification of the religious use of the
sensory and reflected what the Christians believed to be their more profound religious experience.
Above all, it was the personal nature of that relationship between the individual and God which the
Christian use of senses sought to capture, however obliquely and fleetingly. Smell, I argue, acted as a
sensory metaphor for the proximity between individual souls and the God whose embracing love
would bring them salvation.

*Sustainable Classics: Threats and Opportunities in a Modern World
Panel convener: Mair Lloyd, Open University (OU)
This panel focuses on threats to traditional modes of scholarship and opportunities for new
approaches and engagements in our modern world. We begin by looking at evidence for the impact
of Latin learning on primary school children and some challenges to be met in sustaining and
enhancing future delivery. We then turn to challenges presented by the delivery of ancient languages
in state secondary schools in the face of current government policies. We then consider opportunities
for widening current approaches to ancient language teaching, drawing on inspiration from modern
language pedagogy and the possibilities of computer mediated communication. Finally, our third
paper demonstrates how one UK university is taking a number of innovative approaches, including
deployment of technology, to meet the challenges presented by changes in HE funding and
subsequent change in student demographics.
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E. Bracke (Swansea), The impact of Latin learning on primary school pupils
Thanks to the English government’s decision to make Latin and Greek part of the seven languages of
which every primary school in England must teach one from September 2014, ancient languages are
in the spotlight. The present paper, as part of a Leverhulme-funded project, explores the challenges
and consequences of teaching classical languages at primary level. For this project, I am working with
eight primary schools around the country that will teach Latin from September, as well as other
schools that are teaching other languages as control groups. By the time of the CA conference, pupils
will have taken part in two sets tests (one pre-test and one mid-year): I am combining quantitative
tests (a standardized test, a Latin-based linguistic ability test, and EEG scans) with qualitative testing
(through surveys) to measure the impact of learning Latin on the general cognitive skills, particular
literacy skills, and outlook on life of primary school pupils. Because this project is limited in scope, I
only wish to trace an initial outline of various factors such as gender, age, learning approach, course
book, socio-economic background, and (dis)ability, and compare Latin with Modern Foreign Language
learning. This paper will explain how the testing process works in comparison with previous tests. I
will make some preliminary observations about the way in which Latin is being taught and learned,
how a variety of factors impact on the learning process, and what the main challenges are, and make
suggestions as to the future of Latin at primary school.

Steve Hunt (Cambridge), Growing Classics in state schools: initiatives to increase opportunities for
Classics teacher training in response to government policy 2013-14.
The coalition government has often said that it wishes to encourage non-selective state schools to
offer Latin or Greek so that students may compete for places in elite universities on a level playing
field with the selective and independent schools sectors. There is, however, little evidence of a
coherent government policy to achieve this.
This paper assesses the sustainability of a number of projects which are designed to increase the
number of people teaching classics in state schools.

Mair Lloyd (OU), Learning Aloud: evaluation of the communicative approach in ancient language
pedagogy
Current ancient language pedagogy in UK universities largely relies on a combination of the traditional
grammar-translation approach along with reading of increasingly difficult ‘comprehensible input’ in
the form of target language texts. In contrast to modern language teaching, the ancient language is
not used as means of communication by teachers or students. This paper considers what effect such
an approach might have on the ability of students to engage with the ancient language and in
particular with its ancient texts. Results are based on the experiences of a group of participants taking
part in a week’s total immersion in the Latin language and on a separate group’s attendance at online
classes held entirely in the Latin language. The speaker took part in both activities as a participantobserver and research methods included autoethnography, pre and post reading exercises, and
interviews with participants and tutors.

James Robson (OU), Future Classics? Innovative Modules and Other e-Adventures at the Open
University
2014/15 sees the biggest curriculum shake-up that the Open University has ever witnessed. October
2014 marked not just the launch of our first ever single honours BA in Classical Studies but also a
refreshed online-only MA programme, soon to be available to a new global market. At home, the new
funding regime in HE has led to a four-fold increase in fees for English students, which in turn has
radically altered the nature of our student body. These changes also come at a time when the
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department has been working on two new major modules for 2015 (Classical Latin: The Language of
Ancient Rome and The Roman Empire) both of which innovate in their design and use of interactive
resources.
How is our student body changing and what impact is this having our teaching and curriculum? How
do we teach, and how do students learn, in an increasingly online environment? And what is the
pedagogy underpinning this teaching and learning? In this paper I aim to address these questions
while at the same time outlining the nature of our new-look curriculum and introducing some of our
new range of open-access, online learning resources.

Theorizing Reception
John Bloxham (Nottingham), The Classicising of the American Mind: Plato versus ‘Theory’ in the
Culture Wars
This paper examines the reception of Plato’s Republic within the educational ‘culture wars’ of 1980s
America. During this period, the ‘Great Books’ approach to higher education in the humanities came
under increasing pressure from radical perspectives and methodologies (‘theory’). The traditional
liberal arts emphasis on ‘western civilisation’, through the study of its ‘great’ literature, was deemed
a perpetuation of the elite’s racist, sexist and elitist oppression of the downtrodden. New approaches
and subjects of study were necessary to redress historical wrongs. Conservative polemicists, including
William Bennett, Education Secretary during Ronald Reagan’s second presidential term, sought to
arouse public anger against these changes and to restore the former, idealised focus on the ‘Great
Books’. The apparent apogee of this ‘dead white male’ reaction came with the publication in 1987 of
Allan Bloom’s best-selling The Closing of the American Mind. Bloom drew explicit parallels between
the supposed cultural deterioration in contemporary America and Weimar Germany, arguing that in
both cases cultural relativism and nihilism were pervasive and damaging. The solution was a return to
the ideas of antiquity, especially Plato’s Republic. This paper compares Bloom’s approach with those
of other cultural conservatives who cited Greek thought, focusing upon their very different
interpretations of both antiquity and America. Conservatives like Bennett utilized an unsophisticated
representation of western progress, beginning in Greece and culminating in America. In contrast,
Bloom, reading Plato as an esoteric writer, favoured the ancients against the moderns, and critiqued
America as the ultimate expression of vapid and decadent modernity: powerless against relativism
because of its shaky Lockean foundations. Bloom’s critique was more ambiguous than critics and
supporters have allowed, and it was a genuinely philosophical work that problematizes both Plato and
conservative claims for American exceptionalism.

Carol Atack (Oxford), Rancière’s lessons from Plato: reception as methodology in the history of
political thought.
The study of the history of political thought is a highly contested sub-discipline in which the contest
extends to identifying precisely which discipline it can best be attached to: philosophy, history,
political science and literature all have a claim. The start of the Western canon of political theory with
the foundational texts of Plato and Aristotle also provides an opening for classical reception studies
to be considered as a possible framework for studying later texts within the canon. This paper will use
contemporary political theorists’ complex and multi-layered negotiations with these texts to explore
the value of classical reception as a framework for the study of the history of political thought. In
particular, it will focus on the use of Plato in the political theory of French post-Marxist Jacques
Rancière, showing how Rancière engages directly with Plato’s political thought, and uses him
symbolically, in works such as Le philosophe et ses pauvres (1983) and Aux bords du politique (1990).
Rancière criticises Plato directly and through the thought of previous theorists, notably Hannah
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Arendt, and also uses Plato, the Greek tradition and the figure of the philosopher king symbolically, to
represent his own engagement in political debate and critical response to his teacher Louis Althusser.
Can classical reception studies provide a distinctive contribution to the analysis of Rancière’s thought,
separate from that which a Cambridge School historicist and contextualist reading might provide? Or
can a reception-based approach render contextualism acceptable to non-historicist approaches to the
study of political thought? Rancière’s multiple approaches to Plato, both directly as his equal and
indirectly via Arendt and Philhellenism, make his work a good test case to explore these
methodological questions, beyond the inherent interest in radical reappropriations of the classical
tradition.

Janina Vesztergom (ELTE Budapest) and Rogier van der Wal (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam),
Translation as Reception That Makes Sense: about Adoption, Belonging, and Analogies
In our paper we will connect two themes indicated by the organizers: Recovering Reception and The
Senses, and demonstrate how they can be put to fruitful interaction. Interconnecting our mixed
backgrounds in disciplines as Classics, English, Dutch, Ancient Cultures and Philosophy, we use the
phenomenon of translation (as an instantiation of reception) as a point of departure.
In their standard work The Classical Tradition, Grafton, Most, and Settis emphasize translations’
fundamental role in “making the classics ‘belong’” and compare it to an adoptive child rather than a
distant (or dead) cousin. But one crucial aspect of translating is the amount of ‘otherness’ that is
allowed to shine through in the translation, the degrees of ‘foreignisation’ or appropriation that the
translator allows. How best to relate the culture of the original text with that of nowadays when
translating? And what can we say of the great English translators of the ‘golden age’, running from
Dryden to Johnson? What in particular makes their ‘adoptions’ so successful, and how can they be
considered to give us (or their contemporaries) a sense of ‘belonging’?
Also, we will use the recent work by Hofstadter and Sander on analogy (which was recently also
translated into Dutch), connecting what they write with the Classics, with special attention given to
more or less adequate representations of sensory experiences and the use made of analogies and
metaphors to describe them in the different languages concerned. We will offer some examples, and
discuss them with the audience.
Our lecture will also take an unconventional approach with regard to the form: by presenting our
views together in one talk, taking our inspiration both from traditional dialogue and more modern
forms.

Tragedy
Akrivi Taousiani (KCL), See it right: how tragedy rescues its audience from Plato and Gorgias
Plato famously feared the deceitful quality of poetry; sharing the emotions of the character would
unleash the plaintive part in our soul (τό θρηνῶδες) and leave us open to the destructive power of
grief and self-pity. Gorgias, on the other hand, considered apatē (deceit) as the most desirable state
for the spectators to be in: the more emerged in the spectacle, the wiser an audience became. So can
tragic audiences ever think freely and feel (safely)? I wish to make two suggestions. First, that despite
Plato’s fears of inappropriate emotion on stage it is part of the very nature of tragic spectacle to make
its audience think about what they see. To prove this I will look at the dramatic use of the so called
internal audiences. These are characters that are turned into spectators of a physical action or into an
audience of a particularly vivid and powerful speech. I argue that these internal audiences are shown
to reconsider their conduct after viewing spectacles of emotional intensity – for instance, a lament,
an epileptic fit or vivid descriptions of passion. These internal spectators, therefore, exemplify the
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viewing experience offstage; the genre invites its audience to be alert to the spectacle and engage
critically with it. To see, however, is not (necessarily) to learn. The outcome of the audience’s
deliberation depends exclusively on the individual spectator, and the genre provides many examples
of such (mis) readings of performance. I will attempt to show that anticipating Marshall McLuhan’s
‘the medium is the message’, 5th century emerges as a sophisticated medium for reflection; it offers
its audience critical space to deliberate freely on the performance. It trusts, however, the individual
to make proper use of it.

Lothar Willms (Heidelberg), The philanthrôpon in Aristotle’s Poetics (chap. 18): fellow-feeling or
distributional justice?
The term philanthrôpon figures three times in Aristotle’s Poetics, twice in the famous 13th chapter
(1452b 38, 53a 2) and once in the 18th (1456a 21). In both passages this term is closely linked to
Aristotle’s conception of the tragic and the ideas which are central in his vision of tragedy (peripeteia,
moral quality of the main character, emotional reaction of the audience). Until today scholars disagree
widely on the meaning of philanthrôpon and its relation to the tragic. Their interpretations can be
grouped into two main trends: The first reads philanthrôpon as a general human sympathy and fellowfeeling (Halliwell, Konstan) which is deemed a more basic and preliminary emotional stage in
comparison to the tragic (Gudeman). The second sees both concepts as clearly distinct and interprets
philanthrôpon as a sense of (poetical) justice (Fuhrmann, Flashar) according to which the wicked are
punished (Zierl) and the right distribution of goods is preserved, a tendency which this school detects
also behind the concept of philanthrôpon and friendship in Politics (Dupont-Roc/Lallot).
In my talk I intend to argue in favour of this (second) view and against the first, again much en vogue
nowadays. I shall base my interpretation on a close reading of chap. 18 and its manifold philological,
contextual, and conceptual problems. In doing so, I shall also discuss the conceptual coherence of the
philanthrôpon and the tragic with chap. 13. In a further step, I shall assess the coherence of
philanthrôpon within Aristotle’s philosophy by aligning this term with the concept of distributional
justice. Finally, drawing on Hellmut Flashar, I shall demonstrate that the special slant which Aristotle
gave to philanthrôpon is a reaction to the humanitarian conceptions of this term which flourished in
the contemporary Hellenistic zeitgeist and seem to persist in present day readings of Aristotle’s
philanthrôpon as fellow-feeling.

Eleanor O’Kell (Leeds), An inch from tears: Greek tragedy and the weeping characters of its dry-eyed
masks
Tears are signs of strong emotion: grief (e.g. Aes. Lib. 154), shame (e.g. Eur. Hipp. 246) or joy (e.g.
Soph. El. 906). Hence tears/weeping are prominent in Greek tragedy. However, the majority of
references to and descriptions of characters weeping are used to establish habitual patterns of
behaviour (e.g. Aes. Ag. 16-18 or Eur. Or. 134-35, Soph. Trach. 907) or relate to off-stage action (e.g.
Aes. Sept. 51, Eur. Alc. 185, Soph. Phil. 278-9). In most cases of on-stage weeping, tears are a marker
of genuine – unconcealable – emotion (cf. Aristotle Poetics 1455a on weeping and recognition, also
Eur. Med. 922-28) that stimulates an emotional response in on-stage observers, although the wearing
of masks prevented the characters from showing actual tears, affecting audience-response.
Following a brief overview of textual references to tears/weeping in the three major tragedians, the
paper will examine a number of characters (including Euripides’ Creusa, Hecabe, Medea and Adrastus
and Sophocles’ Ismene and Electra) whose on-stage weeping is commented on by others, in order to
identify why and how ancient choruses and actors may have been seen to “weep”. This examination
shows that surviving texts indicate the use of gesture and bodily movement raising questions about
possible directorial intervention.
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The increasing presentation of weeping that is disconnected from the emotional attachment being
avowed and is even deliberate (two examples are Euripides’ Iphigenia at Aulis and Sophocles’ Oedipus
at Colonus) may be explained by popular perception of such techniques, and by a growing concern
with emotional manipulation in public contexts (e.g. the assembly and courts). The paper therefore
concludes by re-visiting Aulus Gellius’ famous anecdote of the actor Polus using his own son’s ashes
to play Sophocles’ Electra, an anecdote in which technique is supported by genuine emotion to create
an emotionally affecting performance.

Kate Cook (Reading), A New Clytemnestra? Deianira's control of praise in Sophocles' Trachiniae
When considering Sophocles' Trachiniae, scholars often make two particular observations on the
character of Deianira, both of which persist. The first is that Deianira is weak, uncertain, and unable
to influence the events around her. The second compares her directly with another tragic husbandkiller: Aeschylus' Clytemnestra, whose active role in her husband's death is very similar to Deianira's,
and who is also seen as dramatically similar, as she spends a great deal of time on stage managing the
events surrounding her husband's death. In many ways, Clytemnestra is not a very satisfactory model
– she kills her husband directly, face-to-face with a weapon, as a male killer would act. She is
undeceived at the time of her murder, unlike Deianira who believes she is acting for the benefit of her
marriage, and at every step she is willing to try the male approach, argument, against those who would
condemn her, whereas Deianira at the critical moment instead chooses silence.
However, throughout the Trachiniae Deianira displays a level of control over her speech and that of
those around her which sets her aside from all the other characters on stage, and does invite
comparisons between her and Clytemnestra. The destruction of Heracles in the Trachiniae is not
confined to his body – his praiseworthiness as a warrior and man is called into question throughout
the play, until this aspect of his character is left as much a shambles as his ruined body. In this paper I
shall show that Deianira's words and actions throughout the tragedy are the key to his destruction.
Deianira's influence persistently redirects or forestalls the praise Heracles might otherwise earn from
others in the play, until he is left prematurely considered unworthy of praise, even before her poison,
which reduces him to the same physical state.

Tragedy and its reception
Thomas A. Wilson (Sydney), Critias, cultural conflict, and dramatic reception in fifth-century Athens
Critias, key member of the despotic regime of the Thirty Tyrants, has never enjoyed much popularity.
This is unsurprising, given his political beliefs and actions. Nevertheless, in addition to his political
activities, Critias produced a substantial and unusually varied literary output, including prose and verse
works on political theory, sympotic poetry, and dramas (of contested authorship), all of it fragmentary.
An examination of these literary remains should provide some insight of the role played in the cultural
life of Athens by a man who is eminently worthy of study, however distasteful to modern democratic
sensibilities.
In spite of recent work critically re-examining the literature of anti-democratic intellectuals in Athens,
notably Ober (1998), there has not been any recent substantial study of Critias in English; moreover,
the majority of research which does discuss his literary output tends to do so in a narrow, selective
manner. Drawing on Peter Wilson’s (2003) work on Critias’ interaction with the culture of mousikē in
Athens, as well as on a proliferation of Italian scholarship set in train by Vanotti (1997), I will examine
the dramatic fragments usually assigned to either Critias or Euripides, arguing that these four plays
(Perithous, Rhadamanthys, Tennes, and Sisyphus) represent a body of work which is internally
consistent, and distinctive within the corpus of fifth-century tragedy. I will also explore the role that
the Critias’ extreme and reactionary political views, coupled with the Athenian decision in 403 BC not
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to remember evils (μὴ μνησικακεῖν), have played in the reception of his work, both ancient and
modern, and the attribution of fragments to other authors.

Chiara Meccariello (Oxford), Euripidean plots in Graeco-Roman Egypt: new evidence from papyri
The plot summaries of Euripides’ plays known as “narrative hypotheses”, preserved both on papyrus
and in the mediaeval manuscripts of the plays, have accompanied the reading of tragedy since at least
the first century AD, and are still prefixed to the texts of the plays in most of the modern editions,
following the Byzantine practice. The importance of these texts for the modern scholar lies both in
their preserving key information on plots of lost plays, and in their offering insights on how Euripides
was read and studied in antiquity. The discovery of papyrus hypotheses has sometimes increased
considerably our knowledge of fragmentary plays (examples include the Alexandros hypothesis in P.
Oxy. 3650 and the Aeolus hypothesis in P. Oxy. 2457), and the numerous papyrus witnesses have
helped scholars reconstruct the uses and purposes of these summaries (for example, P. Oxy. 2455 has
drawn attention on the systematical presence of a complex heading system, including the first line of
the play, before each hypothesis, which suggests a link with pinakography).
A new papyrus witness of the second century AD, whose editio princeps I am currently preparing,
promises to improve our knowledge of the narrative hypotheses as a genre, to contribute substantially
to the reconstruction of lost Euripidean tragedies, and to attract scholarly attention on a variety of
topics. In my paper I would like to present the new papyrus focusing on the following three aspects:
1) New insights on the circulation of the hypotheses in Graeco-Roman Egypt, as offered by the style
and layout of the papyri;
2) New information on the plots of Euripides’ Danae and Dictys, allowing a better assessment of the
existing fragments and bringing into focus previous conjectural reconstructions;
3) New evidence on the titles of the Euripidean satyr plays surviving in antiquity, reopening the debate
- based on the number contained in the mediaeval Life of Euripides - which Kannicht’s Tragicorum
Graecorum Fragmenta (vol. 5, Göttingen 2004) seemed to have settled.

Emma Cole (UCL), “Terror of modern times sets the stage for Greek tragedy”: Martin Crimp’s Cruel
and Tender and Alles Weitere kennen Sie aus dem Kino
In 2004, the Guardian’s theatre critic Michael Billington argued that the contemporary popularity of
Greek tragedy ‘is directly attributable to the unfolding tragedy in the middle east’. The publication of
the landmark Dionysus Since 69 in that same year proved that the factors motivating contemporary
reinventions of tragedy are usually much more multifaceted; however, a desire to explore modern
conflict through ancient tragedy is nevertheless a key element in Martin Crimp’s classical receptions.
Crimp (b. 1956) is one of Britain’s most prominent playwrights. He has authored over thirty plays,
libretti, translations, and adaptations, including highly lauded new versions of Sophocles’ Trachiniae
and Euripides’ Phoenissae, titled Cruel and Tender (2004) and Alles Weitere kennen Sie aus dem Kino
(2013) respectively. This paper considers how Crimp’s two plays use Greek tragedy to engage with
contemporary conflicts, the former with the War on Terror, and the latter with the Syrian crisis. It will
argue that the plays reflect an evolution in Crimp’s adaptation style, which moves from using tragedy
to make a specific political statement, towards producing more open meditations on broader social
contexts. I will suggest that this reflects a wider movement in the contemporary theatre industry, and
means that the current series of adaptations premièring in Britain are likely to inspire more repeat
productions than those Billington drew upon in 2004. The ability for ancient tragedy to remain
relevant to our present socio-political reality is part of its enduring appeal. Modern adaptations must
be similarly applicable to different contexts if they are to stand the test of time.
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Translation
Jo-Marie Claassen (Stellenbosch), Translation and adaptation as reception: the classics in Afrikaans
as a case study
Afrikaans, as one of the youngest acknowledged Indo-European languages, has a relatively short
history as a written language (dating from the 1870s), even though it had probably developed and was
already spoken in South Africa during the previous century and a half at least. Translation of the
Classics into Afrikaans is a relatively new phenomenon, but with a wide spectrum of types. The paper
will briefly outline issues of reception as highlighted by translation theorists. Broadly speaking, the
focus of a translation may be either on the potential reader or on the original text. That means a
translation can aim to render a text into a register that will be totally familiar to the reader, or it may
try to offer a replication of the original text, but in the target language. All translations of necessity lie
somewhere on the line between these extremes. Parallel with this line, lies the line representing
various types of adaptation, which also fall within the rubric of reception. The paper will feature the
relatively small, but virtually complete, corpus of Afrikaans renderings of the Classics (both translation
and adaptation), as its size makes it conveniently manageable as a case study. Focus will be on the
relative success as reception of various approaches to translation and adaptation by several Afrikaans
authors.

Cressida Ryan (Oxford), Literal and Literary Latin in Sophocles – what we can learn from early
modern texts and translations.
The modern textus receptus for Sophocles (Brunk, 1788) was published over a century after that of
Euripides. In this paper, I discuss the sixteenth-eighteenth century Latin texts and translations of
Sophocles, and the literary and pedagogical politics and aesthetics underlying their creation and use.
I assess how ad verbum translations can be read in a literary sense, and how carefully crafted the
literary ones are. I use examples of e.g. terms of authority to demonstrate how the Latin translation
of a text acts as an account of reception, both highlighting under-explored aspects of the text and
reflecting contemporary society and politics. I examine para-textual features such as the line
assignments and marked lines to show how textual issues affect the interpretation and reception of
the text.

Christodoulos Zekas (OU Cyprus), The Poetics and Politics of Two Homeric Translations into Modern
Greek
Modern Greece occupies a distinctive position in the history of translating texts from Greek antiquity,
primarily for two reasons: first, for the linguistic similarities between the source- and target languages,
and second for the decisive influence that the classical past has exercised upon earlier and
contemporary Greek culture. This latter aspect of translation has had important implications on the
construction of national identity and created a normative rhetoric, both within and outside the
academia, about the appropriate method for rendering ancient literature. Deriving its authority from
the canonical status of the source texts, Homeric translation, in particular, has frequently been used
in modern Greece with a view to inscribing the translated text into contemporary culture and also to
legitimizing the linguistics means of its production.
Within this framework, my paper explores the poetics and politics that trigger two of the most
celebrated examples of Homeric translation in modern Greece, those of Kazantzakis/Kakridis and
Maronitis. Set against the background of translation theory alongside modern discussions of
reception, my examination addresses issues of linguistic and cultural ‘equivalence’ in order to situate
the related target texts in the wider context of modern Greek cultural poetics. As I suggest, the two
related versions of Homer share distinctive qualities in some important respects: not only is their
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production firmly grounded on both classical scholarship and modern literature, but also they show
clear evidence of a tendency towards cultural domestication. Yet their poetic preferences seem to
propose different perceptions of the source text, which are indicative of an evolution in the reception
of antiquity in modern Greece. In all the above respects, the versions of Kazantzakis/Kakridis and
Maronitis may well be placed among the most representative tokens of the so-called ‘intralingual’
translation and have justly exercised fundamental impact on the familiarization of contemporary
Greeks with Homer.

Virgiliana
Bram van der Velden (Cambridge), Aut re vera…: ‘literal’ interpretations in Servius
Although Servius has been widely used to elucidate Vergil’s works, there have been relatively few
efforts to study the underlying methodology of the commentary itself. Attempts to make
generalizations regarding Servius’ preconceptions of literary interpretation run into problems: the
sheer size of the commentary, the infamous debate regarding the relation between Servius vulgatus
and Servius auctus, and finally our lack of knowledge of Servius’ sources and the way in which he used
them. This paper zooms in on a detail from Servius’ commentary from which wider inferences
regarding his methodology might be drawn.
We often find the following sequence in Servius: a certain lemma is glossed by a word that lies quite
far from its semantic core. One example: Servius ad Georg. 4.309 explains hiberno sidere by explaining
that sidere stands for tempore here. Then, however, he adds ‘aut re vera “sidere”
propter Orionem’, in other words: he argues that a more ‘literal’ interpretation is also possible.
The combination ‘aut re vera’ is found 48 times in Servius, but almost never in any other Latin text,
including the other ancient commentaries that are handed down to us. None of these instances are
additions by the compiler of Servius auctus. We can therefore assume that there is considerable unity
of interpretative methodology between these comments, something that is much harder to prove for
the commentary as a whole.
In my study of this mini-corpus, my question will be: ‘what strategies does Servius use to support his
claim that the “literal” interpretation is possible?’. I will point out three aspects: Servius’ use of
parallels from other authors, his use of encyclopaedic material to explain away difficulties of
interpretation, and finally his use of details from the immediate context of the word in the text to
support his interpretation.

Michael Schulze Roberg (Ruhr), Insects in the Underworld: Ps.-Verg. Culex and Vida’s Bombyces
Marcus Hieronymus Vida’s Bombycum libri duo, a didactic poem on the breeding of silkworms (first
published in 1527), follows the Vergilian model from the Georgics and also the Aeneid. It combines
practical advice with aitia on the origin of silk inspired classical mythology. The circle of life of the
silkworm is explained by an agreement of Venus and Dis, who allows the silkworms to ‘resurrect’ as
silk moths after they (apparently) die in their cocoons.
The descriptions of the worms’ experience in the underworld resembles, to a great extent, passages
from the pseudo-Vergilian Culex, the story of a midge killed by a shepherd. The insect later appears to
its ‘murderer’ and reveals to him the dreads that it has to face in the realm of Tartarus. Vida never
makes a secret of his admiration for Vergil, and so the Culex surely was known to him, notwithstanding
the uncertain authority of that text. Thus the parallelism cannot be ignored.
Both scenarios are, of course, parodistic variations of a common epic topos, seemingly considering
tiny insects as equal to the famous heroes of epic poetry. However, despite the similarity of these two
cases, there are decisive differences as to how the realm of the dead is perceived in both poems. It
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shall be examined how Vida, a Catholic clergy, adapts ancient mythological imagery to Christian
concepts of the afterlife.
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